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PREFACE. 

THIS little work on Practical J ourne.lism (I believe the first 
of the kind) originally appeared in tbe form of a series 
of articles .in The Bazaar. The argument in favour of the 
issue of . such a book will be found in the " Introductory" 
chapter. I should like it to be understood tbat every line 
ivhich is printed in . the ensuing pages is addreseed only to 

. literary beginners. I make no pretensions to be considered 
either tutor or adviser to my experienced brethren of tbe 
Press, who, I trust, .will deal as gently as they can with my 
attempt to smooth somewhat the path of the young 
journalist. Every popular · author, even, had to make a 
beginning; ·and, remembering his (or her) early struggles, 
will, no doubt, ever be inclined to regard with kindliness 
the aspirations of the novice. 

JOHN DAWSON. 

RosALIE HousE, 

HIGHGATE ROAD, N.W. 
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PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 
HOW TO ENTER THEREON AND SUCCEED. 

I 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

SoME time ago, I contributed to Pii.e Bazaar two articles-one 
on u Amateur Authors" and the other on "Literary Remune
ration," and the ventilation of these topics brought so many 
letters from young men. who wished to adopt journalism as a 
profession, that the idea occurred to me that a series of papers 
on practical joumalism would be likely to find wide favour. 
The youthe and young men, not to mention girls and young 
women, and persons who have arrived at the meridian of life, 
'vho desire to earn a livelihood by literary work, are count
less. While a great number of these are perhaps totally lack; 
ing the qualifications essential to ensure success as authors 
or journalists, at the same time there are doubtless many 
clevet· young ones among them who, if they only knew how to 

. begin,- might become fairly prosperous members of the Press. 
We have hoo)<s in the shape of guides to the Law, the Army 
and Navy, Medicine, and to Government appointments; but; 
as far as I know, we have no hook which fot·ms a thoroughly . 
practical guide to journalism as a profession. That want I 
desire to supply. 

B 



2 PRACTICAL JOURNALISM. 

A taint of Bohemianism still clings to journalism, which 
makes it somewhat unpopular with parents and guardians, 
and groundless objections are often urged against a young 
man adopting literature as a profession. Now, the journalist 
of the present day differs as much from the newspaper man 
of the past "" the illuminating power of the electric light 
differs from the rays which were cast by the farthing candle. 
The member of the Press of the current generation is found 
to be just "" prosperous as-and frequently more so than
the successful member of any other profession. The impecu. 
niosity which WIIB a common condition of the newspaper 
writer of the early part of the nineteenth centw-y is seldom 
now seen in any man of ability connected with the Press, 
unless the cause can be traced to insobriety, or want of 

· industry, or lack of perseverance-failings which would pre· 
vent an individual rising in any walk of life. 

There are many examples of unsuccessful journalists; so 
also ha.ve we unsuccessful lawyers, unsuccessful doctors, and, 
unfortunately, unsuccessful members of all professions and 
trades. It would be wonderful indeed if journalism stood 
alone as a profession into which everyone who entered should 
succeed ; and, where success is easiest, it should not be 
forgotten, the prizes are fewer and less in value. The 
prosperous journalist of to-day discharges his tradesmen's 
bills and pays his rent and taxes just as promptly as the 
flourishing member of any other business; therefore, the 
down-at-the-heel and shabbily-dressed literary lounger of Fleet. 
street should no more be accepted as the type of a Press 
man nowadays than the bragging, blustering individual of 
certain convivial haunts of the Strand should be considered a 
fair example of the hard-working men who adorn the Stage. 

Journalism has made enormous strides, even during the last 
decade, and it is probable it will make still more gigantic ones 
in future years. Papers have . greatly multiplied; and 
naturally, therefore, the workers who produce them must have 
increased, and will still go on increasing. That a great 
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quantity of the newspaper writing of the day is poor, is often 
used as an argument in favour of the view that joumulistic 
writers are too numerous. It is true that journalists are 
plentiful enough, and that many of them produce only 
indifferent work; but these facts really point to quite an 
opposite conclusion to that which is commonly deduced 
from them. Many incapable writers pr9duce many badly
written papers; if more capable writers were forthcoming, 
they wonld oust the "incapables " from their chairs, and 
usher in an era of better class newspaper literatm·e. The 
existence of badly-written journals is. no proof whatever 
that the profession of joumalism is overcrowded, but rather 
that there are too few good writers. Every year, however, 
the Press is drawing to itself a better class of men. The 
overcrowding of other professions has somet!llng to do with 
this, and it is further infiuenced by the fact that the 
pecuniary rewards of journalism are now greater than they 
were. The action of the School Board has created more 
readers, and will continue to create ,still more; and, as tills 
goes on, a greater number of writers will be required to 
produce an ever-increasing number of papers. 

I have . no desire whatever to tempt any young man to 
enter upon the somewhat intricate paths of journalism; but I 
can say with truth that to a youth of literary inclinations, 
who has received a fair education, the Press offers an open 
field for a prosperous career. I am quite aware that in 
journalism there may not be so many big prizes to be won 
as there are at the Bar; but I contend that in Press work 
there are more rewards of moderate worth than are to be 
found in Law or in Medicine, or in the Ohurch, to say nothing 
of such artistic pursuits as painting, scnlpture, or the Stage. 
Some apprenticeship, of course, is requisite before a young 
man can develop into a joumeyman-journulist, juet as some 
apprentices!llp is required before a young man can blossom 
forth as an adept at any other calling. I would. therefore, 
not wish any youth to imagine that he has only to procme 

B2 



PRACTICAL JOURNALISM. 

an ink-bottle a.nd a pen a.nd a quire of paper to be at once 
in receipt of a handeome income from literary production's. 
That is the last thing I should desire a.ny reader to suppose ; 
but this I affirm most strongly, that no profession, perhaps, 
otters to a young man who is possessed of literru:y ability 
so ready and speedy a means of earning money as journalism. 
If he went to the Bar, he might have to wait years before 
he got a brief, a.nd it is possible the desired document might 
never 1·each him at all. Were he to enter the Chw·ch, his 
ultimate reward might be, probably, no more than the curacy 
of a.n obscure mining or agricultural parish, of the value of 
a hundred or so a. year. In Medicine, a young man must 
pass through long years of waiting before he acquires much 
of a practice, uuless he be possessed of the capital necessary 
to buy one. AJJ to the Army a.nd Navy, we ca.n scarcely 
consider either profession one which a young man would. 
enter if he has hie living to earn. 

Now, I need scarcely say that a Press worker on almost the 
lowest rung of the ladder receives more remuneration for his 
services than the poor curate, or the barrister who "devils'" 
for a more successful brother, or a lieutenant in the AJ:my 
or Navy, a.nd more guineas, usually, than the young surgeon 
who, unaided by friende, is making strenuous eltorts to build 
up a practice. To what position the beginner in jow-nalism has 
every chance of ultinlately attaining, providing he is possessed 
even of ouly moderate ability, it will be my duty in this little 
book to acquaint the reader. The more clever, of course, he is, 
the larger will be his reward; at the same tinle, it is well that I 
should point out that it is by no me:i.ns necessary a young 
man should be a genius in order to succeed in journalism. 
If only the genius wrote, we should have to content our
selves with very few newspapers indeed, while the appearance 
of books would certaiuly be few and far between. The work 
of the genius is, indeed, not required, as a rule, in Producing 
newspapers; but what is requisite is the literary ability ro 
retail news in plain every-day language, and to comment on 
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the same with a liberal display of common sense, fairness, 
and clea.tuess. lilly additional acquirements beyond these 
may be useful to the journalist, but the above should never 
be absent if any substantial progres~ is to be made. 

I purpose in the ensuing chapters dealing a.s thoroughly 
with my subject as will serve the object in view. I shall 
endeavour to throw out hints regarding work which may 
occur to me, not omitting .to mention the subjects which 
it is advisable a young writer should choose, and how he 
should tr~at them, in order to secw·e the attention of an 
editor. It may be possible alSo. to indicate to the novice ife 

· channel in which he is most likely to dispose of tlie results 
. of his pen, and how and. where he may have the best cliance 
of ~ecuring permanent literary employment on the Pt•ess. 



CHAPTER II. 

PARAGRAPH-WRITING AND REPORTING. 

Ambitiou• Authors-Victim• of Oacoethe• Scribendi-Short· 
hand and it• Place-How to Write a Paragraph. 

THE g1·eat fault of the literary aspirant is that he usually 
aims too high. It is a good thing to aim high, as one is 
more likely to. have greater success; at the same time, we 
must not forget the vaulting ambition which overleaps itself 
and falls on the wrong side. My experience and observation 
have convinced me-and I think the experiences and observa
tions of most authors and journalists would agree with mine
that it sadly retards the progress of a; young man when he 
begins by making too ambitious attempts in literature or 
journslism. Except in the case of the genius-an exalted 
being, to whom I do not propose to have anything at all to 
say-failure, on the part of the inexperienced, is nearly 
always the result of over-ambitious literary effort. It is 

· necessary in writing, as it is in any other work, that one 
must walk before one can run. No man would ever think of 
earning a. living as a maker of chairs or tables before he had 
first learnt to saw and plane a piece of wood properly. 
Yet the literary aspirant will frequently sit down, with an 
assurance which is amusing, to write a three-volume novel 
before he is able to pen a. fairly respectable paragraph or, 
it may be, a. grammatically-constructed sentence. Such is, of 
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course, a great mistake; and I wish to strongly inipress it 
upon those who peruse these chapters with the view of 
profiting by the few hints which my experience enables me 
to offer. 

Cacoethes scribimd'i generally attacks its victim early in life, 
and the result ofren is a five-act tJ:agedy or an epic play 
or poem, which generally,. being doomed, never sees the light. 
How many such ambitious literary efforts are now lying at 
the bottom of boxes and cupboards in ~ngland alone! Of 
course, publishers and cb:amatio tasters are obtuse-minded, 
and obstinately refuse to discern the merits of a young and 
aspiring writer, who is perforce driven to e...:n his livelihood 
by an occupation of a less ambitious character than literature. 
Were the aspirant to covet more modest laurels, it is 
probable in many instances that success would be his reward, 
which would encourage him to further, and, it might be, more 
ambitious, efforts. Experiencing a brusque rebuff at the out. 
set, through being too eager for speedy literary fame, dis
courages him very often from making any furthet· effort; 
and it is just possible we may thus occasionally lose a 
promising recruit to the ranks of literature. I fully believe 
that over-ambition in the beginning is one of the causes of 
journalism losing not a few workers of ability. 

Fortunately for jofrrnalism, cacoethes scribendi does frequently 
take a more modest QOnrse than in the writing of five-act 
tragedies, epics, or tru:ee-volume novels. The victinls of the 
disease ru:e generally regarded as awful plagues or bores in 
their own circles, and such treatment makes matters some- -
what haa·d for the litet·ary beginner. The afiliction of cacoethes 
scribendi does certainly often transform a young man (an old 
one, too, for the matter of that) into .. terrible nuisance to 
his relatives and friends. .A. passion for private theatricals 
has given us more than one ornament of the dramatic pro
fession; and when the hot fever of cacoethes scribendi has 
passed beyond its earlier stage, it has sometimes discovered 
a writer who it could easily be seen had acquired a considerable 
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knack of wielding the pen. _No professional, perhaps, is par
'ticularly partial to the amateur, but we must, to some 

• extent, be reasonable and indulgent in this respect, re
membering 'that all professionals wm.-e amateurs, IJ?-Ore or less, 
,at the outset of their career. 
· l'ersonally, I like to see a young journalistic aspirant 
.modestly begin by writing paragraphs, and to find him 
industrious in acquiring the practical use of shorthand. It is 
almost SUl'e to lead to a great deal of wasted time and 
labour for a very young man, whose ideas are quite t•aw and 
not particularly novel, to attempt to contribute original 
articles to newspapers or magazines. The qualification of 
writing paragraphs, coupled with the knowledge of shorthand, 
will commend itself sooner to the attention of an editor who 
is in want of a recruit on his staff than anything else. While 
ahorthll.lld is not,. as so many young .men seem to suppose, 
-the one and only qualification of a newspaper reporter, at th~ 
-same time the aspirant cannot attach too much importance 
:to it if he wishes to succeed in ·journalism. There have 
been, I am aware, many admirable reporters who could not 
write a word in shorthand ; nevertheless, I would strongly 

. impress upon the beginner the necessity of acquiring the 
"stenographic art" if he desires to get on. It is a recom
·mendation even for an editor or a sub-editor to be able to 
write shorthand, so it may be quite. understood that it is 
a still greater recommendation for a reporter. 

It is almost impossible that rep01·ting of any sort can be 
-efficiently performed without the assistance of shorthand; for,. 
though .speeches may not have to be "taken,'' yet, eveq _for 
paragraph-writing, memoranda. have to be jotted down, which 
cannot be done so readily and fully with longhand as by the 
use of shorthand. As to which system is the best for the 
.aspirant to acquire, I will say nothing beyond thiS'-that in 
my younger days Pitman's was considered much supe1ior 
to any other. Let me here, however, impress ·this fact upon 

,a young ma.n-the great desirability of thoroughly maste•·ing 
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.whatever system of sbor.tband be undertakes to acquh•e, that 
it may be of practical service to him. I am sorry to see the 
great amount of time that is wasted by young men in only, 
as it were, half mastering a system, then ceasing its study 
when the progress that has been made can be of little or no 
use for reporting purposes-in fact, it may be worse than 
useless; for if the writer cannot read his notes easily, he 
had far better get along as bost he can with longhand. . 

Paragraphs are so· numerous in a. newspaper, and indeed, 
generally, in ahnost every journal, that the beginner will do 
well to devote careful attention to paragraph-writing, which, 
by the way, is not such an easy art as some persons may 
suppose. It is a fact that many an able reporter cannot write 
a decent paragraph. (By reporter I here mean simply an apt 
notetaker and transcriber.) I remember being particnla.rly 
struck by this fact some years ago, at a time when I was 
engaged as a sub-editor on a London evening paper. A 
young man reported for us the inquest in the well-known 
Bravo case, and 1·eported it admirably, too. This task over, 
we sent him out the following morning to attend a suburban 
flower show. We only wanted a paragraph, I told him, of 
not more than forty or fifty lines. He dnly went to the place, 
and returned to the office with his pamg~·aph-a journalistic 
performance which I shall never forget. It was impossible 
that I could insert it as it was written; it was what might 
be t1-uthfully termed "an awfnl hash." I was obliged tc tum 
and twist it about, and most carefully 1·evise it, before I 
conld let it go into the columns of the paper. I was, indeed, 
sw·prised that a young man who had so faithfully and 
accumtely reported the inquest shonld have written such a. 
poor piLl·agraph about a flower show. The fact was, thst· 
reporting the evidence of the witnesses before the coroner 
called for little or no literary ability, while to write a neat 
paragraph needs 'Some journalistic skill and experience. I1 
is a sub-editor's duty, of -course, to revi,Eie the reporters' 
paragraphs, but it .can be scarcely expected that he shonld 
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often have to re.write them entirely. To be able to write a 
neat paragraph is an important qualification, and the beginner 
who can do so has naturally the best chance of having his 
paragraphs inserted, or seeming an engagement on a news. 
paper. 

In writing a paragraph, several points should be observed. 
In the first place, the heading, if there be one, ought to be 
as short and explicit as possible. 1f there is to be no head
ing, the first line or two should contain something which 
will let the reader know the subject of the paragraph, and 
not compel him to have to read fwiher in order to ascertain 
if the matter is of any interest to him. The time when the 
accident occurred, or the inquest was held, or the lecture 
was delivered, as the case may be, should appear early in 
the paragraph. 1f it be written with the view of appearing 
in the issue of a paper of the next day, the word "Yester
day," or the phrase "Last evening," is a. good way of begin .. 
ning. The news thus looks recent and fresh. Of course, 
if the paragraph is penned for insertion in an evening paper 
of the same day, it should begin with "This morning" or 
"This afternoon." 

In a simple news paragraph-that is, say; the report of 
an accident, inquest, or lecture-the expression of opinion on 
the part of the 'Writer should be rigorously omitted. The 
editorial "we" should be avoided, too, in news. paragraph 
writing. Instead of such phrases as " We understand" and 
"Let us hope," write 4

' It is understood" and "It is hoped." 
The young journalist is fond of airirig the editorial " we" 
in the midst of news, but it is a decided blemish in parag1·aph 
writing. Finally, terseness is a. great recommendation in a 
paragraph. 
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REPORTING. 

The Roughing ;E'rocess-Provincial Newspapers-Best Training 
Schools-Versatility of Country Repor!ers-E~periences on 
the "Mudborough Chronicle"-" The Smart Descriptive .Man" 
-Rsp.orting on Lond<in Dailies-Parliamentary Reporting-
-The "Gallery" .Ma'llr-Taking "Tu,rns "-"Smith follows 
Brown" -Qualifications of a Gall611f Reporter-Press Ageneies 
-Pa1·lioimentary Committees~' .. d:nnual" and o Sessional" 
Reporters. 

REPORTING is a most important, if not the most important, 
branch of journalism. I am not 80 sure that" the reporter has 
not a better claim than any other literary worker on the Press 
to the tjtle of journalist. A man is often spoken of as" No 
journalist: a mere reporter"; but why 80 P Reporting is the 
very backbone of a newspaper, which, without reporting, would 
be nothing. As I understand the term "journalism," it means 
keeping a journal : a journal is a diary; and, as the reporter 
daily takes notes of events as they occur, and writes them out 
or enters them up in his journal or diary, I think he has a 

·greater claim to be denominated a journalist than has the 
leader-writer who comments upon the news, or the reviewer, 
or the w:amatic-critic who pens essays upon the carp~try 
and scenery of the latter-day Stage; However, jom'lllllist or 
no journalist, in producing a newspaper we cannot do without 
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the reporter; and certain country newspaper proprietors so 
far acknowledge this fact that they employ only the reporter 

88 a literary worker in getting out their sheets, ignoring alto
gether such individuals as editor and suh·editor. 

The salary of a reporter varies very much. A youth on a. 
country weekly paper may receive no more than live.and·twenty 
Shillings or so a week, while a full.fledged Parliamentary re
porter on a London daily journal would receive £5 or £6 a 
week. My advice to the young journalistic aspirant woul.d not 
be exactly Horace Greeley's-" Go West, young man "-but it 
would be, " Go into the countt'Y-north, south, east, or west, 
it mqtters not." Every young reporter has to go through 
what may be termed a "roughing" process before he can be 
much of a hand. at his work, and. on a country newspaper 
he is more likely to obtain a varied training than if engaged 
on a London journal. 
· Provincial theatres are, I think, still considered to be bette>· 
than London ones in which to obtain a knowledge of the 
elements of acting; and certainly a provincial newspaper 
office is greatly to be preferred to a. London one, by a young 
reporter who is anxious to become thoroughly grounded in 
all the details of his chosen culling. He would get in the 
country a variety of work which in London it would be im
possible for him to obtain. In a. country town he would have 
to attend inquests, be sent to the police and county comts, 
report cricket and football matches, flower shows-or, as he 
would be obliged to term them, "horticultural exhibitions"
volunteer reviews, balls and paaties, distributions of pri•es to 
school children, lectures, sermons, weddings, funerals, and no 
end of events, not forgetting the miting of the periodical 
paragraph concerning the first spring lamb, or the twnip of 
abnormal size. 

In a. country newspaper office a young reporter may be 
asked to exercise his handa and arms, if not his brain, in folding 
up issues of the journal; and I have heard reporters mutter 
.something about expecting next to be requested to sweep the 
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· office floor, or to clean the proprietor's. boo~s. This kind of 
versatili~y, I may inform my 1·eader, is una~~ainable on a 
London newspaper. 

In speaking of country journals, I may mention that I do 
not, of course, include the daily papers of such large towns as 
Manchester, Glasgow, Liverpool, Birmingham, Edinburgh, and 
Leeds, which m·e conducted with, in many instances, energy 
and enterprise equal to that of any Londo'n paper. My type 
of a country paper is the Mudborougk Chronicle, or the 
Mudborougk .Mercwry, the rival organs of a town with not more 
than 25,000 inhabitants. A gt·eater number of years than 1 

' care to remember I was engaged upon the Chronicle of Mud
. borough, so I can speak of the work with some degree of 
authority. I was nineteen years of age at the time, I was 
juniot• I'eporter~ and my salary was twenty .. :five shillings a. 
week. I wished to go on the MerC'UT'!J, where my salary would 
have been five shillings a week more, but I learnt, just in 
time to save me the indignity of my p•offered services being 
declined, that on · that organ of Liberalism I should be ex
pected, in addition 'to my labours of reporting, to canvas for 
advertisements and "assist at case," the former of which I 
was too nervous to undertake, I!Jld the latter-not having been 
bound apprentice to printing-! could not do. I may paren
thetically remark that I have no wish to offend anyone's sus
ceptibilities in what I have just written. I am qnite aware 
that the finances of many country papers will not allow them 
to retain the services of a large literary staff. 

On the Mudborougk. Chronicle, in addition to being junior 
reporter, I was also dramatic and musical critic, "the smart 
descriptive man," the reviewer of all the current literature 
of the day, &c. It is a fact that in Mudborough my employer, 
who was also an enterprising shirt manufacturer, as well as 
being a newspaper proprietor, frequently gave me, at ten 
o'clock in the morning, a handful of monthly magazines, which 
I was obliged to review before eleven the same morning, at 
whit!h hour mv services were 1.·equired in ~he reporters' box of 
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the police court of the borough. Of course, I could not read 
the publications, which it would have been impossible to do 
within the space of an hour; and I tremble now to think of the 
reputations I may have marred, and of the false hopes I may 
have held out to aspiring writers, in that one hour in penning 
my notices of "Magazines of the Month," as I headed that 
feature in the Mudborougk Chronicle. I relate these little 
incidents, not with the view of amusing my reader, but simply 
with the idea of giving him as good an inkling as I can of 
what will be expected of him in beginning on a country 
journal. Such onerous duties were to me not particularly 
pleasant at the time, but I smile when I look back at them 
now. 

The reporting on a large London daily paper is carried on 
very differently. Such work in the office of a London daily 
journal is departmental. The Parliall).entary 1·eporting is 
done by a corps of reporters, consisting, say, of seven· or 
eight men, one of whom is termed the "chief." The salaries 
of these workers may be said to average about six guineas 
a week each. the chief receiving a couple of guineas or so 
a week more. The entire corps attend in the Reporters' 
Galleries of the Houses of Parliament on every occasion on 
which Parliament is sitting. Two men, we will say, are told 
oil' to attend in the Reporters' Gallery of the ·Honse of Lords, 
while the remaining hands are present in the reporting depart
ment of the House of Commons. Each man takes what is 
called a u turn, in a reporters' box of the Gallery,' a "twn" 
being .five, ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes, or it may be even 
half an hour's spell at note-taking, according to the import
ance or unimportance of the speakers, or the early or late hour 
of the evening. 

I wish to make this order of reporting as clear as I possibly 
can to the non-professional reader. If the House meets in the 
afternoon, the reporters may take "turns" of as much as twenty 
minutes each; for then there is ample time for the transcription 
of their notes before the demand for "copy" becomes pressing 
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in the composing room of ·the printing office of the journal: 
or, if the earlier proceedings of the House be of a merely 
t'Olltine character, half an hour's u turn" each may be taken 
by the men, as there are not, in this case, perhaps, many notes 
to transcribe. The "turns" are so &.l'ranged that the first 
man of the corps who ·enters the reporters' box is able, after 
leaving it, and retiring to the writing room, to get all his 
notes transcribed before his u turn" comes round again. As 
the hour approaches midnight, the "turns " are usually shorter; 
for little "copy" can be taken, as a rule, by the editor of a 
London daily papet• after twelve o'clock has struck. It is the 
duty of the "chief" of the corps to collect the "copy" and 
transmit it by messengers to the newspaper office, where it 
is speedily set up in type, read, t•evised, and made ready for 
press as quickly as possible. The men of a Parliamentary 
reporting corps follow one. another in regular order, one man, 
as he leaves the reporters' · box, writing on his " copy" his 
own name and the name of the reporter who takes his place. 
Example : " Smith follows Brown." 

I may here just relate a well-known little press anecdote, 
which arose out of this detail of Parliamentary reportmg. 
It is well understood by compositors that any words written 
on " copy," and · smTounded by a line, are not intended 
to be set in type. The omission of this trifling matter (the 
sun·ounding line). 'Once led to the readers of a certain news
paper opening their eyes one fine morning in wonder and 
amazement, to see, in the midst of a report of P8.1·liament8.1-y 
proceedings, the original and novel annou!'cement that " Smith 
follows Brown." Parliamentary t•eporters, knowing the origin 
of the legend, of course, were more amused than astonished 
when it met their gaze. 

I need scarcely say that one essential for a seat in the 
Reporters' Gallery is that the aspirant should be a good short
hand writer. Without possessing the undoubted ability to take 
a verbatim note of a moderately rapid speaker, and accurately 
and expeditiously transcribe the same, it is in vain for a young 
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man to seek employment as a Parliamentary reporter. The 
qnalilication of efficient shorthand writing he must possess, and, 
added to this, a knowledge of politics will assist him· in at
taining his desire, as will also an acquaintance with the history 
of his country, and with ancient· and modern languages. To 
a reporter, information of every kind is of service at some 
time or other, as endless are the themes upon which speakers 
will dwell, for the edification, instruction, or wearying of their 
hearers. The reporter has generally passed through the pro· 
vinCinl school of "roughing it," before he secures the coveted 
seat in the Gallery, where even his. ambition may not rest; 
for a Parliamentary reporter has occasionally ripened into a 
Parliamentary summary-writer, with an increase of salary, 
or left his corps to beco'!'e sub-editor or editor of the journal 
which he has hitherto faithfally served as a Gallery man.· Some 
reporters remain long enough in the Gallery to grow grey 
in its service; and, laborious as the reporting of Parliamentary 
debates is (for it is by no means ell.Sy work, as the aspiring 
reader shoald understand), Gallery men have continued their 
duties till a ripe old age. I take it that no one would think 
of becoming a reporter uniess he possessed at lell.St a sharp 
ear and good sight. 

ln the Houses of Parliament, in the daytime, there is other 
reporting to be done, beside the Gallery work which I have 
just dealt with. I refer to the reporting- of the lJ.Umerous 
Parliamentary Committees, which usually sit from 10 A.M. 

to 4 P.M. This work is generally undertaken by the various 
Press Associations or Agencies, on the staffs of which are 
seldom found many of the Gallery hands. Such work might 
more fitly be termed summary-writing, as it is very seldom 
a "full note" of the proceedings of Parliamentary Committees 
is required. The remuneration is generally at the mte of a 
pound a Tin~s' newspaper· column, the Press Associations or 
Agencies disposing of the work to a number of newspapers 
at as low a rate as five shillings a column. The repo1·ter, 
writing on manifold paper, enables _the Press Association or 
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Agency to transmit the same report to newspaper offices of 
various towns of the provinces at oD.e and the same time. 

Of Parliamentary reporters, there are two kinds-" annual, 
. and "sessional" men. The "annuals " are paid all the year 
round, the "sessionals " only during the session of Parliament. 
When Parliament is not sitting, the " annual" bauds arc 
generally employed in other descriptions of reporting, and 
often in recording speeches made by members who render an 
account of their stewardship to their constituencies. Or the 
Parliamentary "annual" will be occasionally given odd jobs 
in "paragraphing," if nothing more important can be found 
for him. A Parliamentary "annual" reporter is not allowed 
to interfere with the work of the other regular salaried 
reporters, whose duties all the year round are of a consider· 
ably vatied character: one day, it may be, telling us all about 
an industrial exhibition, next day chronicling the holding of 
an art convm·sazione, and on another occasion tersely de-. 
scribing some new invention of a wonderful nature. 



CHAPTER IV. 

PROVINCIAL AND METROPOLITAN REPORTING. 

The "General" Reporter-Rival Newspapers-Parag.-aph Hwnt· 
ing-Obstacles in the Way-A Happy Thought-" I will 
kill that Dog "-The "Mercury" and Poor Dog Tray-,. The 
Effect of a .Ruse-Fleet Street "Liners "-Police Court Re
porters-Legal Reports-The Chief Point in Reporting. 

THE Parliamentary reporter may be considered to have reached 
the top rnng of the ladder in the reporting profession ; never· 
theless, his sphere for the exercise of energy and enterprise is 
somewhat limited compared with that of the general reporter 
-alios the man·of·all·literary-work-on a country newspaper. 
The duties of the Parliamentary reporter are cut out for him, 
while the provincial reporter can rarely tell how much work 
he has to do, or what task he may have to accomplish. The 
fierce and often amusing rivalry of country newspapers renders 
the work of the provincial journalist all the more difficult. I 
have known rival newspaper proprietors in a country town 
forbid their respective reporters-if not exactly to speak to 
one another-to be on terms of friendship. I must say that 
I do not think much of any young man who submits to such 
dictation, even from his employer; but, apart from this, the 
proprietor of a. newspaper may make things very unpleasant 
for his reporter, whose efforts he will periodically compare with 
the results of the labours of a. reporter on a rival journal. 

The Mudborougl• Chronicle, when I was engaged upon it, came 
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out on Thursday, which was market·day ; the Mudburough 
Mercury appeared the day after (Friday). One of my duties 
was to go paragraph-hunting in the numerous villages around 
llludborough. lily paragraphs appeared in the pape1· under the 
heads or names of the different villages; for instance, under 
the head of "Bullocksmithy" was printed all the intelligence 
of that district, and under the head of "Stoke-in-the-Hole" 
appeared all the news of that place. One week I was not able, 
perhaps, to gather more than three paragraphs concerning 
existence in Bullocksmithy, but out would come our rival, the 
Mudborough Mercury, with four paragraphs chronicling life, 
death, or "high-jinks" in the same important parish. On such· 
occasions I was summoned to present myself in the private office 
of the proprietor, who, after the exchange of civilities in the 
way of "Good evening," or "·Good morning," as the case might 
be, would say: "You know, Mr. ---, this will never do," 
opening the sheet of our journal and spreading it out on his 
desk as he spoke. " Here," taking up the rival sheet, " the 
Mercury has got four Bullocksmithy paragraphs, while we've only 
three." "Well, that is easily enough explained," I would say. 
"We appear a day earlier than the Mercury. I go to Bullock
smithy and get three paragrapha; the Mercury man goes to 
Bullocksmithy and gets three paragraphs. Two of the para
graphs in each case are the same, one in each instance is not. 
The Mercury, therefore, coming out the day after us, the 
reporter on that journal has tinle to re-write one of my para
graphs, which he had not previously obtained, and so make 
np his number to four." lily proprietor was given to pooh· 
poohing this explanation, though it was the true one, and in 
the innermost recesses of his heart I daresay he knew it. 

Journalists who have had experience on papers in small pro
vincial towns, will, I have little doubt, fully appreciate ·what I 
'have stated above, and forgive me the little ruse which I felt 
obliged to resort to in order to demonstrate to the prop1·ietor 
of the Mudborough Chronicle that I was neither lacking in 
industry nor enterprise. 

c2 
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Disconsolately I wended my way one afternoon from the 
village of Bullocksmitby towa.l"ds the town of Mudborougb. I 
bad succeeded in getting four paragraphs on this occasion, 
yet I was not exactly happy. "That confounded MerC'IJA"Y," I 
thought, "will come out with five paragraphs of Bullocksmitby 
intelligence as sure as a gun, and the Chronicle will be one 
behind as usual.-Ab ! very nearly! just missed!" The Bul
locksmitby omnibus, coming lumbering along the road just at 
this moment, nearly ran ovel" a blind man and his dog, who 
were crossing from one side of the highway to the other. " I 
have it now "-the thought suddenly flashed into my mind-" I 
·will kill that dog." Reader, do not start. I bad no intention 
of literally taking the life of this member of the canine species. 
I simply meant that I would mite a paragmpb in the Mud
borough Chronicle detailing the incident which I bad just wit
nessed, with the so"pfon of imagination thrown in. that the 
dog had met its death tlu:ough being run over by the passing 
onmibns. "Why?" you ask me. Read on, please. I gave my 
p8.1"8.grapb the side-head, "A NARROW EscAPE." The intelli' 
genee ran to the effect that the poor blind man bad narrowly 
escaped with his life, while his poor dog, less fortunate, wae 
killed. This was a. piece of "news," I flattered- myself, which_ 
my rival could not pick up. Into type my paragraph went, ana 
out we came a. day or two afterwards. 

I eagerly awaited the appearance of the Mudborough Mel'CUl'!f 
on the following day, when I found, just as I bad expected, that 
our rival sheet contained the pa.l"ticular item of "news" which 
I have just refe1Ted to, but, of course, entirely and very care
fnlly re·mitten. The Mercury beaded the intelligence, "Pool!. 
DoG TRAY." I need scarcely say that I took the ea.l"liest oppor
tunity of enlightening my proprietot: as to this· matter. When 
I bad placed a copy of the Chronicle, and also a copy of the 
Mm-cury, before him, and explained things so far, be replied, 
"Well, the Mercury reporter bae heard of it. You saw it, but 
be picked up the intelligence." "Bnt the dog wasn't killed," 
said I. "Oh·h·h-b-b-h I" he hummed. "I am not in the habit 
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of manufactming news in such a. manner," I felt obliged to 
add, by wa.y of apology for being guilty of such a. brea.ch of 
conduct in the faithful discharge of a. reporter's duties. If the 
reader will not think that I I!.Ul.ta.lking about my own smartness 
as a. repo1·ter, I should like it to be known that I never had any 
mo1·e complaints from the proprietor after this, and that I 
stayed for a. longer period on the MudbOTough Chronicle than, 
without resotiing to this pardonable little l'Use, I should other
wise have done. 
, The paragra.phs in a London daily pa~er come from all manner 
of sources, and from all quarters, and only a. very small pro
portion of them are done by salatied men on the staff. In 
London there is a contingent of reporters who are atta.ched 
to no paper in particular.· These workers may be considered 
to be on the lowest rung of the jom-nalistio la.dder. They are 
termed " liners," from the fa.ct that they are paid for their ser
vices at the rate of so much a. line. The "liner" wa.o formel'ly 
known as the "penny-a-liner," but it should be stated tba.t 
nearly all the London daily papers now pay l~d. a. line, and 
one or two of them 2d. a line, for paragraphs which they 
a.ccept from reporters who a.t·e not· on the salaried staff. The 
~'liner" is often spoken of in a somewhat contemptuous tone 
by ambitious young journalists who ought to know better, and 
by members of the public who do not know what they are 
,talking about; but those who are learned in the ways and 
mysteries of Fleet-street are aware that the income of the 
"liner" is frequently a very considerable one indeed. I have 
know:ti a. ''liner" who would not have undertaken the sub
editot"Ship of a daily paper, had such a. post been olfered to 
him, simply because be was in l'eceipt of Ia.rger earnings than 
he would have secw·ed as sub-editor. He might seldom be 
paid more than lid. a. line, but even lid. a line, with his 
paragraphs appea.1ing in half-a.-dozen papers Ol' more the 
oa.me day, amounts in the total to no inconsiderable a. sum. 
The earnings of the " linet•" aJ.'e, of com-se, precarious, and 
·while one week, with a murder ca.oe, he ma.y make £12 or 
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£15, or even more, another week he may barely earn as many 
shillings. 

The business of " lining " is not such a. good one as it was 
a generation ago, for the simple rea.oon that daily papers are 
now more enterprising, and retain a much larger staff of 
regular salaried reporters. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of 
hole-and-comer paragraphing in the Metropolis which can. only 
be done by u liners." The "liner,'' curiously as it may appear 
to those who are unacquainted with journalism, is generally 
busiest in the so-called "dull season," when Parliament is not 
sitting, for it is then newspapers are most glad to get spicy 
items for their columns. Among the work of the "liner" may 
be mentioned the reporting of inquests, fires, street and rail· 
way accidents, important sales of property, and, occasionally, 
cases of interest in the co~ty courts. Police court reporting 
is done by men who can scarcely be called "liners," though 
they are occasionally paid by the line by some papers, willie 
other journals retain their . services at salaries of a nominal 
amount. In every London police court there is one regular 
or recognised reporter, who confines his attention to one cowt 
year after year; but there are usually two or three other 
reporters who will hang about the same court, ready at any 
time to snap up any case which may be of particnlar interest to 
some class journal. Occasionally, too, the regularly recognised 
reporter of the police court may have quarrelled with a daily 
paper, which will then prefer to take "copy" from one of the 
odd men, who are only ·too glad to supply it. I have no wish 
to enlighten the journalistic aspirant as to the shady side of 
t·eporting, otherwise I might infomt hint how men, not always 
reporl:t!rs, who hang about the London police courts, contt-ive 
to add to their incomes. 

In ·addition to the reporting of the police courts, there is 
the reporting of the higher courts of justice to be attended to. 
A regular reporter is found daily during the sitting in the 
Queen's Bench Dhision, the Chancery Division, the Court of 
.A.ppel11, Divorce and Probate Divisions, and in every one of the 
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other courts. This gentleman manifolds his report, and thus 
supplies the same " copy" to all the London daily papers, 
excepting the Times, which is credited with receiving its law 
reports from members of the Bar. The legal reports appearing 
in the Times are as near perfection in respect to accuracy as 
it is possible to make them, and on this account "the leading 
journal" well deserves its name, as in this respect it is far 
ahead of any other paper. In order to intelligibly report a 
case in one of the higher courte of justice, considerable 
legal knowledge is necessary, and only men who are doly 
qualified should undertake such work. A true and correct 
account of a case is often hard enough for the average news-

' paper reader to understand; I leave you, therefore, to imagine 
how a muddled report is likely to puzzle the public. I take 
it, however, that the would-be reporter will at first covet more 
modest laurels than are t.o be won in the correct reporting of 
a judgment delivered in the Queen's Bench Division or the 
Court of Appeal. 

The chief point to be observed in aU reporting, no matter 
of ;.hat kind, i~ to endeavour to render a con·ect and clear 
account fo1• the information of the newspaper reader. The 
exact words uttered by a speake: need not necessarily be 
given; indeed, if the exact phrases of many speakers were set 
down, a report would often be perfectly .unintelligible. The 
reporter should listen attentively, so as to catch the '"""" of 
the speaker, for it is scarcely likely that if he does not him
self understand the subject of discourse, newspaper readers will 
easily comprehend his "report." .A good reporter will fre
quently make a speaker's meaning more clear to. the resders 
of his paper than the speaker himself was able to make it 
to his hearers at the time of delivery. Such is the triumph 
of reporting, which has done so much to make the English 
Press what it is, and spread useful infonnation far and wide 
over the surface .of the globe. 



CHAPTER V. 

SUB-EDITING. 

Duties of Bub-Editor-Chief Sub-EditOT tm a London Evening 
Papl!lt'- Condensing-" Make-up" Paragraphs-" DrBBBing 
up" Law and Police-MOTninu RepOT!s-The First Edition
" Marking Out" for !he Ne:tJt Edition- Stereotyping the 
"Formes "-Instructing Beportl!/1'•- Cooz,.., and Common 
Sense-Bub-Editing a SedentaT1J Occupatitm. 

To contribute towards the making of a. good journal no one 
is so essential as an ~fticient sub-editor. Indifferent repqrters 
you may have, a. wavering editor directing the tone of the 
paper, the leader-writers perhaps not penning the most fault· 
less English, the foreign correspondent not always receiv:ing 
his infonilation on "good authority"; but, if the joui-nal is 
to " go," the sub-editot· must know his business. I think my 
brethren of the Press will agree with me that the sub-editor 
does more ev~n than the editor to infiuence the success or non· 
success of a journal, particularly if that jou:rnal be a. daily 
newspaper, or weekly sheet of general news. Everybody reads 
news, but very few indeed peruse leading-articles, dramatic 
l!lt'itigues, or the columns of matter which are frequently un· 
justly dignified by the name of .art criticism. 

Setting aside the original matte~namely, the leading-articles, 
dramatic and art cnb.(iiam, &c., which the -editor takes undet· 
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his own control-all the literary co~tents of the joUrnal arc 
accepted, Waged, and lllTanged by the sub-editor and his 
assistants. It will, therefore, be readily understood how 
highly important it is that the services of a good " sub " 
should be.· secured if a newspaper venture is to succeed. 
Thoroughly capable "subs" are very rare on the Press, and 
the paper which possesses a thoroughly efficient man as 
the occupant of the sub-editorial chair may consider itself 
tl-uly forttmate. The •·eason good sub-editors m·e t"are is 
that they occasionally develop into leader-writers, or editors, 
with, of course, a considerable increase of salat-y. I am 
inclined to think that a qualified sub-editor, like the poet, is 
"born, not made." 

Let us take a very brief glance at his duties. I was 
engaged for a considerable .time as an assistant on a Lon
don even(ng paper, and we will here confine our attention 
to the literary duties on such a journaL The sub-editor 
and his two assistants of the Repeater an·ive at the office 
at 8 A.M., and punctuality is in few walks of life more im
portant than in journalism. The "chief" (that is, the chief 
sub -editor) finds at that hour the London morning papers 
on his table, and these he immediately seizes, and at once 
begins his duties. He cuts out a report, say of three columns 
in length, of a meeting of the previous evening, from one 
of the journals, and hands it to one of his assistants, with 
laconic instructions that it is to be cut down to half a column. 
From another joumal he cuts out another report of the same 
meeting, and hands it to th'e same assistant, with the intima
tion that this repott may contain something which the other 
paper has missed. From a third journal he cuts out still 
another report of the same meeting, his sharp eye having 
instantly noticed that this last report oontaius the names of a 
number of promineri.t perso~ who were present at the meeting, 
an interesting detail of repo1tiug that the two previous journals 
omitted. The assistant, in the course of a few minutes, by 
the aid of his pen, scissors, and paste-pot, has produced a neat 
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condensed account, in the space of half a column or so, of 
tha meeting, a report of which occupied three columns or more, 
in the monrlng paper. Of course, much bas to be left 'out in 
this :rapid system of condensing ; but the chief aim is to 
give the points of the matter or matters discussed, and omit 
all verbiage, or what •may be termed mere ta.lkee-talkee. 

To the other assistant the chief suh-eclitor bands a report 
of something else, with instructions to cut it down to a quarter 
of a column, or, it may be, to devote to it an entire column 
of the paper. Perhaps some parsgrap~s may .have been banded 
to the second assistant, who cuts them down, or entirely re
writes them, as the case may be. It is very seldom matter 
is taken from one paper and inserted in another without 
some alteration, however slight. Some of the paragraphs are 
marked "make up," which means they are to be used by the 
printer in making up, or, in other words,' filling up, columns. ' 

In case I may be misunderstood in making use of the phrase 
"filling up," I bad better oil'er a word or two in explanation. 
It is popularly supposed that an editor is often driven to 
his wits' end to fill his paper. No supposition could be more 
erroneous. The clifficulty with an editor or sub-editor of a 
newspaper is not to find matter whereWith to fill his columns, 
but to make room for all the items of importance which he 
finds ready to his hand. The "making up," or the u :6.lling up," 
to which I have referred, simply means using paragraphs for 
what is called u justifying, columns. For instance, a. long 
report may finish within six lines of the bottom of a column, 
and it would not look well to begin another long report of a 
totally cli:lferent subjeet closely following on such a finish; 
so a "make-up" paragraph is put in to complete the columri, 
and the other report is made to begin at the top of the 
next column. 

Briskly the work of the sub-eclitor and his assistants pro
ceeds in the office of a London evening paper, as the morning 
wears on. The u chief" himself is writing a summary of the 
news of the previous twenty-four hours, one assistant is com .. 
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piling a neat epitome of foreign intelligence, while the other 
assistant is "d!·essing up" the "Law and Police," or, it may 
be, marshalling a few facts culled from the London morning 
!"'d provincial daily journals (which latter are now coming to 
hand) under the head of "Work and Wages." 

Noon approaching, reports of ."This Day's Law and Police" 
begin to arrive at the office, and these ·are at once dealt with 
by the sub-editor or one of his assistants, an effort being 
made to squeeze them into the first edition of the· paper, 
which goes to press punctually at 12.30 of the clock. The 
great hurry, worry, and scurry of the work of a sub-editor of 
a London evening paper may now be considered to be over for 
the day, though he has not yet finished all his daily duties. 
What I wish the reader to understand is, that the bulk 
of the work is now over, and the remainder may be per• 
formed without any undue haste. Shortly before noon the 
printer appears unto the sub-editor to annotmce that he is 
now full (meaning that he has enough matter to Jill up his 
columns), or to intimate that he requires half a column or 
so more matter. 

The first edition of the paper having gone to press, the 
sub-editor and one of his assistants may betake themselves 
to a well-earned luncheon. So close has been their application 
to their labours that the morning has apparently flown away; 
One assistant is left in charge of the office, and he at once 
sets about preparing "copy" for a second edition of the paper. 
"Copy" now comes in rapidly in the shape of Law and Police 
reports, paragraphs of Metropolitan news, and telegrams of 
provincial and foreign intelligence. It is' important and highly 
desirable that the sub-editor now on duty should deal with 
all "copy" immediately it reaches him, and this, chiefly, for 
two reasons : first, so as not to permit of the work unduly 
accumulating; and, secondly, that the matter accepted may 
be put into type as speedily as possible. This edition of the 
paper is timed to go to press at 1.45 P.M., and, of course, before 
the fresh matter now in type can be inserted, a portion of the 
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columns must be "deleted," or, in other words, taken out. 
In the sub-editor's room this process is called "marking out," · 
and the printer now brings a copy of the previous edition to 
the sub-editor on duty, in order to ascertain what old matter 
will have to be sacrificed in order to get ~n the new. The 
third page of a paper like the Repeater is usually worked on 
for this purpose. 

I presume my readers are aware that a London daily paper 
is printed from stereotype plates of a semi-cy!inchical form, 
.;,d not from the type itself, which, locked up in the "formes,'' 
rests on a horizontal surface. Successively operating on the 
third page in taking out old matter and putting in new, in 
arranging the subsequent editions of the journal, it generally 
-happens (at about 5.30 in the evening, when the special edition 
is being talked about) that none of the news of the pre
vious day is left on that page which can be removed to make 
room for late intelligence. Then it becomes the duty of the 
sub-editor ·to instl"Uct the printer to re-stereotype page 2, or 
it may be page 4, of the journal, in order. to inse1t in the 
" Special Edition" all the important news to hand. 

It is one of the duties of the sub-editor to a1~·ange all the 
reporting in connection with the paper, and, of course, in order 
to do this well, he should be possessed of discemment as to 
the capabilities of the 1·eporters who are about him. One 
reporter will be found to be good at one class of work, and 
another reporter good at another description. It is for the 
sub-editor to set the 1ight man about the right task, though, 
of course, in this respect sub-editing is not all plain sailing. 
The ·repu1ter who is best" fitted for certain work which 
crops up, may be just at that time engaged on another task, 
consequently the " chief " must, pel'force, fall back on a. less 
efficient worker. The occupant of a sub-editorial chair finds 
he has to contend with numerous difficulties of this sort, and 
it is for him to endeavour to do the best he can under the 
circumstances. 

I have al1·eady referred to the difficulties of finding a good 
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sub,editor. Yon can find a score or more of efficient reporters 
for every one capable sub-editor, who is more difficult to find 
than the leader-writer or the editor. The popular idea of a 
"sub" is a. man who is constantly using the scissors, and 
eternally dipping into a paste-pot. It is true that the paste
pot !'lid scissors play prominent parts in the room of a sub
editor of a newspaper; 'but these 'articles require just as much 
skill and experience to use them with effect as are requisite 
in artistically wiel.ding the pen. Good judgment, an unbi.!!§lled 
min.d, a. cool head, the Ewer of sayin~~ a.ta a]) most 
imiJOl'tltnb esse1!1:1arB.""The""S'U'ii:'e<titor should know what will .. ___ ,____ . 

, ~ the public or the particular constituency for which 
his journal caters. The average newspaper reader is more 
t•eadily caught by the details of· a sensational murder case 
or. a breach of promise suit than by a report of the most 
learned lectm·e on astronomy, or of the progress of civilisa
tion among the Cherokee Indians. Being possessed, there
fore, of what may be termed a good eye for perspective 
in the matter of news of interest to the public, .he gives 
full pat·ticulars of the murder and the breach of promise, 
while he condenses, as much as he can, the reporter's notes 
of the lecture on astronomy, and would altogether omit 
any account of the speech that was made on behalf of 
the benighted Cherokees, were it not that a newspaper 
must contain something about everything, even if it be but 
a line. 

The work of sub-editing is of an intensely sedentary 
character, therefore a .. liking for close application to one's 
desk is greatly in favour of a young man who aspires to 
that duty. The salary of the sub-editor is, as a rule, 
slightly higher than that of the reporter. The really clever 
" sub " is ' so rare that a newspaper· proprietor would do well 
to pay him almost anything rather than lose his services. 
I remember seeing it stated in Chambers's Journal that an 
editor had been known to decline to insert in his paper articles 
wtitten by his assistant, who was a thoroughly efficient and 
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practical man, the reason being that if he found he succeeded 
aa ... writer of articles, the editor then would be most likely 
to lose his services as .. sub·editor. This waa st..ted il.s .. 
fact, and I e&n say that I believe it, aa during my experience 
I h .. ve noted more than one similar case. 



CHAPTER VI. 

EDI:J;ING. 

The Editorial Mind-Qualifications of an EditOT-Editor of 
Evening Paper-Leader Writers-The Political Writer-The 
"Social •: Ma!>-The Editor's Letter Bo~~>-Pub,lic Grievances 
-Correspondents .Abrotulr-New Books-Threatening Letters
Actions for Libe'/,-.Ama!eur F'ire Brigade-Two Scamps
Trade Journalism-The Hero of !he Hour. 

EDITING is a higher branch of journalism than sub-editing, 
and demands greater literary and intellectual qualifications. 
The sub-editor has only to judge of the importance of news, 
and of its interest to the public or the readers of his journal, 
while ·the editor has to rnle the tone of the paper, and direct 
the line of policy it will take on all questions, whether Political, 
Literary,_ Social, or Dramatic. The sub. editor, too, in his 
operations must be guided to an extent by the channels of 
thought through which the editor and his writers seek to 
imluence the opinion of the public. 

The editorial mind is far from common. Mere writing or 
literary ability will go a very little way towards fitting a 
man for the position of editor, unless he be well qualified in 
other respects. It is essential that an editor should possess 

\ 

tact, Judgment, a cool head, perception of ability in others, 
and the power of saying "No." It is of great importance to 
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the proprietor that a suitable man should be found to fill the 
editorial chair. An unqualified sub-editor may be sent about 
his business, without having done much harm to a. journal; 
but not so with the incompetent editor. A mistake in policy, 
the taking of the unpopula.r side of ": great question, or, it . 
may be, little more than a. mere slip of the pen by one of 
the writers, may so a.lfect the sale of a. paper at a. critical 
period in its history u.s to render its return to power an im
possibility. 

The idea is commonly entertained by the public that an 
editor writes the principal leading-article matter of his paper. 
It is b-ue he may do so in the case of a. weekly journal; but 
on a daily paper the editor is too busily employed with other 
editorial details to have any time to devote to writing articles. 
Perhaps it will interest the reader if we just take a brief glance 
at the duties of the editor of a London evening pape1·, the same 
u.s we have done with regard to the sub-editor. . 

Tbe · editor has to be as early at work as the sub-editor. 
Shortly after 8 A.M. his leader-writers· come upon the scene, 
and he must be prepared to set them about their respective 
tasks. He should, by this time, have mastered the important 
political news, both home and foreign, which the morning 
papers contain, and have definitely made up his mind as to 
what his paper is to say on the prominent topics of the hour. 
Indecision is a fatal weakness in an editor; for it would fre
quently be most likely to result in the leader-writers managing 
him instead of his managing them. Horses trot all the 
better when they feel that a. master has hold of the reins, 
and writers are less likely to kick over the traces when 
they are aware that the one who is driving the journalistic 
coach knows what he is about. 

In a few jerky sentences the editor instructs the political 
writer as to what he is to say, and then turns ·to the 
social article man, who has just entered the room. Several 
matters are rapidly discussed with a view of finding a subject . 
for the latter gentleman, and, ultimately, the editor. observes, 
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"Ah, Mr. Popkins, you had better let me have something about 
the Charity Distribution Society. You will see from their pub. 
lished balance sheet in tho morning papers that their expen· 
diture for the past year is twenty-four thousand odd pounds, 
and that they have spent eight thousand odd pounds in office 
expenses, which, I think, is disgraceful. It should not cost 
£1 to give £2 ·away, Mr. Popkins, and I should like you to 
thoroughly argue the matter out in your article." Mr. Pop. 
kins, the brilliant social lesder-writer, needs no further in
structions; he knows precisely what to say, and at what point 
he should stop in his censure of the Charity Distribution 
Society; and in little over an hour he has produced as able 
and readable a journalistic performance as will be found in 
any other paper of the day; 

Having set his leader-writers to work, the editor turns to 
the letters which the morning's post has brought him. Only 
those who have sat in the editorial chair know how varied are 
the communications which the envelopes contain. Some are 
from acknowledged contributors, and these are either passed 
io the printer to be set in type, or put on one aide for future 
perusal. Others are volunteered contributions, good, bad, and 
indifferent; the good are ever welcome, and the bad aDd in
different the curse of an editor's life. Letters to the editor 
intended for publication in the paper, are, of course, not re
garded from any high literary standpoint, but are inserted if 
they are likely to interest the public. Then pitiful communi
cations have to be gone through. One poor woman has just 
lost her husband, who has left her with five small children, 
and she wishes to J.mow if "Mr. Editor" can do anything for 
her to enable her to start in business. Another woman has 
had a daughter ruined by a scoundrel, and desires to ·know 
whether the editor can make the facta of her case public, or in 
any way help her to get redress for her grievance. Another 
correspondent is the inventor of some wonderfnl contrivance 
which will be of "universal benefit to mankind,'' and asks if 
the editor conld not lend him the money, so that he may 

D 
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patent the article, and so reap the pecuniary fruits of his 
ingenuity ! Still another ingenuous correspondent seeks the · 
simple information of how many miles it is to Auatrali'7 and 
encloses a stamped and addressed envelope, so that the poor 
long·sutl'ering and busy editor may send him a reply by return 
of post, as he wishes to sail for the Antipodes the day after 
the morrow. This is no exaggeration, as many editors know 
only too well. Communications from fools, bores, and unfor
tunate wretches are too often found in the letter. box of the 
editor of a newspaper. 

The duties of the editor of a London evening paper, of 
course, extend much beyond reading MSS. and inspiring leader
writers, though to efficiently discharge the two duties named 
wonld be enough work for any ordinary mortal. The editor 
to.day has to write a letter to a Continental correspondent 
informing that gentleman that he must really exercise a little 
more care in the selection of matter fot· his letters in future; 
and has a still more difficult task, perhaps, to discharge in 
finding a man who can wtite an appreciative l'eview of the 
I'oet Laureate's last volume of poems which is just out. Men
tioning a book and an author rentinds me that an enterprising 
editor should ever be on the alert to procure an early copy of 
every book of importance as soon as published. Fabulous sums 
are reported to have been paid by editors for early copies of 
works by celebrated authors; but I think, if the editor keeps 
a sharp look out, he will be able, in most cases, to secure such 
coveted literary treasul'e hinlself without employing any agent, 
and thereby e!fect a pecunial'y saving to tlte paper. I am no 
advocate of a cheese·paring policy in journalism; at the same 
time, I think that money is often unnecessarily expended in 
conducting a paper. This observation applies to the literary 
department generally, and not to any detail of that depart
ment in particular. 

A by-no-means small worry of an editor's life-and particu
larly the life of the editor of a daily paper-is to receive letters 
threatening action for libel from persons who imagine that 
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they ha.ve a gtievance against the journal. It is seldom that 
the matter complained of is really a libel, though, when such 
is the case, editors are only glad enough to come to a speedy 
settlement without going to law. Occasionally, the person 
aggrieved will not rest satisfied with anything but an action 
at law for damages, which he may or may not obtain. Some
times, again, the threat of action is a mere tbreat and nothing 
more, written, perchance, with the view of procuring _a. contra .. 
diction of some statement which has appeared in the paper. 

I remember once, while I was editing a London weekly, :finding 
occasion to make some unfavourable comments concerning two 
scoundrels who were masquerading a.s members of an, amateur 
:fire brigade, and collecting subscriptions from the foolish public. 
A day or two after the appearance of the issue of the paper 
containing my remarks, the proprietor 1·eceived a. solicitor's 
letter threatening him with an action for damages if we did 
not retract wha.t we had said. In an awful state, and with an 
air of "Now you've done it, Mr.---," the proprietor came 
to me. "What should we doP" "Nothing,'' I replied. "Take 
no notice of the letter; I am sure the men are swindlers, and 
we shall hear no more about it." The proprietor allowed me · 
to have my way in the matter; and it is true we did not 
hear anything more of it, save tha.t the worthies were taken 
into custody, and afterwards sent to prison for obtaining money 
under false pretences. The "Amateur Fire Brigade" existed 
only in their lively imaginations. 

There is a good deal of sameness about the sub-editorial 
work of different papers, but I cannot make a similar remark 
regarding the editorial. I should say that there are no two 
papers which require editing exactly alike. With respect to 
trade journals, it is an open question whether the man who is 
thoroughly aequainted with the trade, but no journalist, or the 
man who knows little of the trade but is a thorough journalist, 
is the better to select to :fill the editor's chair. I might be 
inclined to give my verdict in favour of the former, providing 
he would accept the occasional -advice or assistance of his sub· 

D2 
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editor or assistant-who is presumably a pra.ctical man-in 
ma.ttors of doubt; otherwise, I should myself rather choose the 
worker who is a , thorough joumalist simply. It is, at any 
time, a most difficult thing to find a. suitable editor for a. class 
or trade paper, and fortunate indeed should a. proprietor con
sider himself who gets tbe right man in the right pla.ce. 

A young man will naturally feel a certain amount of pride 
on his appointment to his first editorship. In. the event of 
one of my readers being likely to allow the position to cause him 
to "lose his head," I may be permitted, by way of a. friencjly 
hint, to concl~de tbis chapter by an extract from some papers, 

. entitled "Gentlemen of the Press," which I contributed to the 
St. ;Tames's Magazine, in 1881·82: "The editor is invariably' 
surrounded by a crowd of people who will cringe and fawn, 
and do almost anything in order to get a. few lines as a favour 
at his hands; but it is not the editor personally that they fawn. 
and cringe to, rather his inlluence and position. An editor 
to-day, but no longer an editor to-morrow, these same people 
would turn their backs on him, and probably not so much as 
recognise him if they met him in the street, and this fact alone 
ought to prevent tbe editor at any time losing his head at the 
attentions and flattery of bis presumed friends and admirers. 
It is the editor they worship, not the man; and, forsaking tbe 
editorial c~ah·, he becom.es as common clay, no longer to be
feared, no longer to be courted, and is left to filter his way 
throng h life tbe best way he can. He has his exceeding great 
roward, however, in the calm quietude that the cessation from 
editorial labour brings with it, and daily thanks his stars 
that the bores have left him, and that his slumbers are no 
longer disturbed by visions of that ink-stained demon, the 
printer's devil." 

----=---



CHAPTER VII. 

LEADER- WRITING. 

"Leaded " Tljpe- "AlZ.roumd" Writers - Specialists- The 
"Hot- Gospeller " - The " Social" Man.- When and How 
Leaders are Written- The Editor's Duties- The Leader
writer and his Opinions- Signed . Articles and Anonymous 
Writing- The English Press and Anonymity--: Versatile 
Journa,lists-The Style and Tone of Leaders-The Value of 
Concentration. 

WHAT is a. leader P A.8 we now know it, it is a. column or 
so of comment on an important item of news, or on the occur
rence of a remarkable event. Formerly it )Vas a more simple 
literaty performance. The "leaders," in the early days of 
the Times, were no longer than are the "Notes" in the even
ing papers to-day. It is generally assumed that the leader, or 
leading-atticle, received its name from its forming the prin
cipal contribution of a paper; but where half-a-dozen leaders 
appear in the same issue of a journal, it is obvious that the 
derivation of the term is no longer appropriate. 

In the early days of newspapers there were no leaders at 
all; they were solely made up of news, and letters to the 
editor, or to the printer, as it was then customaty to address 
communications. Advertisements, the prop and ma.inetay of 
journals now, were then unknown. 

When comments on news began to be inserted in papers, 
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the matter, or type, was "leaded," that is, a. lead was placed 
after every line, so that the bottom of the type of one line 
did not touch the head of the next line of type, which gave 
au appea.rauce of openness, pleasing to the eye of the reader. 
News is usually u set solid," that is, without leads between 
the lines. The " leaded article," in my opinion, gave 1ise to 
our present term of lea.ding·article. The name has come to 
be shortened to leader, and we speak of the author as the 
leader-writer. 

There are men on the Press who call themselves ·"all-round 
leader-writers," but they are not usually employed on London 
daily papers. The man who can write on every subject can 
rarely handle particularly well any special topic. In order 
to excel in leader-writing, it is necessary that the beginner 
should cultivate a branch for which he has a special aptitude. 
A man ·who can write good political articles, and political 
articles only, would be more sure of employment on a leading 
journal than the man who can tackle, only with mode1-ate 
ability, articles on political, social, litel"ary, legal, and agri· 
cultural topics. Of com"Be, the all-round ability may at times 
prove of advantage to a. writer, but first-class jom"D.alism 
is rapidly enlisting in its l"anks the services of specialists. 
On a London daily paper, and also on the daily papers of such 
large towns as Manchester and Glasgow, the political writer 
confines his attention to political subjects, the social man 
to social topics, and the legal man to questions of law. By 
this arrangement editors obtain thoroughly sound and reliable 
opinions .on the questions considered or discus~ed._ 

Different papers have different ways of arranging the work 
of their leader-writers; but on one London morning paper it 
is the practice of the leader-writers to put in an appearance 
every do.y of the week, except Saturday, about noon, in order 
to be given their subjects. They come trooping to the office 
in Fleet Street like school children, to be set their respective 
tasks by their master, the editor. The political man is given 
his text, and is also made to understand that it will be essential 
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for him 'to return to the office at night, for Parliament is 
sitting, and events may occur which ma.y necessitate a change 
in the tone of his_ remarks. A text ·is easily found for the 
legal gentleman, as the reporte of the Law Courts are prolific 
of subjects. The "hot gospeller" of the paper finds his sub
ject for a column or more in a news paragraph of half-a-dozen 
lines, which records hew a bench of county magistrates have 
sent a poor little girl, twelve years of age, to prison for a 
month for plucking a flower out of a churchyard .. The social 
man is left to find his own subject, and chooses, perhaps, the 
weather, or the holidays, or manages to occupy a. column con
cerning the appearance of London in the genial spring time. 
There is a story told of an editor once remarking to his social 
article writer, that the only subject he could give him that 
day was simply "Nothing," and that the gentleman went away 
and wrote a very readable article on the difficulty of finding 
a subject on which to write. 

Having received their subjects, the leader-writers Jile off to 
do their work. One, perhaps, goes off to the Reading Room 
of the British Museum, where he wishes to look up some 
fact to introduce into his article. The legal man, it may be, 
returns to his chambers in the Temple, where he has every 
reference book which he may require ready at his hand. 
Another writer, perchance, hastens back to his snug sub
urban villa, writes his article, and sends it to the office in 
the evening by messenger. The major portion of the leader 
matter of a London morning paper is expected to be ready by 
about 6 P.M. or 7 P.lil., when· the editor and the assistant-editor 
are at the office to receive it. Political leaders are, of course, 
frequently not written till midnight, and after, when anything 
of an important character is being discussed in Parliament. 
On such occasions it is often necessary for the leader~writer 
himself to attend at the House, so as to avoid waiting till he 
sees the reporter's notes in order to get material for his re
))1arks. In the evening the editor and the assistant-editor 
are found at the office, with the results of the labours of 
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the leader-writers before them. Proofs of the leaders are 
pulled on slips of paper with wide margins, so as to "permit 
of corrections being made in the matter. . The articles now 
are compared with previous articles which the journal has 
contained on similar subjects, it may be a week, a. month, a 
year, or ten years ago. A journal must be consistent, and 
it is scarcely likely to :find favour with the public it con
tradicts to-day what it said yesterday. Sometimes a leader 
is so altered by the editor or . his assistant that the leader
writer is scarcely able to recognise his own work when he sees 
it in next day's paper. Occasionally an article will be entirely 
re-written, the writer of the article in the first instance having 
wrongly interpreted the editor's wishes. A young leader-writer 
is prone to complain when his work is the subject of such 
extensive editorial corrections; but it is certainly wiser for 
him to hold his peace in the matter, for the probability is, 
m the event of his ccmplainiug, he would be told _that he 
is paid for his article, however much it may be altered after
wards, and that if he. does not like such treatment he had 

· better go elsewhere. 
The duty of the leader-writer is not necessarily to write 

what he thinks himself, but the opinions of the paper. The 
editorial H we" is the expression of the jom'D.al itself, or of 
its staff (editor, assistant-editor, and writers}, and not a mere 
substitution of the personal pronoun, plural, ·"we," for the 
personal pronoun, singular, u 1," meaning the leader-writer. 
A young leader-writer has been heard to say that he would 
not accept au engagement on a Liberal paper, because he held 
Conservative views himself, and going on a Liberal paper he 
would have to write contrary to his own opinions. This remark 
argued a good deal of conceit. The public are not dying to 
learn any young man's views on the· great questions of the 
day: they want the united opinions of mature minds, and such 

·are what they get in an ably-conducted journal. There is 
nothing wrong in a leader-writer penning sentences which he 
would not C8J:e to utter in private life. The case is exactly 
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parallel with that of a barrister who defends a murderer. The 
barrister knows that the man is guilty of the crime with which 
h<\ stands charged, yet he uses all his powe•·s of argument 
and eloquence in the endeavom• to persuade both judge and 
jury that the poor creature is innocent. Still, among his 
friends, the barrister would never think of contending that 
his blood. stained client is guiltless. The barrister follows 
his profession as 8. profession, and the same remark will hold 
equally good as rega>:ds the jom'llalist. 

Recently we have heard a great deal concerning signed 
articles in papers. It is contended that there is no reason 
·why .newspaper WI-itei·s should remain anonY,.ous. I am of 
opinion that those who urge such a claim on behalf of the 
journalist know little or nothing of journalism. The English. 
Press stands first in the journalism of the world, and it has all 
along been most strictly anonymous. The very anonymity of the 
P1·ess is the true secret of its power, for it may be observed 
that the less we know of the Wiiters of a paper the more 
powerful or influential is the paper. Less is known of the 
writers of the Times and Spectator than of the writers of any 
other journal; 'lond no one will deny that the two journals 
named stand first in English journalism. 

One argument, which is often m·ged in favour of signed 
articles, is, that we should thereby get fairer criticism. That I 
very much doubt. If the signature obliged the writer to put 
into his article only that w~ch he knows is truth, I am 
afraid he would often withhold the truth, feeling that it might 
be painful to some person or persons conc•med. Still, in' the 
case of a man who has made a special study of a subject, 
his signature at the end of the article would be of value and 

· carry conviction to the mind of the reader. But the leading· 
articles of a newspaper are seldom written by men who have 
studied only one subject; besides, the leader-writer does not, 
as a. general .rule, pen his own vie:ws, but the views of the 
journal which employs him. 

Does anyone imagine the leaders in the Times would so 
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greatly influence public opinion iJ. at the head or end of them 
appeared the names, "John Smith," "Robert Robinson," or 
"Peter Tomkins "P I am inclined to think that we should then 
not regard them as the powerful opinions of the Times, but 
rather as the perscnal views respectively of "John Smith," 
u Robert Robinson," and "Peter Tomkins." It has been further 
argued, that if journalism did not benefit by discarding the 
anonymous system, the journalist would. It is quite the other 
way. The prosperity of journalism betokens the prosperity of 
journalists. The greater the success of the paper the higher 
salaries can it afford to pay its writers. 

The adoption of signed articles would stop the practice of 
the enterprising journalist who writes a Conservative leader in 
the moruing and a. Liberal leader in the eveuing of the same 
day, uuless he took unto himself a. nom de plume in order to 
sign one of the articles. This peculiar remedy would be worse 
than the disease; we might just as well almost have anonymous 
articles as writers masquerading in several noms de plume. 
Where a writer is allowed to write pretty much what he 
chooses, like Mr. George Augustus Sala in the Daily Telegraph, 
of course we might as well have the signature at the end of 
the article as be without it, so that we may know to whom 
our thanks are due for the amusement and entertainment, not 
forgetting instruction, which we receive from such an able 
man as Mr. Sala. 

The young leader-writer should carefully study the Times' 
leaders, which are as near perfection as possible. Gentlemanly 
in tone, temperate in expression, and admirable as regards 
English, is, as a rule, the leader matter in the Times. It 
would be well fo1· English journalism iJ., in these respects, 
every paper strove to follow its example. 

A trying thing to a. leader-writer is; that he has often to do 
his work at a. moment's notice. Where time will permit of it, 
however, it is always wise for him to thoroughly think out his 
subject before putting pen to paper. There are some men who 
cannot think till they have got a. pen in their bands, but this 
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is a feeling which the beginner should check. The more thought 
that is given to the s;,bject beforehand, the better is the article 
likely to be. A leader should have a beginning, middle, and 
finish; or, in other words, a head, body, and tail. The leaders 
in the Times are almost invariably divided into three para
graphs, and this is the best typographical form which such 
literary performances can take. In the first paragraph you, as 
it were, state your case; in the next paragraph you adduce 
arguments for or against the question under consideration; and 
in the third and last paragraph you draw the conclusions which 
may be deduced from your previous remarks. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

REVIEWING. 

How it is Done in Country Offices ana on Influential :Towrna!s: 
a Contrast-Newspapers which Ignore Reviewing-The Proper 
Place of Reviewing-The Capacity of the Critic ana the 
Requirements of Reviewing-The Critica! ana Creative Faculty 
-True .Art-Cautio.Ji and Conscientiousness-The Reviewer's 
Commanament: How to Fu1fi! It-Work for the WoulcZ-be 
Reviewer. 

IN the chapter on "Reporting " reference was made to the 
amusing work which I frequently had to do m tbe department
of "reviewing" while engaged on the Mudborough Chronicle. 
I did not consider the handful of monthly magazines which I 
was obliged io u review" in the short space of an hour; was 
reviewing at all. Unfortunately, criticising books and maga
zines without reading them is only too common on the Press. 
It is, perhaps, frequently unavoidable m the case of small 
papers, which cannot retain a large staff of literary workers; 
but on infiuential jonrnals, books and magazines are invariably 
read by the reviewer before an opinion: is expressed concerning 
them. No one can form an estimate pf the merits or demerits 
of an aut)lor's production nnless he reads it, notwithstanding 
the remark made by a famous writer, who declared he never 
read a book which he had to review, because it " prejudiced 
him so., 
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On influential joumals, books and magazines are invariably 
read by the reviewer before an opinion is written conceming 
them. It occasionally happens, howe,·er; that the person who 
reads and reviews the volumes does not understand them. Every 
experienced journalist will agree with me that no department 
of journalism is so badly done as reviewing. Of course, in 
making this assertion, such joumals as the .A.thenaJum, Saturday 
:Review, Spectator, Academy, Nature, Science Go••ip, Journal of 
Science, &c., whose speci8.1 line is the work of reviewing, are 
excepted. 

After this chapter appeared in The Bazaar, a correspondent, 
under the nom de plume of "Glyptodon," pointed out that 
reviewing was admirably performed by several other journals 
than those I then named. For the past ten years he had 
had the pleasure of contributing reviews of the best works 
published (he never · touched anything that had not some 
reputation to back it, or some promise apparent on the face 
of it), on subjects demanding considerable special knowledge 
on the part of the reviewer, to more than one of the most 
influential of the London weeklies. Thns, he had very fre· 
quently seen books which had passed through his own bands 
reviewed in the Spectator, .A.thenaJum, and Satwrday :Review, 
and was therefore in a position to estimate the ability with 
which they were treated. To the Spectator he awards the 
palm for knowledge of the subjects of those books they nnder· 
take to criticise; and they refuse no branch of literature. 
Occasionally,· though t·arely, there has been evidence that the 
editors of the .A.thenreum and Satwrday :Review had let a book 
slip into the hands of gentlemen who were fain to hide the 
shallowness of their knowledge under the wordy pretence of 
leamiog. The same writer says the Field is extremely careful 
in selectiog t·eviewers fully acquainted with the subject of 
any book handed to them. He has frequently seen in its 
columns far the best criticism of important works, say on 
zoological or geographical science, to be fonnd in the critic3.I 
literature of the day. As an example, he cites the Field, 
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Nature, and the .Academy, as the only journals which really 
understood the _ subject matter of Darwin's " Descent of 
Man and Selection in ;Relation to Sex," published in 18'71; 
the Times knew nothing about it, and even misrepresented 
the text. 

Some newspapers ignore reviewing altogether, and take no 
notice of new literary productions. This is, perhaps, a. better 
plan than doing the work badly. Other journals which attempt 
it do it in a. half-hearted, haphazard sort of style. Reviews 
of books are frequently used to fill columns when other matter 
is scarce. To my mind the Times shows some scorn for the 
working literary men of the day in placing- its reviews of 
books in its "outside sheet," which is 1·arely looked at except 
for advertisements. 

Speaking generally, we should be delighted to see reviewing 
take a higher platform in the Press. Reviewing-that is honest 
and conscientious work-is to literature what gardening is to 
vegetation. Therefore young journalists might, with advan
tage, ponder over this fact with the view of bringing about a 
l!etter stats ·of things. 

The work of reviewing is not without difiiculties, which fact 
will answer to some extent fol' the scant justice it receives in 
the majority of the newspapers. It may seem an easy thing 
for a man to read a book and then write a notice about it, 
and ccrtsinly it is by no means a. hard task if the reader under
stands •his author. Books which reach a. newspaper office for 
review are unfortunately not all on the same subject, other
wise the task would be simplified. If our reviewer understands 
botany, it does not follow that he is equally learned as regards 
astronomy. Hence, while he may be able to write an apprecia
tive -notice of a work on the former subject, he is totslly in 
eapable of saying anything of a critieal character with regard 
to a volume on the latter_ science. Proprietors of country 
weekly journals can rarely a.fl'ord to engage a man solely as 
a reviewer; but even if they did so it would avail them 
little. It is not a bad plan to get the reviewing done among 
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the various members of the staff of the paper. We generally 
find that each individual is better acquainted than his fellows 
with one subject, and is therefore able to write appreciative 
or depreciative notices of works on particular topics. 

Let us briefly glance at the requirements of reviewing. Lord 
Beaconsfield told us that critics were men who had failed in 
att. There is more truth in this observation than perhaps 
Lord Beaconsfield himself saw. I would take the statement 
in a kindly sense, without the flavour it possessed when his lord
ship uttered it, smarting as he was at the time under adverse 
criticism. Certainly a man who has tried his hand at writing 
a book, and failed to write one well, cannot be without 
many qualifications to fit him for the work of reviewing or 
criticism. He, at least, knows how difficult is the author's task. 
It does not follow that because a man does not paint a 
picture he is unable to criticise one, nor is the man who 
paints a picture to be shunned as a critic. An author who 
can write a good novel is all the more qualified to pass an 
opinion on novels-good, bad, and indifferent-written by othe•· 
people. We have many examples of the eminent author and 
qualified critic being united in one and the same person. _As 
an instance, take Ml·. Walter Besant, who can not only write 
a good novel himself, but instruct others how a good novel 
should be written. What Lord Beaconsfield should have said 
is, that some critics were men who bad failed as artists; a.nd 
he might have added, too, that many artists would altogether 
fail as critics. The critical faculty and the creative faculty 
are two different things. 

The promising literary aspirant should set himself seriously 
to work to study the canons of criticism. Our forefathers had 
a critical genius in Hazlitt, and we are not without our clever 
critics nowadays, though, as. a rule, moat of the so·called 
criticism w'ritten in the newspapers is of the flimsiest possible 
character, and either marked by abuse or fulsome flattery. 

The true work of the critic is not, as many journalists seem 
to suppose, to discover the bad and belaud the excellent, which 
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everyone can see is excellent; it is to discover the good, which 
everyone cannot see is good because it lies iD: out-of-the-way 
places, a.s genius is often found to do. Bad writing should 
certainly be condemned, but I think it is quite pos•ible to dis
courage incapable writers without resorting to the "sledge
hammer," which many seem to use when they take an in
different book in hand for review. 

Let me impress upon young jouma.lists the seriousness of 
criticism. I do not suppose that it often occurs that criticism 
kills, a.s we are told it did in the case of the poet Keats. It 
cannot be a pleasant thought to reflect that a hastily written 
review has given intense pain to a fellow mortal. I am aware 
that reviews of books are perhaps more often on the side of 
praise than the reverse. The simple reason is that one need 
not read a volume to praise it, while one must read through 
the work before one can discover its faults. WOJlt of time 
has much to answer for as regards flimsy reviewing, the 
joumalist putting forth the plea that if he were to read the 
books he ha.s to notice he would be unable to gain a livelihood 
in his profession. 

An adverse review may kill the author but not the book. 
John Keats died: his poems live. The reviewer's command
ment should be to do unto others a.s he would wish others to 
do unto him. If he has a gia.ut's strength, he should be 
merciful, and not use it like a giant. A. reviewer should place 
himself in imagination in the position of an author, a.ud. con
sider for a few moments the enormous amount of labour that 
must have been devoted even to the writing of an inferior book. 
A. writer's first effort should not be measured by such a high 
sta.udard as the work of an experienced author. If the work
manship of the young novelist shows the 'prentice hand, his 
plot may be new; if his descriptions of scenery are somewhat 
wearisome, his eharactei"S, perchance, indicate the gift of origi .. 
nality. !'raise the good; firmly, yet kindly, condemn the bad; 
a.ud !'~together seek rather to encourage than discourage a · 
young writer if signs of improvement can be discerned. It 
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has often happened, it should not be forgotten, that a fa.ilure 
baa been a. better stepping-stone to ultimate success than a 
brilliant u hit." 

The young reviewer should not attempt the task of dealing 
with a hook which he does not understand. H the work be of a. 
scientific character, at least some knowledge of the science with 
which it deals is necessary in order to write a. rea.dable review. 
Without the desired knowledge the result would probably be a 
fulsome notice of the commonpla.ce things of the book, while 
the original matter put forth by the author· would be left 
entirely unrecoguised. 

How can I get work to do P asks the would-be reviewer. 
Prevail upon an editor to give you a. book Qr two on subjects · 
which you understand, and then set to work and review the.' 
volumes as well and conscientiously as you possibly can. H 
your task be accomplished to the satisfa.ction of the editor you 
will soon get other books to review. Reviewing is not usUauy 
the most paying work in journalism, but, at any rate, it gives 
a. young man an opportunity of showing what is in him, and 
probably lea.ds to other commissions of a. more remunerative 
character. Some of the lea.ding journals pay handsomely, and 
make it worth the while of men of critical acumen to devote 
themsel;es exclusively to this class of work. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE DRAMATIC CRITIC. 

Tl&e Position of the Theatl'ical Cl'itic-New Plays ana "First 
Nights"- Qualifications of a Critic- The Drama ana 
Stage Carpentry-French Plays ana English Dramatists 
-"Behind the Scenes "-The Playwright and the Actor
Knowle<lge of Music ana the Opera Bouffe-Well-known Critics 
-Temptations in the Way-" Chicken ana Champagne!' 

IT is some time since I read in a small guide book for literary 
beginners, written by a publisher's reader, the statement that 
u the gentleman who is a. theatrical critic has an enviable posi
tion .. _ • So (sic) he sends a regular supply of 'copy' to hie 
newspaper, he may take his time, and is never 'pushed' to 
much extent." :Proba.bly the publisher's reader has had little 
or no practical experience of journalism, however well he may 
understand his own business. True, the " gentleman who is a. 
theatrical Cl-itic has an enviable position," and so may every 
post on the :Press be said to be enviable; but I do not wish 
my readers to think the dramatic critic "may take his time 
and is never 'pushed' to much extent." The dramatic critic 
is one of those gentlemen of the Press who cannot " take his 
time," nnd is frequently "pushed" to a. very great extent. 
These points ought to be clear to anyone who possesses the 
most. elementary knowledge of journalism. 

On the production of a new play, the drama.tic critic has, 
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il.fter sitting out the performance, to hurrY from the theatre 
to the office of his journal, and then and there write an elabo
rate and careful critique, which is found in a. newspaper lying 
on the breakfast table next morning. If this is what is called 
4 ~ taking your time," and u never being pushed," the publisher's 
reader is right. Practically, it is the reverse. You cannot take 
-your time, ~nd you will be very much u pushed" frequently, 
if you mean to discharge promptly the duties attaching to the 
position of dramatic critic. If you are engaged on a daily 
journal, you will often ha>"e to write your critiques the same 
evening as that on which the play is first produced, and new 
pieces are now seldom introduced on the evening of Saturday. 
When "first night" happens to be a Saturday, the dramatic 
critics of the daily papers are fortunate, as they have all 
Sunday in which to prepare their criticisms. On the other 
hand, a. Saturday "first night" means, for the dl·amatic critics 
of the Sunday papere, "push" to a considerable extent. 

As to the qualifications of a dramatic critic. What should 
be know P In the first place, he should have a thorough 
acquaintance with the history of the stage; he should be well 
read as regarde old plays, and be more familiar still with the 
d1·am.atic productions-if it be but in book form-of the pre
sent century. He is also likely to mite more readable 
criticisms if he has seen all the best pieces which have been 
produced in his own time. 

The drama nowadays is not solely literary. It is the drama 
also of stage carpentry, of the effects of the scenic artist, and 
of costume, not forgetting the machinist, the upholsterer, and 
the gasman. Plays are rarely ever of the closet order-that 
is, suitable for reading in the quietude of the study. The 
modern drama. depends, perhaps, more for ita success on the 
.ability of its actors, than on the talent of its authors. It is, 
indeed, made to fit its actors, and not written first, and then 
afterwards suitable actors found to play it. These facts 
should always be present in the mind of the dramatic critic · 
who desires to duly award honour to whom honour is due. 

B2 
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As so many of our theatrical productions are adaptations 
from the French, it hehoves the critic to become as thoroughly 
acquainted as he possibly can with the recent plays of the 
Parisian stage. He should also familiarise himself with the 
legends of the play bills. "An Entirely New and Original 
Comedy," it is presumed, means that the production is entirely 
original and of English manufacture-that no part of it what
ever is taken from the French. From the simple announce
ment" A New Play," it may be inferred that the groundwork 
of the production is a novel, Englieh or French, or it may be 
a French play adapted and altered to suit the requirements 
of the English stage. · 

It is a standing disgrace to English dramatists that we have 
to go to France at all for plays. The ]):ench are truly mar
vellous weavers of plots. This may be attributed to the greater 
encouragement dramatists ~ceive in France, where the people 
are more given to theatre-going than the English. French 
plays and novels, if they fall short of our moral standard, are, 
at least, more artistic, as a. rule, in conception and plot than is 
generally the case with English productions of the same order. 
Frenchmen, too, in play-wtiting, are more given to collabo11L'
tion. When English dramatists will submit to join their forces· 
and develop a still greater capacity for painstaking work, 
then, and then only, shall we cease to cross the English 
Channel for literary material for our stage. In my opiuion, 
all other things heing equal, a play of home manufacture will 
always be more popular than the imported article. 

It must he a •elf-evident fact that, if the dramatic critic 
knows something practically of the stage, he will be hatter 
nble to understand the technique of acting. Theatrical matters 
assume a diil'crent aspect to anyone who has been behind the 
scenes than they do to a person who only sees the stage from 
the " front of the house." The young dramatic critic does not 
require to become an actor in ol'der to matriculate in criticism, 
but a little experience as a member of an amateur dramatic 
club would certainly he found very useful. One thing which 
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he would be almost sure to lesm among the amateurs· would 
be how a good part in a good play ~an be spoiled by the 
acting. · 

The dramatic critic-young, middle-aged, or old-should 
always strive, in writing down his opinions, to weigh two 
things-the play and the acting-sepaJ:ately. The play may 
be good and the acting bad, or, vice versa, the acting good 

' and the play bad. The two chief objects of dJ·am&tic 
criticism may be said to be, to tell the public what is worth 
going to see or not worth going to see, and to give the bost 
possible hints to dramatist and actors, not forgetting, of 
course, the actresses. The dramatic critic should be tolet'B.nt, 
and exercise kindliness in the expression of his opinions. He 
must always 1·emember that ungentlemanly remarks are not 
less pardonable because they appear anonymously in a public 
journal. 

A. knowledge of music, as opera boufi'e is now so popuJ...r 
on the Stage, would undoubtedly be a usefnl acquisition to 
the dramatic critic. Of com'Be, the tone and matter of a 
critic's remarks must be ruled, to a great extent, by the 
character of the jou111al for which he writes. Some readers 
wish to know how the actors and actresses performed their 
parts; others want a sketch of the plot of the new piece; 
while some 8.l"e a.nxious to learn if the production is a. success 
or not. If yon are writing for a paper which addresses itself 
to uthe Profession"-tha.t is, to actors and actresses, theatre 
lessees, dramatic authors, &c.-your matter will be of a very 
much more technical character than if yon were penning a 
criticism to appesr in a daily newspaper. 

Such dramatic critics as .Mr. Moy Thomas, tbe late Mr. 
Dutton Cook, and Mr. Clement Scott are worthy examples to 
be followed by all young men who mean to adopt this depart
ment of journalism. )llr. Moy Thomas writes the column 
headed "The Theatres" which appesrs in Monday's issue of 
the Daily News; Mr. Cook was dramatic critic for the Pall 
Mall Gazette, and afterwarde for the World (in which journal 
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·he usually appended his initials, "D. C.," to his contributions); 
and Mr. Clement Scott is editor of the Theatre, a. monthly 
magazine issued in the interests of u the Profession," and is 
also credited with the chief dramatic criticisms appearing in 
the Daily Telegraph. A few months ago I heard that Mr. 
Clement Scott wa.s " about to relinqnish his duties as dra
matic critic, in order to devote himself to labours of a somewhat 
different kind." What the "ia.bours of a somewhat different 
kind" are, I do not exactly know (dramatic authorship, per
chance); but certainly if Mr. Scott be as successful in them 
as he has been in dramatic criticism, he will have no reason 
whatever to compla.in. 

The position of a. dramatic critic is one, perhaps, which 
peculiarly lays its occupant open to temptation. The well
intentioned beginner should start as he means to go on. If 
he feels himself thoroughly capable of doing his work, he 
should think for himself, and not allow others to think for 
him. He should stedfastly set himself against bias f1·om any 
direction; and, if he does his work conscientiously and ouly 
moderately well, he will be successful. By stating the truth 
always, he may excite the ill-will of one person here and 
there; but he will win the approval of the many, and that 
is certainly of greater importance to him. Let him not, 
necessarily, be led to form a favourable verdict concein
ing a play from the tumultuous appla.use on a. "first night,' 
as, of course, a " packed. house'' is not altogether unknown 
in the annals of the modem stage. Nor should he allow 
himself to be " button-holed" by anyone who may wish him 
to express views one way or the other contrary to nis own 
opinions. 11 Chicken and champagne, may be nothing more 
than a theatrical figure of speech; but, at the same time, the 
dramatic critic is more likely to be successful if he declines 
invitations to suppers behind the scenes or elsewhere. It 
might also be advisable for all papers to follow the example 
of a certain journal, and pay for the admission of their 
dramatic critics to the theatres. 
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The Stage, during the last few years, has made enormous 
strides in .the estimation of the public, which is largely due 
to the Press; and it rests a. great deal with dramatic critics 
to still further popularise it· in the future. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE .ART CRITIC. 

"Press" Views-Young Critics and their Mistakes-QuaJifica· 
tions-Particular Schools of .Art-Natural Taste and .Ability 
-Foreign Pencils and Chisels-The Old Masters-What .Art 
is-Shama in .Art Work-Value of Comlnon Sense in .Art 
Criticism-Art Literature-Sound Judgment Necessary in 
Criticising .Art Subjects-The Opinion of Mr. J. 8. Little-: 
.Analogies in .Art: 

II' the dramatic critic requires a lot of "push," very little is 
needed in discharging the duties of the art critic. If any 
position on the Press can be ca.lled "delightful," it that of the 
art critic. To be constantly feasting one's eyes upon pictures 
by clever painters, to be frequently viewing statuary and buste 
by eminent sculptors, aud to have admittance, almost at any 
time, to the studios of masters both of the pencil and 
chisel, is certoinly. a pleasant mode of earning a liveli
hood. 

While, however, there is not the "push" with the art critic 
that there is in the case of the dramatic critic, he must, 
nevertheless, be well up to time with his work. Perhaps, in 
the case of a minor exhibition, it does not much matter, even 
if his notice does appear a. few days after the ga.llery his 
opened; but when dealing with a. grea.t annual exhibition, like 
tha.t of the Royal Academy, he must remember that the 
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public look for notices in the daily papers on the very first 
day of the opening. Of course, the critic manages to accom
plish his .task in this respect by going tq the Press view of 
the pictures, which is usually held the day before the exhibi
tion is thrown open to the public, or, it may be, even two or 
three days prior to that event. 

In journals we find art criticism, a.nd so-called art criticism, 
just as one meets with reviewing or dramatic criticism, so·called. 
Every column which is written concerning an exhibition of 
pictures is not necessarily criticism. Possibly eve1-y young 
journalist considers himself fully competent to act the part of 
critir. What ca.n be easier P he presumably argues with himself. 
Anyone ca.n tell you whether a picture is a good one or a bad 
one. He goes to the galleries, and looks at the works, and then 
returns home, or to his office, and sits down to descant upon 
the merits a.nd demerits of the works of art, with an assur
ance which is amusing, save to the poor artists who are 
most painfully concerned by his remarks. One picture, accord· 
ing to the youthful oracle, "wants breadth," another is "defi· 
cient as regards perspective," the third is "out of dra.wing," 
a fourth " lacks repose," and, in the fifth, u the colouring is 
bad." 

Of course, he is equally dogumtic and lavish with regard to 
his praise. Water was never so cleverly painted in a.ny work 
as it is in this; a. background of sea and sky was never given 
such distance; and a knowledge of the anatomy of the horse· 
was never exhibited in such perfection by any painter before 
Mr. V a.ndyke Brown took up his brush to devote it to animal 
painting. In no department of journalism is greater nonsense 
written than in the columns of matter which are published 
under the title of art criticism. It is true an uneducated 
person can usually tell us whether a. picture is good or bad; 
but rarely can anyone, except the trained expert, or a person 
who is natm"ally gifted in the same direction, make it clear 
to us wherein lies the merit or demerit of ,.; painting. The 
late Mr. Tom Taylor, who acted as art critic for the Timu, 
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knew his business; and several living men, too, might be 
mentioned who are equally clever in this department. 

It is really a very difficult thing to find a good art critic 
for a journo.l. A man, individually, may be very clever at his 
work; but being somewhat, or more than somewhat, crotchety, 
he will not do for anonymous newapaper-writing. There is an 
eminent painter, who is a splendid critic, but unless he signs 
his name to his opinions, his criticism is useless for a. public 
journo.l, as, belonging to a particular school, he can see no 
merit in anything that is done contrary to its laws and 
teachings. It is, above all things, requisite that a man 
should learn to be in art and, indeed, in all criticism, to 
use an expressive phrase, ~'fair all round." Each school will 
have its merits, however many demerits it may also possess 
Mr. Whistler, for instance, gives us things which are wonder. 
fully eccentric; at the same time, we cannot deny that they 
are also, in some respects, exceedingly clever. 

No amount of training could make a young man a capable 
art critic, unless he be possessed of some share of natural taste 
and ability for the work. Perhaps it is a branch of journo.lism 
more than any other to which a man may be said to acci. 
dentally gravitate. No youth leaving school or college ever 
says to himself, u I will become an art critic." Nor has it 
ever fallen to my lot to hear any fond parent affirming 
that his darling boy shall follow it as a profession. 
Nevertheless. it would not be impossible, granted that some 
naturul aptitude o.lr•ady existed, to outline a course which 
it would he advisable for a young man to pursue in order 
to render himself capable of giving utterance to opinions con
cerning art which should he worthy of the attention of the 
public. 

It has been aaid that a man must know other countries before 
he can understand his own. The ssme remark may be readily 
applied to art. The critic will more easily appreciate the 
productions of the native pencil and chisel if he is familiar 
with the works of foreign artists. In a sojourn in Ito.ly he 
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would undoubtedly gather many ideas which would hs of 
immense advantage to him in after life. 

A study of the " old masters " may be viewed by the art 
student in much the same light as a study of the classics 
of literature would be reg:u·ded by the literary student. 
Ancient works in oils are capable of teaching the artist of 
to-day many a useful lesson. For water-colour painting we 
cannot claim a past; but, as an art, we can say that it is of 
English birth,. and one in which we, as a nation, are pre
eminent. 

What is art P Critics differ. Is it art to paint a bouquet of 
flowers so well that it looks like the real flowers themselves P 
Some persons say it is not; that it is no more than mere 
imitation, which any student of a provincial school of art 
would be capable of executing. Such work is clever. enough 
as far as it goes; but we cannot place the portmyal of fruit, 
flowers, and vegetables on canvas on a level with the painting 
of historical and allegorical subjects, or scenes of domestic 
life. These departments of art usually require considerable 
imagination in order to excel in them. Landscape painting, 
again, charming as it is when well done, calls for less mental 

' grasp than is exercised by the artist who chooses figure sub-
jects for his studies. 

A group of young water-colour artists were heard debating 
as to whether it was the inost artistic to secure the .. high 
lights" by scratching, or by the use of Chinese white, or by 
simply leaving the white paper untouched by the pencil. ·This 
matter is a trifling one, and scarcely worth quarrelling about. 
Providing the effect is good, one way of arriving at it is as 
good as the others. 

Away from pictures and sculpture, the question is often 
asked, What is art P At a recent meeting of an architectural 
association, a paper was read on the subject of u Sba:i:ns." 
Nothing was artistic that was a sham, said the reader of the 
paper. Wood grained to resemble oak was sham oak, ergo 
inartistic. Such. an argument carries the matte1· too far. 
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We would rather possess a real oak desk than an imitation 
one; but if the latter were so well grained tba.t it deceived 
us into thinking it real, we should imagine it bad at least 
some claim to be considered artistic. 

If we are obliged to a<lmit that all imitations are inar· 
tistic, we shall never know where to stop in our criticism. 
The floral pattern of a wall paper, or of a carpet, or floral 
formation in articles of jewellery, are all imitations, and, 
therefore, would all come under this ban. The very frames, 
even, of artists' pictures, which are chosen with such a. keen 
eye for eifect by the artists themselves, are imitations, for 
nobody imagines that they are solid gold; But1 if it is not 
too ridiculous, we might even go further still in our argu. 
ment, and say that the very pictw:es and scUlptures them· 
selves are imitations, which they undoubtedly are, and 
frequently vety artistic ones. 

As the dramatic critic would be better fumished if be 
knew something practically of play· writing and acting, so 
~he art critic will be still better qualified if he has made some 
practical acquaintance with art. Failing this, however, there 
is much to be learnt from reading all the best literature . 
upon which he can lay his hands, and by going about with 
his eyes wide open. Common sense is a precious gift, more 
especially if possessed by an w.t critic : it would indeed be 
a blessing for art if we had a little mo1•e common sense exer
cised in the criticisms. It may be as well to add tbst the 
critic should make himsl'lf thoroughly acquainted with all 
the art-movements of the day. 

In a recently-published book, entitled "What is Art P" by 
Mr. Jas. Sta.u!cy Little, the author asks his readers "never 
to judge of men's work when they do not understand it. Be 
sure you are capable of understanding it before you attempt 
to pass judgment. This is, unfortunately, what very few do: 
if they know nothing themselves they talk somebody else's 
opinion .•••••• Remember, too, that because you do not 
Jlllderstand a work now, you may understand it hereafter; 
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for, in the ease of our fellow crestm·es, we may live in the 
society of a man or woman fo1· years, failing to see the meaning 
of their lives_. until some chance occmTence reveals it to· us; 
and so. in regard to scenes familiar, which sttike us as common .. 
place until we are suddenly m-oused to the fnll force of their 
beauty by some new light th1-own upon them, by sun, min, 
or mist, and ever after they are sorrowfnlly endeared to ns 
by the reflected li~ht of what has been. These D.llalogies 
apply to pictures. It behoves one, then, to be very carefnl 
how one judges, even if one has honestly any judgment at 
all in the matter." 

---·>-----



CHAPTER XI. 

THE WAR CORRESPONDENT. 

A Dangerous Career-Varied Qualifications: Physical, Military, 
and Literary -Fascinations for Adventurous Spirits-The 
Prince of War Correspondents-Dr. Russell's Word Pictures 
of the Crimean War-Archibald Forbes' Career-Literary 
ana Intellectual Gifts-Linguist, Geographer, and Historian 
-Sleeping with One Eye Open-Adventurous Journalists in 
the I!'ield-The Dangers ana Risks of a War Correspondent. 

FROM art critic to war correspondent is a long jump. The 
quiet, peaceful calling of the former contr..,ts strongly with 
the adventurous, not to say dangerous, career of the latter. 
We could scarcely imagine two kinds of employment so widely 
different "" observing and noting the progress· of art, and 
watching and recording the actions of contending armies. It 
is a fact that the more work there is for the war correspondent, 
the less is there likely to be for the art critic to do, and vice 
versa. When war makes the heart of a country throb with 
excitement, picture exhibitions are not so plentiful as in times 
of peace. Wars, and rumours of wars, not only injure trade, 
but retard the progress of literature, science, and art generally. 
However, as the time has not yet come to turn spears into 
pruning hooks, and swords into ploughshares, we are fre· 
quently compelled to acknowledge our indebtedness to "The 
War Correspondent." 
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The qualifications to duly fit a man for the occupation 
of wa.r correspondent are of the most varied kind. They are 
physical as well as intellectual. All educational and literary 
attainments will count for nothing unless the applicant for 
the post of wa.r correspondent is possessed of a physique 
which will enable him to stand all sorts of hardships. In 
faithfully discharging his duties he may have to pass entire 
days and nights without sleep, and, it may be, without food 
and water. He will also be required to remain for hours and 
hours together in the saddle, to undergo long marches with 
the army to which he is attached, and withal, in a climate 
to which he has not been accustomed. While undergoing 
a,ll manner of hardships, it should be borne in mind, the wa.r 
correspondent is not a mere fighting machine, who shoulders 
a musket and fires it off when he is told; but he must ever 
have his wits about him, and be able to think and act at 
one and the same time. The work demands great physical 
and mental gifts, and, if any success is to be achieved in the 
calliug, the continual exercise of both. 

Under the bunung sun of India he may have to discharge 
his onerous duties, or he may have to endure the rigours of 
a Russian winter. It is necessary to dwell on the physical 
side of the qualifications essential to form an efficient wa.r 
correspondent, because the physical capabilities of applicants 
for the office are seldom sufficiently taken into account, hence 
the frequent failure of men who a.re sent out. 

The calling has an intense fascination for men of an 
adventurous sphit, and it is not surprising. Fame is to be 
won in the work of a purely individual character. The war 
correspondent dtops the editorial u we" in his writing, and 
adopts the personal " I." If his letters are good his name 
becomes associated with them in the public estimation. 
During the Crhnean War, the name of William Howard 
Russell became a household word, it was in everyone's. mouth ; 
while not one person in a thousand, perhaps, could have told 
you, at that period, that :Mr. John Delane was Editor of the 
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Times, in which journal Dr. Russell's letters appeared. Dr. 
Rllftsell is a prince of war correspondents, and in the Crimea 
he showed himself much more than a mere recorder of events. 
He wrote so as to lead to grievances being redressed and 
wrongs l"ighted. Many of us are old enough to remember 
the outcry which was raised at the time when the pen of 
Dr. Russell disclosed the fact that our soldiers had to fight 
in paper boots, and exist on disgusting provender, while 
upholding the honour of the British arms. When a war 
correspondent can exercise such power and influence as were 
displayed by William Howard Russell, he certainly has a. 
great deal of which to be proud. 

Within the present decade we find a young correspondent 
in Mr .. Archibald Forbes literally fighting his way to the 
front rank in his profession. Mr. Forbes has had the ad· 
vantage of most of his crmfreres in the fact that he has seen 
service as a soldier in the army. Without some military 
knowledge, and that of a practical character, if possible, it 
is almost useless to attempt to discharge the duties of 
war correspondent. It is not ·too much to say that Mr. 
Fo1·hes's letters are simply marvels in their way. He describes 
a battle, and as you read his vivid word picture, you feel aa 
though ·you were taking part in the action. He notes the 
fiight of a stray bnllet, and you seem to see the spot on which 
it fell. All the more wonderful is such literary composition, 
when it is remembered that it is not done in the quietude 
of one's study, but amid the fire and smoke and alarms of 
war. 

Mr. Archibald Forbes might be held up as a good example 
to aspiring young war correspondents. He did not succeed, 
as he himself has told us, without a struggle. He owes his 
present position simply to his own perseverance and ability. 
He had no one to help him on in journalism. He had simply 
to rely on Industry and Talent, the best of all friende 
to the aspiring young . literary man-war correspondent or 
otherwise. Forbes ·started a paper and lost his money; he 
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wrote paragraphs for the London Wiily journals, and did not 
retrieve his fortune. His offers to act as war correspondent 
to more than one editor met at first with rebuffs, and the 
very journal, namely, the Daily News, on which he so signally 
succeeded at last, once, he tells us, munificently presented him 
with the sum of ninepeuce for a paragraph of news which he 
had contributed to its columns. Now, Mr. Fo1·bes would talk 
about a certain number of thousands of pounds, if the con
ductors of any journal expressed the desh·e to retain his services 
for the seat of war. 

As to the literary or intellectual attainments of a war 
con·espondent, it may be laid down as a sine qua non, that 
he should be a good linguist. The more languages he is 
familiar with, the better is. he likely to be able to do his 
work. Without extensive linguistic attainments it is probable 
he would often feel himself heavily handicapped in his search 
after information. It is advisable, that ·not ouly should the 
war correspondent be able to" converse in as many tongues as 
he possibly can, but that he should also be possessed of 
the ability to read and write them. To speak French like a 
Parisian may not be absolutely essential; at the same time, 
that accomplishment even may not be without its advantages. 
There is a little story told of an English war colTespondent 
who saved hhnsel£ from being shot as a spy through being 
able to speak with such a perfect Parisian accent, that it 
enabled him to pass hhnsel£ oif as a. Frenchman. 

That the war correspondent should be an excellent geo
grapher, goes without saying, and it is almost equally · 
important that he also should have a. considerable acquaint
ance with the political history of his own and other countries. 
Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say, that infonnation of all 
kinds will never come amiss to the war correspondent in 
the discharge of his duties. If of pleasing manners, be will 
find his particular path of life all the easier to travel, for 
a good address is a. wonderful aid towards picking up coveted 
items of intelligence. It is desirable, likewise, that he should 

I' 
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cultivate an attractive literary style, for news, even of the 
defeat of our arms, had better be told in easy flowing sentences 
than in long unwieldy paragraphs. 

The increase of telegraphic facilities has considerably altered· 
the work of the war correspondent. We do not now wait 
for long letters of intelligence from the seat of war, but get 
our news by telegraph in smaller and more frequent doses. 
The latter style, if it has ite advantages, is also not unat
tended by disadvantages. So rapidly is the information 
given to the public after its receipt through the medium of 
.the telegraph, that it is always possible that the enemy may 
be able to frust1·ate the intentions of our army through the 
very enterprise of the English Press. Therefore, it behoves 

, war correspondents to exercise the greatest· care in the selec
tion of the matter which they. transmit to their several 
journals. The military authorities of other countries, if not 
of our own, have, on several occasions during recent years, 
forbade the presence of war correspondents at the seat of 
war ; but, providing men of sound judgment ru·e employed, 
more good than evil is likely to result from the publicity 
given to sundl-y matters in the Press. 

" How long before the ]]:ench call come up P " the Duke 
of Wellington is reported to have asked, hearing of the pur
suit that was thundering_ close on his rear in the most critical 
hours of the short sultry Spanish night. " Half an hour, 
at least," was the answer. "Very well, then, I will have 
some sleep," said the Commallder-in·Chief, wrapping his cloak 
round him, alld lying down to rest as soundly as any tirecf 
drummer boy, for the single half·hour. Such a gift for 
sleeping at any tu;,e should, if possible, be cultivated by the 
war correspondent. To hint the capacity for sleeping with 
one eye open will always be of value. 

The co.lling is not unattended, of course, by considerable 
dangers. The war correspondent always runs the· risk of 
being shot in battle, or, in the pursuit of information for his 
journal, the still greater risk of being taken prisoner as a 
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spy, and kept in prison, if he is fortunate enough to escape 
being sentenced to death. He may, of course, be wounded 
in the discharge of his duties, if he be not killed outright. 
Pecuniarily speaking, he is well paid for his labours, but the 
rate of remuneration is not too high, considering the risk 
he runs in following such a career. At home, as we co~ .. 
fortably sit and read the war news in our journals, we should 
never have anything but a kindly thought for the adventurous 
journalists who risk their Jives in collecting such intelligence . 
.A young man who cares to . qualify himself for the post of 
war correspondent will find that he can enter a field where 
there is never likely to be many competitors, simply because 
of the dangers that necessarily attend the ca.Jling. 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 

The Beau Ideal of a" Special"-Mr. G. A. Salar-" Walloing" 
Cyclop<Edia - A Tou1· round the World-The Technical 
Correspondent-Bij!e Meetings-Beligioue Be-unions-Enter
prise and Perseverance--Ea'l'ly Information-The "Special" 
an Eye-witness of Strange Scenes-Mr. j, A. O'Shea and 
Mr. G. A. Henty-" Our Own Corresp<mdent" and " Our 
Special Correspondent"-Provincial Correspondents-" F lim
sies" Sent on Lineage-Accuracy and Brevity Requisite-How 
PTovincial Reporters .Augment their Incomes. 

"THE Special Correspondent" differs considerably from the 
war correspondent. Military knowledge and military percep. 
tion were the two essentials advanced in the last chapter in 
order tc efficiently discharge the duties of the latter gentle
man; whereas the special correspondent usually requires a large 
stock of general information. Mr. George Augustus Sala may 
be considered the beau ideal of a "special" His knowledge 
of ~en and things is of a most e:<tensive and varied kind. 
Probably there is no other journalist like him who has so
many facts and figures ever ready at the point of his pen. 
He has to thank his wonderful memory probably more than 
anything else for his remarkable success. Mr. Sala went out 
to the American War, but not as a war correspondent. His 
business was to observe and write of things generally, and the-
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same may be said to be the work of every " special" now and 
-hereafter. 

· The special correspondent should be the possessor of general 
information. One day he may he describing the horrors of 
a railway catastrophe, next day a terrible colliery explosion, 
and on another dai the destruction wrought by a great fire. 
Again, he may be despatched abroad to send home to his paper 
letters describing the coronation of a monarch. Nor is this 
all. Not being· wanted for any particular duty at present, he 
may be told that, if he chooses, he can go for a tour through 
the English Lake District; or, perchance, his paper commissions 
him to make a journey round the world, in the same way u.s 
the Daily News sent Mr. Henry Lucy. A good "special," no 
matter what he writes, will always make his letters interesting 
and entertaining, u.s much with tlie description of a little 
country brook meandering its way through beautiful scenery 
and golden cornfields, u.s with an account of the grandeur of 

-the Falls of Niagara.. 
There is, however, also the technical special correspondent. 

This is often a gentleman who is not constantly engaged in 
work for the Press, but takes it up as the opportunity pre
. sents itself. For instance, "specials" in the shape of letters 
are daily despatched from Wimbledon when the Volunteers 
are in "tamp; and, in order to do this class of work well, 
some technical knowledge of target-practice is essential. A 
Volunteer officer, or a private of some literary attainment, 
occasionally undertakes this duty and carries it out for the 
same journal year after year. There is a. gentleman who, for 
a number of years, has acted as " special" in describing an 
annual re-union of Quakers in London; and, being a Quaker 
himself, he can give that specialist tone to his articles which 
1s so desirable in this class of work. A young man who is 
thoroughly acquainted with any subject, and engages in Press 
wo1·k, is sure, some time or other, to get a. chance of displaying 
his peculiar line of. knowledge by an.engagement to do some 
special correspondence. 
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The special correspondent who is regularly attached to 
the staff of a journal must always hold himself in readi
nesa to be despatched anywhere at a few minutes' notice, It 
is said that a well.known u special," when at home in town, 
keeps a portmanteau ready packed, so that he may not 
lose a moment in getting off when he 1·eceives his orders 
to start-it may be only to Yorkshire, o:r away to ·far.off 
China. Mr. Sala has related a story, at least once, of how 
he has had only an hour or two's notice to pack up and hurry 
away. 

It will, of course, pay the young "special " well to be as 
enterprising as he possibly can. If he executes one commis
sion to the satisfaction of his editor, he is likely to be given 
other work of a similar kind. He shonld spare no pains in 
the endeavour to gather the freshest information, and seek 
always to make as many friends and as few enemies as is con
sistent with doing his duty. An indolent disposition will never 
do for a special correspondent; while industry, energy, and 
perseverance, coupled with common sense and literary ability, 
are sure to succeed sooner or later. 

The information gathered by the spocial correspondent is 
not necessarily of no further use after he has despatched his 
letters to his journal. He may be able to tm'Il to his note
book years after, and utilise his "memoranda" in another form-! 
The u special" is· often the eye-witness of · strange scenes ; · he 
makes acquaintance with life in uncommon forms ; he is the 
journalistic historian of the remarkable events of our own time. 
Many of his experiences will, no doubt, bear future narration, 
even if it be only in shape of anecdotes and illustration in 
the enrichment of other articles. If his pencilled notes be not 
volmuinous, a record of his adventures may be preserved by a. 
retentive memory. Mr. John Augustus O'Shea, a capable special 
correspondent of the Standard, wrote for Tinsley's Magazine a. 
series of articles entitled "Leaves from the Life of a Special 
Correspondent," which ha.s just been re·published in book 
form. Mr. G. A. Henty, another well-known "special," also 
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appears to make good use of his experiences in the admirable 
boys' stOries which he writes in the Intervals of his labours as 
a journalist. 

" Our Own Con-espondent" differs again from "Our Special 
Correspondent." A special COlTespondent will sometimes be 
sent out by a ·paper, and his letters inserted as coming from 
" Our Own Correspondent," but that title is usua.lly understood 
to represent a. correspondent who is resident in the city or 

1 

town from which the letters are transmitted. A leading daily 
paper like the Times will have a resident correspondent in 
each of such cities as Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and 
Edinburgh. Anything of a lengthy and special character sent 
by any one of these correspondents, if inserted in the paper, 
would usua.lly be headed as coming from "Our Own Corre· 
spondent." If the editor has any doubt as to the authenticity 
of the matter sent, be may simply and judiciously head it as 
"From a Correspondent." Or such a heading as this might 

·imply that the paper had not received it from its regularly 
acct·edited c01Tespondent of the city whence the matter was , 
forwarded, but that the sender was ·a. comparative stranger ; 
therefore the editor does not care to fully endorse statements 
which are probably not t111e, though the cont1-ihution is of 
sufficient interest to be inserted, and, perchance, of too great 
importance to miss. 

"Our Own Co!l'espondent" of a. London daily journal is 
usually on the sta:ff of a. paper of the 'provincial city or town 
in which he is. resident. He does not, pa·haps, send matter 
every day to London, but only when he has a.nythiug that is 
worth forwarding, which may be no more than two or three 
times a. week, or even less. He transmits a paragraph con
cerning the cattle market of his town to London, say, once a. 
week, or it may be a paragraph concerning the iron trade. but 
this communication he "flimsies" and sends to all the London 
daily journals alike. He is just as much the accredited corre
spondent of one journal as he is of another, and his ordinary 
paragraphs concerning the cattle market or the iron trade 
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simply appear in the London papers in the out-and-dried form 
of trade intelligence, without any Intimation that they come 
from "Our Own Correspondent," or anyone else's con-espondent. 

In every country town there is generally a plodding old 
reporter who sends paragraphs up to the London papers, and 
at times, when anything unusual occurs in his locality, he finds 
himself appearing as " Our Own Con·espondent " in half-a
dozen of the London daily journals on one and the same day. 
All he is usually paid for his work hy "linea~e"-that is, at 
the rate of so much per line-such an appearance does not 
displease him, but the reverse. Wideawake provincial reporters 
are able to considerably augment their incomes by transmitting 
items of intelligence to London journals; and if a Press worker 
of this description is known to be clever, and also trust
worthy, he will often save London newspaper proprietors the 
expense of sending down special reporters to look up infor
mation concerning something out of the ordinary which has 
happened in the locality. 

A young man in a provincial town will have a good chance 
of progressing in journalism if he is only careful what he sends 
to the London papers. Let him strive, above all things, to be 
accurate "in his statements, and he will then find that he will 
gradually gain the reputation of being a reliable con·espondent. 
He must exercise considerable patience, for no apprentice can 
hope to become a journeyman all at once. Every contribution 
he sends may not be accepted; but as he gains experience, he 
will find that his accepted matter will increase, and his con
tributions to. the "W.P.B." grow fewer and fewer. He should 
be aa concise _aa possible in his style, for space is valuable in 
a London daily journal, and the sub-editor may be tempted 
to pass over a contribution altogether if he haa not time to 
cut it down. Through continually sending "copy," his name 
becomes known to the conductors of the papers, and when the 
time arrives that anything important is wanted from his 
district, it is probable he will find himself in receipt of com
missions from more than one daily paper. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

DESCRIPTIVE-WRITING. 

" Only Electro-plating "-Racy Sketche11-The Boat Race, 
Derby Day, ancZ LorcZ Mayor's Show-Ths Descriptive Re
porter-Energy ancZ Originality-" U11cZer the Hammer"
" .4 -Svmd<Ly Morning among the RaggecZ "-" Obstruction 
at Bow Street "-.4 Reporter in Costume-" The Amateur 
Carual"-In a Debtor's Dungeo,_Breakinf! Street Lamps 
-Style ancZ Diction. 

AlloUT ten years ajZo, while editing a. London weekly, I 
found myself with plenty of spare time, and wanted "some 
more work to do." I went to Mr. Byron Webber, who was 
then Editor of the Tilml!l·atecZ Sporting ancZ Dramatic News, and 
offered to do something for his journal. "What can you doP" 
he asked me. Modestly explaining to him that my forte was 
descriptive-writing, I pointed out a few sketches which I pro
bably thought veri clever productions. Mr. Webber replied, 
"Ob, that's only electro-plating," a term for descriptive-writing 
which is peculiarly appropriate. Descriptive-miting may be 
said to stand in the same relation to the thoughtfnl leading
article or essay as an electro-plated tea service does to a solid 
silver set. 

But-to carry the metaphor further-.to produce electro
plated goods requires as much skill as is requisite in making 
an article of solid silve1·. The workmanship may he the same 
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in both cases, only the material is different. An electro·plated 
teapot may be as chaste in design, and as fine in its workman .. 
ship, as is the solid silver article itself. In the same way, as 
choice phrases and sentences may be used in literary work 
which is of a purely descriptive character, as in constructing 
an essay every period of which contains an original remark. 

No department of journalism gives greater scope for literary 
workmanship than descriptive-writing. .Simile, metaphor, anec
dote, wit, humour, and pathos, may all be employed in turn 
by the descriptive.reporter. Observations which wonld be quite 
out of place in the sober leading.article, may be made with 
impunity when racily sketching an event like the Lord Mayor's 
Show or Derby Day. The descriptive reporter's subjects are 
usually found for him; all he has to do, therefore, is to make 
his work as readable as possible. 

On a London daily paper certain annual .events make work 
fo~ the descriptive.reporter. There is the Lord Mayor's Show, 
the University Boat Race, the Derby, and the opening of Par
liament. I often think that nothing like so much novelty or 
originality is exercised in describing these annual events- as 
might be. The descriptions, particnlarly of the Boat Race 
and the Derby, appearing in the London daily papers, present 
such a cut-and-dried appearance that. the same articles might 
almost seem to be kept in type and inserted year after year. 
Now, could not some enterprising writer give us an account, of 
the Boat Race from an America~'s point of view, or a racy 
sketch of the Lord Mayor's Show seen by the eyes of· a 
Frenchman, or an account of the Derby by a lady who went 
to Epsom simply to enjoy the display. of costumes P Such 
innovations wonld not only be appreciated by editors, but also 
prove a great boon to the long-suffering public. 

Having had considerable experience as a descriptive-writer 
on the London Press, I may be pardoned if, in order to render 
my remarks interesting to the journalistic aspirant, I make a. 
few slight references to my own work in this direction. I eaid 
just now that the descriptive reporter's subjects are usually 
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found for him; but I may here add that it is easy enough 
frequently to make work for himself, provided he is possessed 
of some origin3.1ity, and is energetic and enterprising. For a. 
London evening paper I remember once writing o. sketch 
entitled "Under the Hammer." It was a description of a sale 
that took place at Waterloo of all the unclaimed luggage 
which had been left in railway trains and elsewhere on the 
London and South-Western Railway during the past twelve 
months. The subject made an article which the Editor was 
pleased to accept. About the same time, I went to a Sunday 
morning breakfast that was given in connection with some 
ragged schools, and "did" an article, which I entitled "A 
Sunday Morning among the Ragged," which also appeared in 
the same journal. 

Shortly after this, while taking a stroll, I found that I could 
not pass up Bow-street, owing to a very large mob of people, 
who were assembled close to the well-known Police Court and 
Station. " This is literal obstruction with a vengeance," I 
thought. We were just then having our full share of political 
obstruction in the House of Commons; Mr. Rebert Buchanan 
had ouly recently enlightened us in the Contemporary Review 
as to "The Newest Thing in Journalism "-which, meaning the 
"Society" paper, is no longer new-and the Whitehall Ileview 
had just given l1S a column or two about " The Newest Thing 
in Religion," which I remember nothing of, beyond the title. 
Here I was wedged np in a crowd that I mentally mused was 
certainly •• The Newest Thing in Obstruction." Yes, it was 
the occasion of the magisterial hearing of the well-known case 
concerning the detectives of Scotland Yard. The obstruction 
continued, as the magisterial hearing did, day after day, but 
I experienced enough in that one crush to jot down for the 
paper a column which I headed "The Newest Thing in Ob
struction,, and signed u One of the Mob." 

My efforts, however, in descriptive-writing sink into insig
nificance beneath the attempts of other journalists in a similar 
direction. Mr. John Augustus O'Shea, of the Standard, semA 
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three or four years ago, got himself up in costume, and, mount
ing the back of an elephant, took part in the Lord Mayor's 
Show. There does not appear to be anything particular to 
admire in this prank of Mr. O'Shea, but, at any rate, it 
enabled him to give us an account in the Standard next day 
of the Lord Mayor's Show as seen from the back of an 
elephant. 

Perhaps the first and most notable instance of realistic de
sci-iptive-writing in modern journalism was when. Mr. James 
Greenwood donned the attire of a vagrant, and gave us in the 
columns of the PaU Mall Gazette the experiences of "The 
Amateur Casual" Mr. Greenwood has had many imitators, 
but none who have approached him in popularity. A writer 
connected with the Echo recently essayed to study life as an 
amateur street beggar, and succeeded so well in his adven
tures that he was taken into custody and brought before a 
magistrate, charged with being a suspected person found 
loitering about with the presumed object of committing a 
felony. This enterprising descriptive-writer detailed his ex
periences some time after with admirable good humour and 
taste in the columns of the Echo. Still more recently, the 
Pall Mall Gazette has given us a realistic specimen of descrip
tive-writing in the shape of a. narrative of the experiences 
of an amateur driver of a Hansom cab; and the1·e recently 
a.ppea.Ted in St. Stephen's .Review some- cc Notes in a Debtor's 
Dungeon," which, it is no secret in Fleet-street, were written 

. and illustrated by Mr. Wallis Mackay, a gifted journalist with 
both pen and pencil. 

Some years ago I ventured to suggest to an editor that I 
should get taken into custody for some petty offence, and 
then detail my experiences of the police cell and the charge 
before the magistrate. I thought I was alone in this brilliant 
idea, but on reading Mr. Wallis .Mackay's "No~s in a Debtor's 

· Dungeon," I find that I was not. u I well remember a. friend 
and co-worke1· of mine," be says, 11 one who is now enjoying 
what he well deserves, a. brilliant and prosperous career as a. 
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novelist, suggesting to the editor of a now defunct illustrated 
weekly paper the brilliant idea that be should, with a gin
bottle in his possession, be found in the very Mt of breaking 
stree~ lamps; by this means become 'police court case,' a 
prisoner, and emerge to flutter his experiences of the grub 
existence from offence to liberation with the wings of a 
special correspondent in the pages of the said paper. The 
enterprising editor threw cold water upon the idea, that the 
'plan' )Ilight be discovered, and the magistrate might insist 
upon the proprietors of the paper paying a fine and costs. 
So the matter dropped, and the world lost the experiences of 
one who of all others living was capable of making an inte
resting and instructive commentary upon that ahnost sealed 
book, prison life from a prisoner's point of view." Mr. Mackay 
gives the initials of his 14 friend and co-worker," "who evolved 
the brilliant idea. of extinguishing lamps with paving stones," 
so there can be no harm in stating what is known to all well
informed journalists-that" C. M., stands for Christie Murray. 
He is a. young ·novelist of good performance as well as promise, 
as his works, "A Life's Atonement" (which first saw the light 
in Chambers's Journal), "Joseph's Coat," "Coals of Fire," &c., 
amply testify. Some editors habitually throw cold water upon 
the realistic order of descriptive-writing-it is too sensational 
to suit their sober tastes-but it cannot be denied that such 
work is greedily devoured by the public, and it is to the 
interest of every newspaper to please the public. 

As to style, a few words to the journalistic aspirant who 
specially purposes striving to succeed in newspaper work as 
a descriptive·writer are· necessary. Let him, above all things. 
avoid trying to imitate Dickens or Sala. It seems invariably 
to be the fate of the imitator to exaggerate the faults and 
miss the qualities of the writers copied. Weak Dickens ia 
bad (referring to style), and diluted Sala is worse. Every 
writer will find that he will acqu¥-e a style of his own by 
constant practice, and exercising care in doing his work. A 
better model for imitation, if the young writer mnst needs 
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have a model, than either Dickens or Sala, would be found 
in the articles of 1\Ir. Godfrey Turner, of the Daily Telegraph, 
or in the sketches which were contributed by Mr. George R. 
Sims, some time ago, to the Weekly Dispatch. The style of 
both these writers is good, because both lack it, in the common 
acceptance of the term-that is, neither manifests any strikiog 
peculiarity of diction or phraseology. Both wtite to the point, 
and say what they have to say in the simplest way. Mr. 
Godfrey Turner's English is remarkably pure and vigorous, 
wl)ile Mr. Sims' language is no less vigorous if more idiomatic. 

In saying this, there is no depreciation of the style of two 
writers of genius like Charles Dickens and George Augustus 
Sal11r-such would be absurd-but it is to warn the literary 
aspirant against seeking to do that which in all probability 
he cannot, namely, imitate the style of a master whose 
style is inimitable. It may be wise to add that in men
tioning Messrs. Godfrey Turner and George R. Sims, it is 
not to be inferred that there are no other journalists who, as 
writers, prove themselves excellent workmen. On the English 
Press there are numerous good ~miters, descriptive and other
wise, whose names would occupy much space. One good 
general rule for descriptive-writing might be laid down, and 
that i~-Get all tlie information you can concerning your sub
ject, and then proceed to wt-ite your article in the simplest 
and most direct manner. 
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Sporting Prophets-Their "Tips "-Horse-Racing-Big Events 
• -lnj!tum.C6 ·of Sporting Intelligence on Circulation-Backers 

and Bookmakers-Naming Winners a Lottery-Prophets and 
Slang-" Penitragon" a Model Tipster-The Mysteries of the 
Turf, and How to Unravel Them-Popularity of Racing, 
Cricket, Football, Billiards, Lawn Tennis, Polo, &:c.-The 
Weather Prophet-Prophecies of the "New York Herald"
DijficuUies in the Way of Accurate Reports-The Necessity 
of Studying Meteorological Science. 

"SPORTING INTELLIGENCE" forms such a. prominent feature 
in the journalism of the day, that no apology is needed for 
venturing a. few remarks respecting "The Sporting Prophet." 
I should like to say, however, that I am not of a. "sporting 
turn of mind," and this must be my excuse should I trip in 
any of my observations. It would be out of place here to enter 
into the merits and demerits of horse-racing, and other forms 
of sport; all we are concerned with at present is, that there 
is a demand for the sporting prophet in journalism, and that 
demand has to be supplied. No one can question that horse· 
racing was instituted, in the first instance, with an object 
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that was good, namely, to improve the breed of horses; but 
no one can deny that ·the sport is followed with very dif· 
ferent objects ~w. However, wet·e 1 about to launch a fresh 
newspaper venture, it would be necessary to fall in with the 
spirit of the times, and make every an·angement for a good 
supply of sporting intelligence, including horse-t·acing. 

Regret it, as some persons may, it is a fact that nothing 
makes a newspaper sell so well as the result of a big event 
in the Turf Calendar, if we except, perhaps, a sensational 
murder case. There was a newspaper proprietor who thought 
he conld do without his daily sporting letter, so he gave his 
" prophet " notice, and did · without it. The circulation 
of the paper rapidly fell oil', for hitherto the joumal had 
been largely bought for the excellence of its sporting intelli
gence. Principles of morality were strongly engrained in 
this newspaper proprietor, but with him love of wealth was 
stronger; soon the well-informed sporting prophet was rein· 
stated, and the circulation of the paper ran up as rapidly 
as it had previously run down. 

All sporting prophets, however, unfortunately for the 
" backers'' who pin their faith to them, are not well in~ 

formed : it wonld be a bad day for the bookmakers if they 
were. It has been said that a. man who had never so much 
as seen a racecourse or a raceho1·se, has occasionally been 
known to act as sporting prophet! That is worse than "the 
b~d leading the blind; " it is a case of the blind leading 
those who can see-if not very far. An unbeliever in the 
Turf recently remarked that he thought the "prophet" who 
knows nothing of horse-racing wonld be just as likely to give 
good "tips" as the ''prophet" who was familiar with 1·a.ce· 
horses and racecourses from his boyhood, as there Was a good 
deal of lottery about nantiug the winner of any event. I 
should hardly like to endorse this statement, because it is 
always safer to prophec-y when, you know, and a "prophet" who 
is well-informed on racing matters is much more likely to 
"spot" the winner than is the scribbler whose only acquaint-
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ance with a racecourse h8.11 been acquired in the purlieus of 
Fleet Street. 

The style of the average sporting letter may be pronounced 
unique in journalism. No other worker on the Press sets at 
such mad defiance the rules of English grammar as does the 
sporting prophet, who is also a greater master of slang than 
any other writer. The slang we can, perhaps, pardon, as it is 
often admittedly very expressive; but I fail to see why, in 
these days of compulsory education, the tipster's information 
cannot be conveyed in passable language. "Pendragon" 
(Mr. Henry Sampson), of the Referee, may be taken as a 
good model by the budding "sporting prophet." He writes 
vigorously and well, and is never afraid to speak his mind as 
to the abuses of the Turf, and in all departments of sport. 

The literary aspirant of 'the Turf, if he wishes to succeed 
·in this particular department of joul"llalism, should certainly 
obtain a practical acquaintance with the customs and pro
ceedings of racecourses, should learn the pedigrees of race
horses, and know everything concel"lling their past perform
ances. He should also be a good judge of horseflesh, so as 
to be able to form opinions of his own, by watching the 
training of horses, and estimate the probable success or failure 
of any horse. If obliged to trust to the "intelligence" 
supplied him by stable· boys or bookmakers, he is likely to 
find himself on the day of the ra.ce the very reverse of right 
in his predictions. Of course, the best horse may not win; 
but it is for the sporting prophet to penetrate as far as he 
can into the mysteries and secrets of the Turf. If he wishes 
to retam his position on his paper, he must be honest in all 
his statements, and procure the best information he can for 
his readers. As the result of faithful service, it is reported 
that Mr . .T oseph Elliott, the fl!ther of the American sporting 
Press, has been presented, by the proprietor of the New 
York Herald, with a retiring salary of £1000 a year. Possibly 
this praiSeworthy step may have a few imitators, both at 
home and abroad. 

G 
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Leaving horse-racing, I may mention that in the games of 
cricket and football, in billiards and bagatelle, in chess and 
draughts, in rowing and swimming, in bicycling and .tricycling, 
and in athletics generally, there is scope for the exercise of 
special knowledge in the department coming under the bead 
of "Sport" in newspaper work. Of eourse, reporting of this 
kind is often linked with journalistic duties of another kind, 
or the worker could not be kept going all the year round. 
The late Mr. George Frederick Pardon ("Captain Crawley") 
made a specialty of reporting billiard matches and tourna
ments, though he was also extensively engaged as a writer 
of books on games, and in other literary duties, whilst his 
energetic sons devote themselves largely to cricket reporting. 
An old friend of mine, Mr. John Kent, is employed all the 
year round as a reporter at the ·Westminster Police Com·t, 
except the fortnight prior to the Univm·sity Boat Race, when 
the crews take to the London water. Then .he betakes him
self to Putney, whence he daily transmits intelligence regard
ing the training to the London daily papers. Reporting of 
this sort, in order to be well done, requiJ:es technical 
know ledge. 

It is a natuml transition from sports to the weather, the 
success of the former depending so· much on the state of 
the latter. The weather is such a staple topic of conversation 
with Englishmen, that it is not surprising that modern jour
nalism has recognised the fact, and provided a dep~tment 
for its consideration in the columns of its papers. 

The New York Herald was, I believe, the first paper to 
insert any elaborate prophecies of. coming weather. The 
weather-prophet of that jourual made himself quite a Euro
pean, if not a. world.wide, reputation, a. few years ago, by his 
prognostications. This gentleman was wonderfully accurate 
in his earlier prophecies; but afterwards he seemed to fall 
away from his old "form" (to make use of a sporting term), 
and got himself into sad disgrace. The British public were 
considerably surprised at this turn of alfairs, _ and many 
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journalists were also puzzled in common with the rest of the 
people. Why so often right previously, and so frequently 
wrong now P On this point I sought information from a 
friend who was likely to know. It appeared the original 
"prophet" had left the States, and gone North, and the 
"prophet" who had taken his place was nothing like so good 
at the work; hence the falling oil' in the quality of the 
prophecies. 

We have in England a climate which is so variable, that 
anyone who could cleverly predict the state of the weather 
might be sure of earning a large income by his labours. 
Oar weather-prophets ought to be good at their business, 
and not depend for reputation on any accidentally correct 
prognostication, as is said to. have been the case with a. 
certain well-known penny almanac. 

Though journalism, during recent years, has paid a great 
deal of attention to the weather, there is still greater scope 
for trustworthy meteorological details in the columns of our 
newspapers. We do not usually look to young men for 
weather prognostications ; but, if the subject be scientifically 
studied, it is not essential that greybeards alone should 
supply us with 1·eliable meteorological data. . 

There is an old saying that it is wise never to prophecy 
unless you know, and I respectfully commend this piece of 
good advice to all aspiring young prophets, whether sporting 
.or otherwise. 

a2 



CHAP'l'ER XV. 

THE CITY EDITOR. 

The Money Market-On 'Change-An Unfortunate Mistake
Blowing Hot and CoU-The City Editor a Man above Sus
picion-The Power :&cereised,-The Qualifications Necessary 
-The Intricacies of the Stock Market-Amateur Jobbing 
and Speculation-The .Responsibilities of a City Editor
Temptations to be Avoided. 

THE City editor occupies a distinct position on the London 
daily Press. In his domain· he is king-emperor. His "copy'"' 
-having t·efet·ence to the money market, shares, stocks, anef 
estimates of all kinds-is not seized by the ruthless editor or 
his assistant, or by the sub-editor, and subjected to revision 
or emendation. What the sporting-prophet writes may occa
sionally-though it may be ~ery seldom-undergo at the hands 
of a. courageous literary assistant some toning down of phrase
ology, and a few transpositions of the nominative; but the· 
work of the City editor is rarely, if eve1·, interfered with, 
and it would be unwise to do so. It may be even positively· 
dangerous, as may be gleaned from ali incident which happened 
some time ago . 

.A. certain London weekly paper was on the eve of going to. 
press. Almost everything was ready, except the City editor's. 
article. The editor-that is, the chief editor of the pape1~ 
wished to get away at once for a short holiday in the country. 
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and he requested his assistant to see the journal through. "Of 
course, if it's after midnight when you're done, Mr. ---," 
the editor said, addressing his assistant, ''you can take a. cab 
home and charge it to the paper." The editor then took his 
departure, leaving his assistant in charge of the journal. 
Nothing was wanting in the shape of "copy" except the City 
editor's article. While the assistant was sitting waiting for 
thiS, a. canvasser brought in an advertisement which was 
only to be accepted on condition that a notice was written 
and inserted of the • company to which: it referred. Mr. 
---, ~he assistant, saw no objection. to this, and, as the 
advertisement was a valuable one to the paper, he quickly 
wrote a notice to accompany it, and gave instructions to the 
printer that such notice wae to be inserted at the end of the 
City editor's article. 

The City editor wae a trustworthy Wl-iter, and his " copy " 
was never even 1·ead, much less revised, by the editor or his 
assistant. Presently Mr. ---, the assistant, thought to 
himself, "What is the use of my waiting? I need not go 
to the expense of a cab ; I can catch the last train home, and 
the printer will see to the City article." So, giving the printer 
jnstructions to insert all the City editor sent, Mr. --
caught the last train to the suburb in which he resided. 
Next morning there was a te1Tific commotion in the office of 
that particular journal. What had been done P In the middle 
of the City article the City editor had written unfavourably 
of a company, and at the end of tbe City article there was 
the paragraph of Mr. ---, speaking in favourable terms of 
the same company! 

This unfortunate incident might, perhaps, have happened 
in the experience of almost any journalist. It does, however, 
teach several wholesome lessons. In the first place, the 
aesistant.editor should have remained at the office to read 
the City article before adding any paragraph to it, though it 
is questionable whether he was not exceeding his duty in 
making any addition to that particular feature of the paper. 
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The City editor usually· understands his own work, and it is 
better to leave him to do it alone. Again, page-proofs of a 
journal should always be seen by the chief editor or hie 
assistant, in order to avoid any occurrence like that described. 
It is true that, in the exigencies of journalism, a paragraph 
has frequently to be written to accompany an advertisement 
at the last moment before going to press; but in every case 
care should certainly be exercised to preclude the insertion 
of anything which would contradict a statement appearing 
in the City article or in any other portion of the journal. 

The City editor, like Cresar's wife, should be above suspicion. 
The right man should be procured to fill the position, and 
trusted implicitly. If confidence cannot be placed in him, he 
had better not be employed at all.. The temptation to go 
astray is very great, but the man who cannot withstand 
every form of temptation, pecuniary and otherwise, is not 
fitted to control the monetary intelligence of any inlluential 
journal. 

The power exercised by the City editor is, in the syllables 
of Dominie Sampson, "Pro-di-gi-ous!" As he possesses a 
giant's strength, we may pray him. not to use it like a giant. 

- He may make a company or mar the prospects of a venture; 
he may write up shares or write them down. Possessing such 
power and influence, it is, of course, essential that a man of 
straightforward and honourable cha1-acter should be secured 
to fill the post of City editor. His salary is liberal, perhaps 
not on account so much of lite1-a.ry services rendered as on 
the sco1·e of honesty, a quality which has ite market value 
in the commercial world. 

Politics, trade, agriculture, and even the weather must all 
be studied by the young journalist who aspires to become a 
City editor, for they all more or less directly or indirectly 
affect the Money Market. He must be able to draw such 
conclusions as the following:-

"Some of the heaviest of the English railway dividends will 
be due immediately, the North-Eastern being distributed on 
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Saturday next, and the London and North-Western on the 
Monday following; but any eifect they may produce on the 
market ·must be largely counteracted by the release of 
the three millions which the India Council will disburse for 
their maturing debentures." 

"The excellent harvest prospects have led many operators 
to form hopeful conclusions as to the immediate future of 
trade ; and, the leading stocks being scarce, there is little 
difficulty in bringing about a rise in price." 

"One cause of the rema.1·ko.ble upward rebound in Eries 
was a statement that financial arrangements of a satisfactory 
kind had been concluded, and the amounts due to the New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Company, under. the lease, 
punctually paid." 

The aspirant must also make himself a thorough master of 
the intricacies of British Funds, Foreign Government Bonds, 
railways, telegraphs, banks, and all manner of public com
panies. As a City editor he will also be called upon to 
chronicle failures, defaulters, partnerships, appointments of 
official liquidators, and various items of intelligence which 
concern City men. 

. . 
The City editor has his office in the City, and rarely pre' 

sents himself at the office of his journal in Fleet-street or the · 
Strand. His "copy" is ·forwarded .by messenger, and, in the 
case of an evening paper, much of it, of course, by telegraph; 
for a special wire is laid between the ('/'ty editor's office and 
the office of the jow-nal he l'epresents. 1 

The City editor usually leads a life quite apart from all 
other departments of journalism. He is wrapped np in stocks 
lind sha.1·es and Consols and Three per Cents., and in every
thing appears to see something which will in!luence the Money 
Market ot· be in!luenced by it. An energetic man will occa
sionally act as City edito1· to more than one journal, and 
against this no pa1·ticnlar objection can be urged. Monetary 
matters, unlike politics, assume much the same aspect to 
different men; therefore it can scarcely be with any amount 
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of justice contended that a City editor of one journal should 
not occupy the same position on another. Prejudice can 
scarcely enter into the question as it would in the ca~e of 
politics. Indeed, I would rather myself engage the services 
of a man as City editor who has other City work on hand, 
because he would be more replete with information. Devoting 
so much time to monetary matters, it is, naturally, worth his 
while to collect all the intelligence he can about the Stock 
Exchange and its proceedings. 

The City editor occasionally has opportunities of making 
money by speculation, but the beginner should eschew this 
tempting means of adding to his income. Writing money
articles and amateur stock-jobbing may appear to go well 
together, but, as a matter of fact, in the interests of journalism, 
they do not. To speculate in some shares in a company of 
which the young journalist thinks he knows everything is, 
no doubt, very tempting; ·nevertheless, he should avoid tbis 
fascination. He should do his newspaper work, and try to do 
it to the best of his ability, and leave the business of stock
jobbing to ·the jobber. If he is dissatisfied with his earnings 
in journalism, then he should become a stockbroker, and cease 
his connection with the Press. There are many temptations 
to stray £1-om the right path in any department of jou1-nalism, · 
but with the City editor who is addicted to speculating in 
stock and shares, these temptations are still g1·eater. 

The position of City editor· is of a most responsible kind, 
and the more the responsibility is felt by anyone occupying 
such a post, the greater is the success likely to be achieved 
in the work. 
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THE FREE LANCE. 

A LitemnJ Soldier of Fortune-Authorship ana Journalism--A 
Flourishing "Free Lance"-Indomitable Energy Requisite
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-
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IT may be necessary to state that the "Free Lance" is a. 
gentleman of the Press who writes for various papers, or 
any papers . he can, · and is not regularly attached to any 
journal. He is a sort of literary soldier of fortune, and, for 
a guinea or so, his pen may be hired on behalf of almost any 
cause, or to ..;nte on almost any, subject. This statement 
is by no means disrespectful to the "Free Lance," for, as 
already explained, the journalist may be regarded in much 
the same light as the barrister: the latter is "fee'd" to do 
the best he can with his brief, and the "Free Lance" is paid 
to write to suit_ the interests of the journal employing him. 
:Between authorship and journalism, there is the widest dis
tinction, though Mr. Sala has scmewhere expressed himself 
that he does not see any difference between the two. Author
ship is an individual e:lfort in writing which is intended to 
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be of a more or less permanent character; journalism is a 
chronicle of news with comments thereon, the interest of 
which passes away with the next issue of the paper. It is 
not essential that authorship should appear in volume form. 
A political leading.article is 'journalism; a social article in 
the same paper, which would not get out of date within a 
l"easonable time, and would bear reprinting on a futw·e day, 
in my opinion, is authorship. 

A llourishing "Free Lance " is one to be envied by the 
literary beginner. He is not at the beck and call of a single 
employer ; he puts his eggs, so to speak, in a number of 
baskets; he can retire to 1·est every night without the dread 
of awakening the next mOI"tling to find himself, through 
the caprice of a newspaper proprietor, thrown out of employ
ment. An editorship or a sub·editorship is the thing mostly 
coveted by the journalistic aspirant; but a "Free Lance" 
u who knows the ropes" of journalism is in a much mo~e. 
independent position. The income of the editor or the sub
editor may be limited by the amount of his salary; the 
earnings of the " Free Lance " cannot be fixed, and depend 
for their largeness or smallness on the extent of his energy 
and ability. 

One quality the " Free Lance " must possess, if he is to 
succeed, even in a comparative degree, and that is indomit
able energy. He must not let rejected "copy" damp his 
spirits, but rather regru:d it as an incentive to further effort. 
No " Free Lance" gets all his articles accepted without taking 
some trouble, and when a MS. is sent back to the author it 
is not necessarily a sign that the " copy " is lacking in clever
ness, but more likely that it is unsnitable to the journal to 
which it has been submitted. 

Some jou1"tlalists manage to combine an editorship or a 
suh·editorship, or other journalistic appointment of a regular 
kind, with a great deal of work of the "Free Lancing " order. 
These men, however, are a fortunate few. As a rule, an 
editorship or a sub- editorship takes up a: man's time, and 
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leaves little or no leisure for anything else, if the duties are 
thoroughly and efficiently performed. There is such a thing, 
also, as seeking to do too much, being too greedy, in literary 
work, and breaking down under the strain. It is. a sad spectaele 
to see a man -whom greed has captured working night. and 
day •. sacrificing domestic happiness, hea.lth, and, perchance, 
life itself, to the task of turning out cclumns of "copy." · It 
is a still. sadder spectacle to see genius broken on the ever
. revolving wheel of daily journalism when that genius would 
'undoubtedly, could it command the time, produce some litera-
tw·e which would live. 

Mr. Joseph Hatton has referred, in an American monthly 
magazine, to the Newspaper Press as "the grave of genius." 
Although not much of a believer in " mute, inglorious Mil
tons," yet I am prepared to admit that in numerous instances 
it is easy to perceive that we obtain perfection in journalism 
at the expense of authorship. Possibly, we may be rapidly 
advancing towards thst state which Lamartine has predicted: 
that, before the present centwy shall have run out, authorship 
will be entirely absorbed by journalism, which will be the 
only literature we shall know. 

The "Free Lance'' usually shows mOre of the author in his 
work than does the salaried man on a newspaper. The 
"Free Lance" does not always take a current topic for o. 
subject,. choosing, rather, matters of a permanent interest on 
which to WI-ite. ~ He steers clear, generally, of current news 
in selecting a subject, because he knows that before his article 
can perhaps get a chance of appearing the matter may hsve 
grown stale; therefore all his labour would be thrown away. 
The salaried man can find a subject among the news of the 
day, because he knows whst he writes is sure to appear; the 
"Free Lance" can seldom be quite certain that his work will 
be used. 

Unquestionably, most of the best writing on the Press is 
done by the "Free Lance." His articles must be good, 
or they will be rejected. If there were no " Free Lances," 
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it would puzzle one to know how many journals would 
get "copy" to fill their columns. It might appear that 
they would be driven to engage salaried stall's of writers; 
but this many of them could not afford to do. Besides, 
there is the other side to the question, so far as the public 
is concerned. It is an undoubted fact that nearly every 
m·iter produces better work as a "Free Lance" than he 
does when taken on the salaried stall'. The brains of the 
u Free Lances, are ever active to catch a. new. idea with. 
which to rivet the attention of an editor, and, through him,' 
interest the great reading public. There is, of course, certain 
newspaper writing which could never be done by the "Free 
Lance." We could not, for instance, depend on him for 
our leading-articles. He has so many irons usually· in the 
fire that his movements and appointments are rendered some
what uncertain; therefore, the only thing left for a newspaper 
proprietor to do, in order to get his leading-articles, is to 
engage salaried writers to do them. Besides, it is essential 
that leader-writers should be regularly employed on a journal 
in order to fully understand its tone. 

"Free Lancing" is frequently a stepping~stone to a regular 
engagement as leader-writer, Ol' as editor, or as sub-editor, 
or in other literary capacity, though many a. "Free Lance" 
would decline the o:ll'er of a regular engagement, preferring 
to retain his independence of action and his eggs in a number 
of baskets. As " Free Lancing " is a good stepping. stone 
towards a regular engagement, so is a regular engagement 
often the best stepping-stone to successful "Free Lancing." 
It would be unwise to recommend literary aspu'!Lnts to begin 
on the Press os "Free Lances" if· they can avoid it. The 
best advice is, Get a regular engagement first; then afterwards . 
yon will have a better chance of succeeding as a " literary 
soldier of fortune." The greater knowledge the worker pos
sesses of the inside of u. newspape1· office, the greater is his 
success likely to be when writing for the newspapers from 
the outside. The1-e are things to be learnt inside a news-
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paper office which co.n never be picked up unless experience 
. has been gained as a salaried journalist on a paper. 

There may be a number of readers who do not at present 
see their way to obtain a regular engagement on a paper; 
hence a few hints as to "Free Lancing," should they feel 
disposed to try their bands at the work, may be found useful. 
A. young gentleman wrote to me some time ago, asking my 
"advice as to the best method of becoming a newspaper corre· 
spondent, or a. writer on popular subjects for magazines, &c. 
J do not know what papers or magazines would be likely to 
accept a.t•ticles from one who is almost a novice. I have 
written several articles for a paper (local), but I wish to get 
into the London papers." 

Several correspondents have asked me similar questions.. To 
them all I would say, Leave the monthly magazines alone. 
If you get a contribution into one of them, it by no means 
follows that your fortune is made. Do not overlook the fact 
that a monthly magazine appeal'S only twelve times a year, and 
if you secured the insertion of an article in each issue, your 
income could not, by a long way, be truthfully described as 
"princely.". I never yet met an experienced litt6ratewr who 
thought much of monthly magazines as a medium for earning 
money. The monthly may do for your choice morsel, when 
you have one to dispose of, and you wish it to be ticketed 
with your name; but as a means of earning the wherewithal 
to pay your rent and taxes, butchers' bills, and settle the 
accounts of your shoemaker and baker, commend rue to the 
·weekly and the daily papers. 

It is useless to send jokes to Punch or leading.articles to 
the Times. The two busy B.'s-:Messrs. Buckle and Burnand 
-will appreciate this advice. Those journa.la receive more 
matter from experienced writers than they can use. For 
the efforts of the "'prentice han"' less. known papers should 

· be selected. When you have served your time to the writing 
trade-which, be not deceived, every one must do for a longer 
or shorter period-and have become a journeyman scribe, 
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then you can try the "big papers." Every literary aspirant 
possesses u. fair acquaintance with some one particulat· subject: 
let him write the best article he can on that subject, and 
then select the journal his article will best suit, and post his 
MS. o:fl' to the editor. It is better, however, before sitting 
down to write, to first select the journal, and then str(ve to 
make the tone of the article agree with the tone of the 
journal, which you can ascertain by careful reading. The 
great thing to aim at is to make the article as interesting 
as you can to the reader, both by the matter you put into 
it aud by yow· manner (pr style) of writing. 

---..----~ 
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As journalism, and not as authorship, I regard most of the 
penny periodicals that are issued weekly. They contain, as a. 
general rule, stories and sketches that are not worth reprinting 
after they have served their original purpose-namely, to fill 
the publications for which they were written. Indeed, the 
authors of these writings rarely aim at anything beyond getting 
payment for their work from the periodical in which it appears, 
and is the1·e permitted to reet. Any ambition above making 
money is unknown to scores of " Free Lances," both male and 
female, who labour for the periodical press. 

A literary beginner who can invent a story, perhaps, has a 
better chance of making his way with periodicals than with 
newspapers, and this for several reasons. First, salaried 
writers are seldom or never retained on the periodical press; 
secondly, style (a quality which ·the young writer invariably 
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lacks) is not such a consideration in a story as in a newspaper 
article; and, thirdly, meritorious work is the sole passport to 
the periodicals, whilst personal characteristics may go for or 
against the lite1-ary aspirant seeking employment on a news· 
paper. 

It is a common thing to hear the literary beginner lament· 
ing that he is not known to editors. He may, however, reap 
consolation in that respect by 1·eflecting on the fact that our 
most popular writers were once in the same position. Of 
course, it would be wrong for me to tell the literary aspirant 
that there are no advantages in being known to editors-that 
is, known in a favourable way. Some writers are known only 
too well, and those who know them best avoid them and their 
work. The chief reason why an editor likes to make the 
personal acquaintance of his contributors is that he will then 
be able to better judge of the bona fid,e nature of the contri.' 
butions they send 'to hinl. No mortal editor can have read 
all the stories or articles which have been published during 
the last half century, and old stories and articles have been 
copied out on more than one occasion, and palmed off on 
editors as original. It is not so long ago that Mr. Charles 
Dickens had offered to hinl an article which had appeared in 
Household Words during the editorship of his illustrious 
father. 
· Good jokes are, doubtless, rejected by tlle editor of Punch, 
because they come from unknown persons, and therefore Mr. 
Buruand, not being an Irving Bishop or a Stuart Cumberland, 
cannot be sure that they are original. The sender of the joke, 
however, may be honest enough, he having sent something 
which he has slightly modified from the utterance of a "witty" 
:friend, but which utterance, it may transpire, was taken from 
the pages of Punch. Or the "witty" one may have heard the 
joke from another reputed "funny man," and then repeated 
it as his own. This shows how desirable it is for an editor 
to know something of the personal character of his contributors, 
apart altogether from their ability. 
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From Charles Dickens down to the modern penny novelist, 
the contribution dropped into the editor's box has led to a 
successful career, if not to fortune. A flourishing young 
litterateur, who earns a. good income solely in connection with 
penny periodicals, · recently informed me how he began. On 
leaving college, he attempted acting, becoming a member 
of a provincial travelling company. He found, however, that 
there was scarcely bread . and cheese to be. procured at such 
work-and hard work it was, for he had to play a different 
part nearly every night-so he threw it up, thinking he could 
make- more money by writing stories. Knocking about the 
provinces had given him a few ideas, and he wrote a short 
story- containing not more than about 2000 words - and 
dropped it into the edito1>s box of a penny weekly periodical 
of light literature, published in the Strand. 

In the course of a few days, my young friend received a 
letter from the editor, asking him to call at the office. He 
did so, when the editor informed him that he had accepted 
his short story, and presented him with a cheque for 30s., 
but added that he did not want such short stories- he 
could bo1~·ow or get (alias steal) from the American papers 
any number of such productions. What he did want, how· 
ever, was novelettes containing about 32,000 words. "Thank 
you," said the young literary beginD.er, "I will try my hand • 
at one, and send it in to you." 

My young friend laughingly admitted to me that, at that 
period of his life, he had never so much as read one of the 
now-so-well-known penny novelettes with covers of pink hne. 
He, however, set to work, and m·ote a story of about 32,000 
words in the course of five or six days, and sent it to the 
editor. It was accepted, and he has kept steadily plodding 
along at similar work for over five years. He may never, 
as a "penny novelist," _achieve fame, but, at any rate, he earns 
about ten times the income he did as. an actor, and finds 
the employment of a congenial character. Presently, he good
humouredly adds, he may do something big in the shape of a 

H 
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three-volume novel, which will make his na,me known to tbe 
public; then be ca,n quit th~ fmly remunerative occupation 
of writing penny novelettes. 

Nothing, perhaps, tickles the literary beginner so much as 
tbe fact that be must write his stories to a given length
that is, he must put a certain number of thousands of words 
into them. Fa,ncy, love passages being written to make so 
ma,ny lines or fill so many columns! But there is really 
nothing remarkable about such a,n arrangement. Even the 
Poet Laureate cannot please himself as to tbe length of his 
sonnets, which must contain fourteen lines each and so ma,ny 
syllables (I am not ·a ..-erse-writer, therefore do not know) 
to each line. Leading-aJ:ticles, _too, in the daily papers, are 
written a 1·egulation length-a. column and a "stick," other
wise fourteen or fifteen lines over the column. Novelettes 
cannot be a different length one week f1·om another, there
fo~e it is essential that tbe stories should all contain about 
the same number of words: it is better if they contain 
a few more than are wanted than a few less, as it is, of 
course, always easier to cut out three or four lines than to 
fill in. 

The following is the copy of a. circular which was some 
time ago issued by one of the best-known penny weekly 
periodicals, to a. number of story-writers who were likely to 
respond with contribUtions :-

" The Editor of the -- begs to inform -- that he 
requires original roma,ntic love-stories of the present day, full 
of intensely interesting incident, and written in a. simple but 
attractive style. The length should be seven printed pages 
of the --, a. bout 20,000 words (specially required); twelve 
such pages, about 3"2,000 words; or serials of <from eight to 
ten numbers, each number to contain about 8000 words. A 
decision will be given on any stories submitted for approval 
within a fortnight from the tinle of receiving them; if ac· 
cepted, they will be paid for according to arrangement; if 
declined, they will be 1·etmued on receipt of stamps to cover 
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postage, it being understood that no responsibility is incurred 
for dela.y Ol' accidental loss." 

-About the time when the pink wrapper penny novelette 
fever first broke out, a. story-writer received the following 
letter (of. course, omitting na.mes) from an editor :-

" Dea.r Sir,-The length of the novelette contemplated will 
be twenty-eight and a half columns-ninety-six lines to the 
column, and twelve words to the line-the length, in fact, of 
those published in --. The tales should be characterised 
by vigour of style, fulness of sensational incident, and con
versational sprightliness. The tone must not be open to the 
imputation ·of pruriency, without any of the goody-goodyism 
that is not attractive to the mass, especially of the readers we 
anticipate. The element of love must be a. leading one, and, 
when possible, the primum' mobile. Time, present; locality, 
England. Our price is from £6 to £10, according to quality." 

There 'a.re literary aspirants who will turn up their noses 
at the bare idea. of writing penny novelettes, and who will sit 
down and manufacture elaborate MSS., which they will post 
to the Cornhill, Macmillan's, and Belg1·avia, where they will 
mostly, for obvious reasons, be " declined with thanks."_ 
:Beginners should understand that the leading magazines are 
kept more than supplied with contributions by writers who 
have won ii. position in the literary world. The doors are not 
always kept locked and bolted against really clever literary 
novices, but the experiences of authors usually show that you 
must win your spurs before you will be allowed to gallop-or 
even to canter-at all freely through the pages of the monthly 
magazines. Chambers's Journal claims to be open to everyone 
.alike who can write suitable and meritorious matter. Such a 
periodical as C"ambers's Journal receives shoals of MSS., and 
as it does not take very much type to fill it, as a matter of 
<JOurse it follows that only a .portion, even of the good_ con
tributions, can be accepted, and those which are accepted 
must wait their tun1 before they can appear. 

Some monthly magazines (Goocl Worcls is one of them) have 
B2 
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their contents arranged for a year in advance, so anyone who 
is fortunate enough to have contributions accepted by them 
cannot realise the pleasure of seeing them in type for twelve 
months at least. Conversing recently with the editor of a. 
popular monthly of light literature, he told me of a novel 
which he had accepted, and which might appear in his maga
zine in 1886, though it was probable it might not see the light 
till 1887! . 

I do not believe that any paper or periodical-not even· 
excepting Punch and the Times-is closed to undoubtedly 
clever and, at the same time, suitable contributions. It stands 
to reason that editors, if only in their own interests, ar& 
anxious to get hold of the best work they can. . Of course, 
an editor now and again is obtuse~ minded,. and fails to se& 
merit in a writer till someone else bas discovered it, and 
then all the world recognises it. Mr. W. S. Gilbert first took 
his "Bab Ballads" to Punch, where they were rejected; Fun. 
however, saw the exquisite humour of the work, and :Mr •. 
Gilbert's nam.e as an amusing verse~writer was made. The 
Morning Advertis"'· would have nothing to do with :Mr. Archi
bald Forbes, but :Mr. Robinson,· the manager of the Daily· 
News, instantly recognised the ability of the now well-known 
special correspondent, and the reading public soon endorsed. 
his opinion. . 

Instances of this. sort might be multiplied, but they would 
all tend to sbow that, after all, editors are liable sometimea 
to err in their judgment the same as ordinary mortals. 
:Most of the weekly periodicals insert a proportion of chatty 
S.liicles as well as stories, and thus afford an opportunity 
for the operations of the literary aspirant who does not <1<> 
anything in the shape of fiction. 
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MiRKETABLE MANUSCRIPTS. 

Unsuitable Effusions-Avoid Poems for the "Times" and Stories 
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GENEI!.AJ,LY spcakilig, unsuitability is more often the reason, 
than lack of merit, of the MSS. of the literary begilmer being 
" Declined with thanks." There is no denying that many 
juvenile effusions are simply atrocious, and could not be ac .. 
<:epted even by the editor of an amateur magazine-an indi· 
vidual, by the way, with whom the literary aspirant should 
have no dealings whatever. I know from considerable experi
-ence as a publisher's reader, and having sat for a. number of 
years in an editor's chair, that innumerable MSS. which are 
not without merit have to be returned to the authors, simply 
because they are unsuitable to that particular paper 01 

periodical; whereas, if sent to the right publicatio'l, they 
would, in many instances, have been accepted. 

-"But how am I to know which is the right publication P" 
the literary beginner will, perchance, exclaim. It is a pity 
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the answer cannot be, " Easy enoug'4." It may be easy for 
an experienced journalist to tell exactly what will suit a par
ticular paper or periodical, and be able to see, just by glancing 
his eye over the pages of the paper, whether there is any 
opening for " copy;" but the beginner has a great deal to 
learn before he can hope to feel that he is the possessor of 
similar knowledge. However, a few hints will be useful to 
the novice. 

As an initial piece of advice, do not send "poem·s" to the 
Times, nor favour t1·ade journals with " serial stories equal 
in length to three volume novels." Some readers will smile, 
and perhaps unjustly accuse me of indulging .in a little joke. 
Could anyone be so foolish as to send a poem for insertion 
in the Times, o1· a serial story to the editor of a trade paper P 
The idea of joking is fa1·thest from my thoughts. Mr. Buckle, 
the Editor of the Ti11tes, would inform you that, during his 
as yet short reign in Printing House-square, he has received 
numerous sets of verses on topics of the day, not to mention 
occasional " poems " on such subjects as the mythology of 
11ncient Greece, the dying gladiator's prayer, and a plea for 
the abolition of bull-fighting in Spain. 

As to MS. novels being sent to trade journals, I can speak 
from experience. While editing a trade paper, a serial sto1·y 
was sent to me, with a note intimating that it-that is, the 
novel-might be " found suitable to your columns." .A.t 
another time, whilst acting in the same capacity, I was 
favoured with "a three-act comedy, which Mr. John Hollings
head/' remarked the author, " said was a very good :fit·st 
attempt." Whether tile comedy was intended for insertion in 
the journal or not it was unnecessary to inquire, but, at any 
1-ate, the 1·equest was made to read it, and write the author 
an ·opinion concerning it. But my time would not pe1'lllit me 
to do it, otherwise I might have prevented the spoiling of a 
great deal of good clean paper with similar lucubrations. It 
should be mentioned that the fiction did not in the least 
degree bear on tile trade dealt with by the paper, nor did the 
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"Comedy " come addressed to me by name, to be read as o. 
special favour to the author. Many persons never seem to 
think that editors, as a rule, are a busy race of men, whose 
time is fully occupied in getting through their work, without 
turning aside to look at MSS. which could be of no use to 
them, even ·Were they most carefully perused~ 

The younger the literary aspirant, the higher the game at 
which he usually llies in authorship or journalism. It is 
hardly worth while throwing cold water on anyone's ambition, 
but it certainly seems the wiser course to attempt small 
things before setting out on a huge undertaking. It is folly 
for a young man to sit down to write a three volume novel 
before he knows whether he can write a short story which 
will be accepted. The same 1·emark of course equally applies 
in the case of an ambitious young woman. It is utter stupidity 
for a youth to attempt to contribute leading-articles to papers 
befo1·e he has found that he can write paragraphs which do 
not need considerable editorial revision before they can appear 
in type. 

The younger the literary aspirant, I say, the higher the 
game at which he will fly. The imitators of Dickens and 
Mr. George Augustus Sala are countless, and now also we 
find a number of young men who unmistakably takb Mr. G. R. 
Sims for their modeL There is not much chance of success 
for the slavis)l imitator (though we all may have a favourite 
.writer whose style we grt>.atly admire); and if aspiring young 
journalists, instead of pouring forth weak ballads after 
"Dagonet "-a. long way-or watery "Mustard and Cress," 
would try to do something really useful, there would be hope 
for them. Let them cease to desire to be locked up, so as to 
be able to· describe a night in a police cell and the charge 
before the magistrate, or bum to detail their experiences as 
amateur hansom cab drivers. This sort of thing comes very 
useful as a subject, when one has the misfortune to glean the 
materials by actual experience. The •· amateur casuul," the 
"amateur cabman," the u amateur madman,'' and similar 
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business, has been overdone by the papers of late years, ana 
seems to have quite turned the heads of many aspi>:ing young 
journalists. Papers are . dying for want of really useful and 
thoughtful articles-for the British public, it should not be 
forgotten, is a really serious ana sober people-and cannot 
be kept alive by descriptive sketches of the sensational ana 
frothy order, which can be had, of a kind, by the score, 
simply for the asking, from almost any newspaper man who 
can pen a sentence. 

Let literary beginners take these remarks seriously to heart, 
ana act upon them,. if they wish to enter upon journalism in 
order to gain their livelihood. Trade joumals want carefully 
ana appreciatively written descriptions of new processes in 
manufactures; we want to leam all about the latest clever 
inventions, ana an account of the performance 0~ the type 
writer is certainly more acceptable to. an editor tbau a sonnet 
addressed to the Moon. "Boot-making by Machinery" is a 
preferable subject for the literary beginner to select than a 
prean to the Sun. He had better be the author of a useful· 
little handbook on " Smoky Chimneys : Their Prevention and 
Cure," or even of an article on " The Alimentary Canal of the 
Cockroach" (with seve;, illustrations), than of a trashy three." 
volume novel (which would be of no use to anyone save the 
butterman), or of a pretentious five-act tragedy in blank 
verse. 

Avoid controversial subjects, unless you are sure of the 
ground upon which you would tread. The best way to get 
an idea of what any paper or periodical would be likely to 
accept, is to carefully 1·ead ana study that particular paper 
or periodical-not one number of it, but several numbers. 
Avoid controversy in an article of a purely descriptive 
character ; or in a biog>-aphical or historical sketch, in 
which facts are given without venturing an opinion. For 
instance, you may write a very readable biographical sketch 
of Mr. Gladstone if you keep to the facts of his career; 
but if you begin to criticise his actions, either favourably. 
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or unfavourably, • you will assuredly displease one political 
party, while at the same time you would please the other. 
Papers and periodicals that are intended for what is called 
"family 1·eading" usually eschew politics, and are neither 
Liberal, nor Conservative, nor Radical. Of course, if you were 
writing a sketch of Mr. Gladstone for a Liberal paper, you 
~ould make him out to be a man without either :flaw or 
blemish-a perfect political paragon, in short; but if your 
article were intended for a Conservative paper, it would be 
advisable to seek inspiration from back numbers of the Pal! 
.Mall Gazette of ten years or so ago. 

There is another reason-though I am -almost afraid to 
mention it-why it is as well the literary beginner should avoid 
as much as he possibly can venturing opinions in his articles. 
A young writei·'s views are natural1Y somewhat crude, and 
while his mental rawness will not show itself, perhaps, in & . 

_ simple narrative of facts, it is likely to exhibit itself most 
prominently when he begins phrases with some such words 
as "I think," or "I am of opinion,'' ·or u My idea is," &c. 

My readers will understand that I am addressing these 
1·emarks to the litera1'Y aspirant who holds no engagement 
on a paper, but is purposing to send in contributions to any 
paper or periodical which he thinks will be likely to accept 
his MSS. When a young man has secured a l'egular engage· 
ment, his editor will fully instruct him what and how be is 
to write. 

We will now turn from newspapers to the periodical Press, 
_ where the same care should be exercised as to sending in 

suitable contributions. You should know that what will suit 
the Family Herald will not do for the London Journa~ and 
vice versa. One joumal requires simply love-making, and 
slight character sketches, while another demands & sensa.
tional plot, to which everything else in the story must be 
subjugated. If you send your sensational story to the love
making periodical you will have it "Declined with- thanks; " 
if you send your love-making MS. to the paper which is great 
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at plots it will t•eturn to you. Don't burn your wot·ks. Send 
them off again, changing the destination in each ease, aud 
the chances are, providing you know how to tell a fairly good 
story, both will be accepted. 

I occasionally write stories myself. Some years ago, when 
doing my first work of this kind, I called one day to see the 
editor of a popular penny weekly periodical. I had a letter of 
introduction to him-the only time ·a letter of introduction to 
an editor was of any use to me. " So you. want to write for. 
us," he said, as he offered me a chair, not at the office of the 
periodical, but at his private chambers in Lincoln's Inn 
Fields. "Yes," I replied. "Well, now I'll tell you what 
we want," the editor went on. "We don't want any deep 
analysis of character, a l<t George Eliot. Miss Braddon is 
more in our liue, or Wilkie Collins. As to dialogue, we require 
it to be of the ordinary, everyday, conversational order. You 
are passing along the street with a friend, and a character 
attracts your attention. You say, c Look at his eye,' or' Look 
at his nose,' as the case may be. 'Hasn't he got a peculia1· oneP' 
Now that's what we want." I nodded my head, and said" Just 
so," trying to look as solemn as possible, though the interview 
was novel to me at the time, and tickled me immensely. But 
I contrived to make him think 1 was amused at some boya 
who were tying an old tin pot to a eat's tail intmediately 
beneath his windows. 

A good rule to observe in writing for penny periodicals is 
to imagine as you write that you at'e telling your story to a 
group of milliner.girls, or girls occupying about a similar 
position in life. This will prevent you being too meta
physical. 

As regards every kind of literary work, it is necessary to 
impress on those who aspire to enter upon journalism as 
a calling, or of making progress in it if they have already 
entet·ed upon it, that, whateve1· you do, never mite without 
you are paid ; take plenty of time to do your work, and do 
not be disheartened by having a MS. "Declined with thanks :" 
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you can send it to another editor. When twelve editors-a 
journalistic jury-refuse your work, it is time enough to thiDk 
about burning it-not before; and not always then. For it 
may he useful to you at a later date in your career, when, 
perhaps, you have made a name, and the public will read any· 
thing that emanates from your pen. 
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CHARLES DICKENS has somewhere said, that if authorship· 
had not paid him, he would have turned commercial traveller. 
It is greatly in the interests of literature that men (and women) 
should be ambitious of literary fame. Still, even writers, being 
merely mortals, desire to live comfortably and clothe their 
children decently, and educate them so as to give them the 
best possible opportunity of a good start in life. . 

We may assume that every sensible lite1·ary man or woman 
who depends solely on the pen for a livelihood will feel much 
as Charles Dickens expressed himself as feeling. It would 
be unwise for anyone to pursue journalism or authorship if, 
after a good trial, he found it did not pay, just as it would 
be unwise for him to follow any other employment that did not 
compensate him for his labour. Numerous incapable_persons
that is, incapable in a. literary sense-foolishly enrol themselves 
in the army of Wiiters, wi~h the result, very_ often, of years 
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of misery (and life -long misery frequently) to themselves 
and all those wh~ may be dependent upon them. The chief 
reason of this lamentable feature of the literary world is 
that so many mistake cacoethes scribendi, as manifested in 
themselves, as an indication that they are able to produce, 
and go ·on producing, articles and books which the reading 
world will be pleased to peruse. A few sheets of paper, a 
bottle of ink, and a. pen may be all the materials a. writer 
requires; but this fact should not be overlooked-and it often 
is-that brains are necessary to regulate the order the words 
should take on paper. 

Providing that he will only wm·k, no man who can write at 
all need have occasion to complain that he is not in receipt of 
a. fail·, if not a. good, income from his pen, even if he is not 
so successful as to make a fortune-a pleasing fate which is 
more likely to. befal the brilliant dramatist or novelist than 
the journalist, however brilliant he may be. We do, it is 
true, meet with men who do not seem to earn much money 
by their literary labours; so, too, do we meet with impecunious 
ba1·risters, docto1·s, painters, and actors. There is, however, 
always a reason for non.success in any calling, and if we care 
to trace this reason, we shall generally find that it is either 
the "cursed drink fiend," or lack of industry, or, perchance, 
the two combined. ' · 

The aspirant, as a rule, is likely to find the literary ladder 
difficult to climb. His early years at writing are almost sure 
to be years of struggle. But he must take heart. Young 
men at the Bar, yonng surgeons beginning practice, young 
actors and young painters, all have their early years of · 
struggle, and must fight their way with a will if they wish 
to succeed in their chosen profession or ca.!linll'. 1f yon have 
the right stuff in yon, you are sure to win your way sooner 
or later, notwithstanding tho opinions of your relatives or 
friends, who, perchance, knowing nothing about literary work, 
advise yon to emigrate, or to turn to some other occupa
tion, .just as if the act of emigrating or turning to some 
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other occupation would destroy your desire to succeed as a., 
writer. 

The a.uthor or jowualist nearly always has repaired the 
mistake of his worthy relatives or friends, who pitchforked 
him, when very young, into some profession or calling for 
which he was totally unfitted. I, for instance (if you will 
excuse the little personal reference}, who have no cause to 
complain of literary work a.s a medium of earning money, 
was marked out by my fond parents to be an architect, 
simply because I had taken a prize or two for drawing at a. 
local school of art. Into an a.rchitect's office I was put, a.ft<>r 
ha.ving had a few slight adventures at sea and elsewhere. 
Had it been my lot to remain in that uncongenial atmosphere, 
and in a profession for which I had neither taste nor ca.pacity, 
the probability is that to-day my income would not have , 
been more than about £2 or so a week, the average salary 
of an architectw·al draughteman. 

Now, the great charm about the literary wol'ld is that in
variably all the people in it like their work-at least like 
literary work, if not exactly the particular kind which they 
may be at present doing. No one is put to write articles or 
novels against his will. Fancy what sort of articles or novels 
we should have if the work were done against the gt-ain, as 
work too often is in many other professions. 

Journalism and authorship frequently prove precarious 
occupations, because their followers will not observe the 
virtues of method, punctuality, order, ·and· industry, which 
w:e required a.nd given in most other employments. A writer 
should have ,his work hours just as a lawyer has his office 
hours, or a s'urgeon his hours of consultation. Such officers 
of the literary army as Scott, Dickens, and Anthony Trollope 
did not disdain to have regular fixed how'S for work, which 
wer_e in the morning-the best time for work of any kind, 
save acting, star-gazing, a.nd burglary. If literary aspirants 
would regard journalism or authorship in a more business
like light than they usually do, they would find themselves 
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producing more marketable MSS., and, as a direct result, 
in receipt of larger earnings. 

In· the chapter on u Reporting," there are some 'remarks 
respecting the salary of the provincial reporter, which capacity 
is better than any as a beginning for the aspiring young 
journalist, for reasons that were then given. Two guineas 
or 50s. may be named as the weekly remuneration of a fairly 
efficient reporter in a small country town. For this sum, he 
is also often expected to m·ite a column of ulocal not-es" a. 
week, occasional · desc1iptive sketches, and now and again a 
leader. Of course, on the daily papers of the provinces (at 
least, on the dailies of large towns like Manchester, Liverpool, 
Birmingham, Leeds, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, &c.), re
porters are paid much higher salaties-as high salaries, indeed, 
in some cases, as reporters on London daily papers receive
fom·, five, and six guineas a. week being nearer the figure. 

All provincial joul'llalists who .are worth anything at all 
can supplement their regular incomes by conttibutions to the 
London Press, providing they have the time. Reporters can 
send up news, and the editors and sub-editors of ability are 
probably in many cases able to contribute original work of 
some kind or other to the petiodicals, or, it may be, tUl'll 
out an occasional book- job for a local or a London pub

'lisher. 
The salaries of sub-editors and editors in the provinces 

vary a great deal. Many country newspapers make shift 
without such genUemen as sub-editor and editor. . A good 
county weekly will pay an editor a salary of about £300 a 
year, and a sub-editor, say, £150. For the provincial daily 
Press you can more than double these amounts. Mr. Charles 
Pebody, the Editor of the Yorkshire Post, it is stated, receives 
£1000 a year; but his predecessor in the same editorial 
chair was given £1500 pet· annum. The salary of the Editor 
of the M~nchester ·Guardian is, I dare say, equal to the edi
totial honorarium paid on any London daily paper, except 
the Times. I have not manifested sufficient inquisitiveness to 
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inquire what young Mr. Buckle (he is only thirty), the Editor 
of the Times, receives, but Mr. Cbenery, his predecessor, was' 
reported to have £5000 a year, with free chambers in Serjeants' 
Inn. Such was also the honorarium of Mr. Delane during 
his reigu in Printing House·square. Mr. Arthur Arnold 
edited the Echo for £1000 a year during Messrs. Cassell, 
Petter, and Galpin's proprietorship of the journal ; and, 
shortly after this, in Baron Grant's reigu, Mr. G. Bamett · 
Smith drew £600 a year as sub.editor of the same paper. 
The Echo formerly. paid a ·guinea and a ·half per article to 
outside contributors to its columns, though now, I believe, 
its literary remuneration' in this respect l'arely exceeds a. 
guinea. Miss Frances Power Cobbe, perhaps the brightest 
and cleverest of lady joumalists, was given six guineas a 
week for visiting the Echo office three mornings a week and 
writing an article and a note (that is, a leaderette) for the 
paper on each one of the three momings. 

The editorship of the Times is the big plum of jou1-nalism; 
the editors of the other London dailies receive salaries which 
are nearer the sum of £2000 or £3000 than £5000 a year each. 
I believe the present editor of the Morning .A.dve1·liser receives 
£1500, and the Editor of the Daily Chronicle less than 
£1000. 

A guinea is the lowest sum that is paid for an article 
of the orthodox colunm in length, on the London daily 
Press. At any rate, I have never had less, and have fre· 
quently received more. The Globe pays a guinea; the Daily 
Chronicle rewards its outside or occasional contributors of 
original matter at the rate of £1 per column: Mr. Edward 
Lloyd will have nothing to do with the obsolete coin, a 
guinea. The Morning Post paid a friend of mine who, three 

· or four years ago, wrote some ·Iead.i.D.g-articles for its columns, 
at the rate of two guineas an article; and the Pall Mall 
Gazette, some years ago, when it was a Conservative paper, 
gave the same friend twenty guineas for a. series of four 
articles on a special subject with which he is well acquainted. 
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The .fall Mall Gazette formerly had the reputation of rewarding 
its literary workers most liberally; what its rate of remu
neration is now I do not know. The Times pays five guineas 
an article, and will give more rather than risk losing a good 
contribution. The rate on the St. James's Gazette is three 
guineas an article, and on the City Press one guinea (and 
occasionally a guinea and a half) an article. Of course, a 
well-known journalist like Mr. Sala. can always command his 
own terms on any paper or magazine-terms which would 
he much higher than any I have named. I have only given 
the prices that are paid to the rank-and-file, and not to the 
officers of journalism. 

I have been paid· for "Gossip" for the Citizen at the rate 
of two guineas _a column, and threepence a line for "Gossip, 
for Truth, which, in either case, is by no means bad pay. 
Yet it is quite within the bounds of possibility that some 
would-be clever individual will some time or other dub me 
a. "penny-a-liner." Yet I never did any "lining" (which 
is manifold paragraphing or 1·eporting) during my whole con
nection with the Press, and "lining" is nearly always now 
paid at thll highor rate of three-halfpence a line. 

People talk contemptuously of "penny-a-liners" without 
1·eally knowing what they are talking about. I know a "liner " 
(so-called because he is remunerated at the rate of so much 
·a line) who has purchased several villa residences out of his 
earnings-no, not through a building society, but paid the 
money down for the property; who has sent his daughter to 
school in France; and who, every year, goes for an extensive 
tour on the Continent (and not with a tourist's ticket). He 
would decline a sub-editorship or an editorship, if either 
were offered to him, because he likes the freedom and 
independence which his present employment. gives him. This 

· gentleman says there is only one man he envies, and that is 
the successful novelist, who can go and do his work in the 
pine forests of America if he chooses. 

The .Spectator will give five guineas for a good article, and 
I 
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the Sa!UA"day .Review three or four guineas. Journals, however, 
like those are beyond the capacity of the average literary 
beginner, who will do better at first by confining his attention 
to more modest publications. Chambers's Journal, Household 
Words, and kindred periodicals are always open to contributors 
of ability, and their several rates of remuneration will not, I · 
think, be found disappointing. 

With regard to penny novelettes, it was mentiened in the 
chapter on "Periodicals and Periodical Literature" that the 
rates of remuneration fo1• these works of fiction were "£6 to 
£10, according to quality." It may, however, be stated .that I 
have knoWn £15 paid for a clever novelette, and this, too, to an 
author without any name as· a fictionist. ·A friend has expressed 
his surprise to ine that I should recommend anyone to write 
penny novelettes, the composition of which, he says, must be 
productive of a bad literaa:y style. I am always ready to listen 
to advice, but I.do not see why the writing of penny novelettes 
should be productive of a bad literary style. Many snch works 
are done in an atrocious style, but aspiring writet-s may d<> 
something towards refornting this by writing their fiction, 
whether penny novelettes or three-volume novels, in a style 
worthy of a careful workman. There is no reason whatever 
why a penny novelette should not be as much a work of art 
in its way as a three-volume novel. However, writing penny 
novelettes pays well those who can write good stories; and, 
after all, what do the great majority of the army of writers 
labom· for-money ot· fame P · Money, which they get; fame 
only falling to a supremely clever author here and there. Of 
course, it is always in the choice of a literary aspirant to 
attempt a bigger thing than a penny novelette if he thinks he 
can do it and succeed. 
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THIS chapter brings my little work to a close. A great deal 
more concerning the Press might be said; but it has been my 
aim to keep the amount of matter within reasonable limits, so 
that the book could be put before literary aspirants in a handy 
'size and at ~ moderate price. 

An entb:e chapter might easily have been devoted to describ· 
ing the ·really wond01-ful ·organisation of the Press. How a 
daily newspaper is produced, from the first process to the Jam;, 

would have formed ·a subject which could not have failed to 
interest. The Press is wonderful, and it is powerful, let its 
detractors say what they choose to the contrary. The Press, 
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too, is fair, as a rule, in its criticisms, though an exceptional 
instance may crop up now and again which shakes one's belief 
in the impartiality of the journalist. Many a great reform, 
many a public boon and privilege, for which we are in the 
habit of thanking other workers, has actually been effected or 
won by newspaper writers. What amount of interest would 
the general public take in Parliamentary proceedings were it 
not for the reports and comments thereon appearing in the 
newspapers r Some Members of Parliament affect to speak 
contemptuously of all newspapers, yet at least one of this 
fraternity has purchased a newspaper to advocate his candi
dature, and secure his return to Parliament. 

Powel"ful as the Press is, no good man need fear its censure 
deserving it not. Nothing is more absurd and silly than the 
supposition that dramatic critics meet together, "after a piay is 
over," and agree to "slate" or praise the piece. Why, very 
often the critics of different papers do not know one another ; 
and, besides, if they did, they have too much mdependence of 
characte1~being usually literary men of ability-to submit 
to run together like a flock of sheep. The Press is frequently 
unanimous in its praise; so, too, is it frequently unanimous in 
its censure, because the subject criticised is, l'espectively, good 
or bad without a doubt. The very unaninlity of the Press is a 
proof of the soundness of its criticism, instead of being any 
indication of the reverse. I£ the English Press errs at all, it 
is on the side of gentleness. It is ever more ready to praise 
than to condemn, and its lash is only applied to the moral 
and social reprobate . 

.A. copy of a newspaper is bought for a halfpenny or a 
penny, therefore people do not see anything wonderful about 
it. That such a production can be purchased for a halfpenny 
or a penny is just the subject for wonder. 

Only think how many brains have toiled before the paper 
is laid upon our breakfast-table. The leader-writers have done 
their work, and the editor and his assistant have seen that 
they did it well; the dramatic critic has analysed the last 
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new play; the reviewer of light literature has dealt with the 
last clever novel published, and half-a-dozen poor works of 
fiction besides ; the reporters at the various law and police 
courts have faithfully written out all the cases of interest 
and sent them in to the office of the paper ; the reporters on 
the stafl' have attended to the City and other meetings, 
reported lectures, ad<h:esses, and so forth; the Parliamentary 
corps has duly recorded the debates in Parliament; reporters 
in numerous distl'icts of the provinces have sent in items of 
newS; the London "liners" have not forgotten the inquests, 
fu·es, street accidents, &c.; and the sub-editor of the paper 
and his assistants have had to wrestle with-condensing, 
altering, or correcting, or, perchance, destroying, as the case 
may be-aU the enm:mous quantity of "copy" which has come 
to hand. .A.dd to this the work of the wa1· correspondents, 
the duties of the resident con-espondents at the various 
foreign capitals, and the sketchy article of, the "Special 
Commissioner," and some idea may be ,ga~ed of the mental 
labour which it is es•ential should be performed before the 
mere mechanicaJ production of a newspaper can be proceeded 
with. 

The newspaper as issued, however, only represents a per
centage of the literary work which is performed in connection 
with a newspaper office. .A.ny journal might any day fill' an 
issue thrice the size, were it to insert all the "copy " which 
comes to hand during the twenty-four hours. The public in 
the halfpenny or penny sheet really get the pick or cream 
of the news, and the comments thereon. Many a head has 
ached in the Preparation of "copy," which is dqomed to find 
its way into the waste-paper basket, not always because it 
lo.cks interest or is worthless, but more often for the simple 
reason that space cannot be found for it . 

.T ournalistic enterprise would fuld a more appropriate place 
in the history of the Newspaper Press than in the pages of 
a book addressed to literary aspirants. .A.t the same time, 
I cannot forbear expressing, in a word, my admiration of the 
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bold undertakings upon which newspaper proprietors have 
entered in order to supply the public with news of occur· 
rences in the most distant parts of the 'globe. l'here is no 
doubt the forthcoming adventure in journalism will be a daily 
illustrated newspaper. It has long been talked about, but 
never attempted, unless a little illustrated sheet which ap
peared on five consecutive evenings in October, 1881, can be 
called an attempt in this direction. No one, however, should 
think of starting a daily illustrated newspaper unless he is 
prepared with an enormous sum of money-say, £50,000 at least 
-and determined to carry it on· till it is a success. There 
is ouly one way of making a paper pay, and that is to make 
it so interesting that the public will buy it, and feel it neces
sary in their daily life. 

Turning now to the more immediate interests of journalistic 
aspimnts, let me impress upon them the desirability of making 
sure that they are possessed of a capacity for literary work 
before they •ssay to gain a livelihood on the Press. ·Journalism 
is a. lucrative profession for the able man, but the reverse for 
a person who has neither taste nor ability for the work. I 
have not pretended to make a young man a journalist; my aim 
has rather been to tlu·ow out a few hints to literary aspirants 
of promise. A great deal of the mechanism of journalism 
can be taught, but you cannot give brains (which are cer
tainly a desirable acquisition, even in journalism) to anyone. 
Granted thi.t a man is possessed of fleetness of foot, he may 
be trained for a professional pedesttian; and granted that 
a young man is possessed of literary ability, he may be 
trained for a professional journalist. My remarks have not, 
I hope, tended to convey the intpression that a silk purse , 
could be made-to use a homely metaphor-out of a sow's 
ear. 

Just as a journal must be made interesting or useful if it 
is to succeed, so must a young journalist make his work 
interesting or useful if he is to succeed. Everything will 
depend upon the literary aspirant himself as to whether he 
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will become a George Augustus Sala, a G. R. Sims, or a 
James Greenwood. 

Rose Munroe, in a complimentary letter in TILe Bazaar, 
advised the young journalist to start a commonplace book. 
She has found it' of great use to herself in her literary labours. 
Mr. Sala also strongly recommends the keeping of a common· 
place hook. There can be no doubt the careful keeping of 
such a book would prove of great service to the journalist, 
though, personally, I have not been very industrious in that 
respect. I possess a scrap-book, into which I have from time 
to time gummed newspaper cuttings, and I have frequently 
found it of use to me. Every journalist, like the dramatist 
or novelist, has his own method of work, and I think it is 
best for the young beginner to proceed as his fancy dictates. 

One thing, ·however, every literary aspirant must make up 
his mind he will have to do, if he would be successful, even 
in a. comparative degree-that is, to work. Work! WORK! 
WORK! must be his daily Wlltchword and motto. 

Young journalists are in the habit of conversing with one 
another as to how long it takes them to write a column. 
Speed is ce11:ainly an important qualification to a newspaper 
man, but you had better be slow, and do your work well, 

, than be quick, and do it badly. 
Let your handwriting be as clear and plain as possible. 

Write, too, with black ink on white paper, on slips of a 
moderate size. If your handwriting is plain, printers' errors 
-a great source of annoyance to a ...:nter-will be less h1rely 
to occur. In .a very silly article, recently, the literary aspirant 
was advised not to make his handwriting too plain, as clear 
handWiiting did not look professional; that scraps of paper 
of any sort might be used on which to write "copy," as it 
was professional ! Give no heed to such nonsense. 

Plenty of space should be left in margins and between lines 
for your own and editorial corrections, so that any alterations 
which it may be desirable to make will not necessitate the 
reco;pying of an entire page. 
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Write your name and address at the top o£ the first page 
of yoru• "copy," and, of course, m·ite only on one side of the 
paper. 

One word more· in conclusion: Work, and if .you possess 
auy ability at all, you are sure, sooner or later, to reap the 
reward of your labours. 

-------·>-·~--------
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tl>e most Approved Methods of Fishing for Pike or Jack; including 
an Account of Some New Tackles for Spinning, L>ve-baiting, and 
Trolling. Profusely lllostrated. Price IS., dotn 2!. (uncut). 

Angling for Ga.me l'ish. A Practical Treatise on the Various 
Methods of Fishing for Salmon ; Moorland, ChaJk.stream, ancJ 
Thames Trout ; Grayling, and Char. Well Illustrated. Price 
IS. 6tl., dotn u. 6tl. (uncut). 

Angling in Salt Water. A Practical Work on Sea Fishing 
with Rod and Line, from the Shore, Piers, Jetties, Rocks, and from 
Boats ; together with Some Account of Hand·Lining. Over so 
Engravings. Price u., dotn zs. (uncut). 

BEE-KEEPING, BOOK OF. A very Practical and Complete 
Manual on the Proper Management of Bees, espec!ally written 
for Beginners and Amateurs who have but a few Htves. Fully 
Illustrated. By W. B. WEBSTER, First-class Expert, D.B.K.A. 
Prict JS.; in c/otls, Is. 6d. 

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING: Scientific and Practical. By 
F; R. CHESHIRE, F.L.S., F.R.M.S., Lecturer on Apiculture at 
South Kensington. In two vols., pn"ct 16s. 

Vol. I., Scientific. A complete Tr~atise ?n the Anatomy and 
Physiology of the Hive Bee. In c/otn gzll, pnce 7•· 6tl. 

Vol. II., Pra.otical Management of Beo:•· A~ Exhaustive 
Treatise on Advanced Bee Culture. In &loin gzft, pnce 8.r. 6d. 

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES OF THE YEAR. 
Descriptions ofthe New Inventions and Improvements for the ?resent 
Season. Designed to assist intending purchasers in the chotc~ of a 
machine. lllustrated. By HARRY HEWITT GRIFFIN. (Puhhshed 
Annually.) In paper, pni:e JS. 

Pl.-1889. 
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BOAT BUILDING AND SAILING, PRACTICAL. 
Containing Full Instructions for Designing and Building Punts, Skiffs, 
Canoes, Sailing Boats, &c. Particulars of the most Suitable Sailing 
Boats and Yachts for Amateurs, and Instructions for their Proper 
Handling. Fully Illustrated with Designs and Working Diagrams. 
By ADRIAN NElSON, C.E., DIXON KEMP, A.I.N.A., and G. 
CHRISTOPHER DAVIES. In Olle vol., c/otk gilt, price 7s. 6d. 

BOAT BUILDING FOR AMATEURS, PRACTICAL. 
Containing Full Instructions for Designing and Building Punts, Skiffs, 
Canoes, Sailing Boats, &c. Fully Illustrated with Working Diagrams. 
By ADRIAN NElSON, C.E. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged 
by DIXON KEMP, Author of "Yacht Designing," "A Manual of 
Yacht and Boat Sailing," &c. In clotk gilt, price zs. 6d. 

BOAT SAILING FOR AMATEURS. Containing Par-
ticulars of the most Suitable Sailing Boats and Yachts for Amateurs, 
and Instructions for their Proper Handling, &c. Illustrated with 
numerous Diagrams. By G. CHRISTOPHER DAVIES. Second Edition, 
Revised and Enlarged, and wit!t several New Plans of Yachts. In 
clotk gilt, price ss. 

BOOKBINDING FOR AMATEURS: Being Descriptions 
of the various Tools and Appliances Required, and Minute Instructions 
for their Effective Use; By W. J. E. CRANE. Illustrated with 156 
Engravings. In clotk gilt, price zs. 6d. 

BROADS, THE LAND OF THE. By E. R. SUFFLING. 

ILLUSTRATED EDITION.-The most Complete Guide to 
the whole of the District-embracing the Broads and their Water
ways of Norfolk and Suffolk-that has yet been published. A 
good Map .of the Broads, Rivers, Chief Roads, and Places named, 
pn"nted :"n four colours, accompanies the work. Prz'ce zs. 6d. 

CHEAP EDITION.-An abridged Edition of the above, with 
some Plates of Characteristic Sketches by J. TEMPLE. A good 
and dear Map, in black and white, is also given. In Coloured 
Cover, pn·ce IS. 

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS, COLLECTING: Being 
Directions for Capturing, Killing, and Preserving Lepidoptera and 
their Larvre. Illustrated. Reprinted, with Additions, from " Practi~ 
cal Taxidermy." By MONTAGU BROWNE. In paper, price IS. 

CACTUS CULTURE FOR AMATEURS: Being 
Descriptions of the various Cactuses grown in this country ; with 
Full and Practical Instructions for their Successful Cultivation. 
By W. WATSON, Assistant Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew. Profusely Illustrated. · In clotk gilt, pn·ce ss. 

CAGE BIRDS, BRITISH. Containing Full Directions for 
Successfully Breeding, Rearing, and Managing the various British 

· Birds that can be kept in Confinement. Illustrated with 
COLOURED PLATES and numerous finely cut Wood Engravings. 
By R. L. WALLACE. In clotk gilt, price IOS. 6d. 
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CAGE BIRDS, DISEASES OF: Their Cause, Symptoms, 
and Treatment. A Handbook which should be in the hands of 
everyone who keeps a Bird. By Dr. W. T. GREENE, F.Z.S. In 
paper, price Is. 

CANA.RY BOOK. Containing Full Directions for the Breeding, 
Reanng, and Management of all Varieties of Canaries and Canary 
Mul~s! .the Promotion and Management of Canary Societies and 
Exhtbttlons, and all other matters connected with this Fancy. By 
ROBERT L. WALLACE. Second Edition, Enlarged and Revised, 
wit.h many new Illustrations of Prize Birds, Cages, &c. In dotk gill, 
jJnce ss ... .- Coloured Plates, 6s. 6d. ," and in Sections as follows : 

Canaries, General Management of. Including Cages and 
Cage·making, Breeding, Managing, Mule Breeding, Diseases and their 
Treatment, Moulting, Rats and Mice, &c. Illustrated. In e/ot!t, 
price 2s. 6d. 

Canaries, Exhibition, Containing Full Particulars of all the 
different Varieties, their Points of Excellence, Preparing Birds for 
Exhibition, Formation and Management of Canary Societies and 
Exhibitions. Illustrated. In cloth, pnce 2s. 6d. 

CARD TRICKS, BOOK OF, for Drawing-room and Stage 
Entertainments by Amateurs; with an Exposure of Tricks as practised 
by Card Sharpers and Swindlers. Numerous Illustrations. By Prof. 
R. KUNARD. Illustrated Wrapper, Price 2s. 6d. 

CHURCH EMBROIDERY: Its Early History and Manner 
of Working; Materials Used and Stitches Employed; Raised and 
Flat Couching, Applique, &c., &c., including Church Work over 
Cardboard. A practical handbook for Church Workers. Illustrated. 
In paper, price IS. 

CHURCH FESTIVAL DECORATIONS. Comprising 
Directions and Designs for the Suitable Decoration of Churches for 
Christmas, Easter, Whitsun tide, and Harvest. Illustrated A useful 
book for the Clergy and their Lay Assistants. In paper, pn'ce IS. 

COFFEE STALL MANAGEMENT,. PRACTICAL 
HINTS ON, and other Temperance Work for the Laity. In paper, 
price Is. 

COINS, A GUIDE TO ENGLISH PAT-:t:E~N, i.n Got~, 
Silver, Copper, and Pewter, from Edward I. to V1ctona, wtth the1r 
Value. By the REV. G. F. CROWTHER, M.A. Illustrated. In 
silver cloth, with gilt facszilliles of Coins., price ss. 

COINS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, A 
GUIDE TO THE, in Gold, Silver, and Copper, from the Earliest 
Period to the Present Time, with their Value. By the late Colonel W • 

. STEWART THORBURN. Of immense value to collectors and dealers. 
27 Plates in Gold, Silver, and Copper, and 8 Plates. of ~old and 
Silver Coins in RAISED FACSIMILE. In cloth, wzth szlver fac
szim1es of Coi'ns, jJn&e 7s. 6d. 
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COLLIE, THE. Its History, Points, ~nd Breeding. By 
HUGH DALZIEL. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, jJnce IS.~· cloth, 2S, 

COLUMBARIUM MOORE'S. Reprinted Verbatim from 
the original Edition ~f I735, with a Brief Notice of the Author. By 
W. B. TEGETMEIER, F .Z.S. Price Is. 

COOKERY FOR AMATEURS; or, French Dishes for 
English Homes of all Classes. Includes Simple .cookery, Middle
class Cookery, Supenor Cookery, Cookery for Invahds, and Breakfast 
and Luncheon Cookery. By MADAME VALERIE. Second Edition. 
In paper, price Is. 

CUCUMBER CULTURE FOR AMATEURS. Including 
also Melons, Vegetable Marrows, and Gourds. Illustrated. By 
W. J. MAY. In paper, price IS. 

DEGREES, A GUIDE TO, in Arts, Science, Literature, 
Law, Music, and Divinity, in the United Kingdom, the Colonies, the 
Continent, and the United States. By E. WooToN, Author of "A 
Guide to the Medical Profession," &c. In clotlz, pn·ce 1 ss. 

DOGS, BREAKING AND TRAINING : Being Concise 
Directions for the proper Education of Dogs, both for the Field and 
for Companions. Second Edition. By "PATHFINDER." With Chapters 
by HUGH DALZIEL on Work of Special Breeds ; Trail or Drag 
Hounds; Training Bloodhounds; Defenders and Watch Dogs ; 
Sheep Dogs-Stock Tenders; Life Savers-Water Dogs; Vermin 
Destroyers; House !vlanners i Behaviour Out of Doors. Illustrated. 
In c/o/It gt'lt, pn'ce 6s. 6d. 

DOGS, BRITISH :Their Varieties, History, and Characteristics. 
By HUGH DALZIEL, assisted by Eminent Fanciers. NEW 
EDITION, Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated with First-class 
COLOURED PLATES and full-page Engravings of Dogs of the 
Day. This will be the fullest and most recent work on the various 
breeds of dogs kept in England, and, as its Author is one of the 
first living authorities on the subject, its aGcuracy can be relied 
upon. Demy Svo. In two Volumes, j;n'ce los. 6d. each, as 
follows: 

Dogs Used in Field Sports. Containing Particulars of the 
following, among other Breeds: Greyhound, Irish Wolfhound, 
Bloodhound, Foxhound, Harrier, Basset, Dachshund, Pointer, 
Setters, Spaniels, and Retrievers. SEVEN CoLOURED PLATES and 
2 I full-page Engravings. In c/ot!t gt'll, price los. 6d. 

Dogs Useful to Man in other Work than Field Sports; 
House and Toy Dogs. Containing Particulars of the following, 
among other Breeds : Collie, Bulldog, Mastiff, St. Bernard, New
foundland, Great Dane, Fox and all other Terriers, King Charles 
and Blenheim Spaniels, Pug, Pomeranian, Poodle, Italian Greyhound, 
Toy Dogs, &c., &c. Coloured Plates and full-page Engravings. 
In c/ot!t gilt, price los. 6d. 
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DOGS, DISEASES OF: Their Causes, Symptoms, and 
Treatment ; Modes of Administering Medicines · Treatment in 
cases of Poisoning, ~~· For the use ~f Amate~rs. By HUGH 
DALZIEL. Second Ed1tton. In paper, pnce Is.; t'n clot/: gilt, 2s. 

DUCKS AND GEESE: Their Characteristics, Points, and 
Management. Splendidcy Illustrated. In paper, pn·ce Is. 6d. 

EXHIBITIO~ ACCOUNT BOOKS. For use at all Dog, 
Poultry, Rabbit, and Cage B1rd Shows. In Four Books, comprising : 
I. Minute Bo?k; _II. Cash Book; III. Entries Book; IV. Ledger. 
W1th Full D1rect10ns, and Illustrative Examples for \Vorking them. 
N.B.-The Set of Four Books is kept in Three Series: No. 1, 
for Show of 500 Entries, ss. the Set ; No. z, for 1000 Entries, 7s. 6d. 
the Set; and No. 3, for 1500 Entries, 12s. 6d. the Set. Larger 
sizes in proportion. The books can be had separate. ~liNUTE 
BooK-No. I, Is.; No. 2, IS. 3d.; No. 31 zs. CASH BOOK
No. 1, 2s. ; No. z, zs. 6d.; No. 3, 4-f, ENTRIES BooK-No. I, 
2s.; No. 2, zs. 6d.; No. 3, 4s. Ledger-No. I, zs.; No.2, zs. 6d. ; 
No.3, 4J', 

FANCY WORK SERIES, ARTISTIC. A Series of Illus
trated Manuals on Artistic and Popular Fancy \Vork of various 
kinds. Each number is comJ?lete in itself, and issued at the uniform 
price of 6d. Now ready-(1) MACRAME LACE (Second Edition); 
(2) PATCHWORK; (3) TATTING; (4) CREWEL WORK; (5) APPLIQUE; 
(6) FANCY NETTING. 

FERNS, CHOICE BRITISH. Descriptive of the most 
beautiful Variations from the common forms, and their Culture. By 
C. T. DRUERY, F.L.S. Very accurate PLATES, and other lllus. 
trations. In cloth gilt, price zs. 6d. 

FERRETS AND FERRETING. Containing Instructions 
for the Breeding, Management, and Working of Ferrets. Second 
Edition, Re-written and greatly Enlarged. Illustrated. !JZ paper, 
price 6d. 

FERTILITY OF EGGS CERTIFICATE. These are 
Forms of Guarantee given by the Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for 
Hatching, undertaking to refund value of any unfertile eggs, or to 
replace them with good ones. Very valuable to sellers of eggs, as 
they induce purchase~. In books, with countetfoz'ls, price 6d. 

FIREWORK-MAKING FOR AMATEURS. A most 
complete, accurate, and easily understood work on Making both 
Simple and High-class Fireworks. By Dr. W. H. BROWNE, M.A. 
Price zs. 6d. 

FOREIGN BIRDS, AMATEUR'S AVIARY OF; or, 
How to Keep and Breed Foreign Birds with Pleasure and Profit in 
England. Illustrated. By W. T. GREENE, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., F.S.S., 
&c., Author of" Parrots in Captivity/' &c. In cloth gilt, jJn'ce 3s. 6d. 

FOX TERRIER, THE. Its History, Points, Breeding, 
Rearing Preparing for Exhibition, and Coursing. By HuGH 
DALZIEL Illustrated. Price IS. 
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GAME AND GAME SHOOTING, NOTES ON. Mis
cellaneous Observations on Birds and Animals, and on the Sport 
they afford for the Gun in Great Britain, including Grouse, Partridges, 
Pheasants Hares, Rabbits, Quails, Woodcocks, Snipe, and Rooks. 
By J. j. MANLEY, M.A. Illustrated. In clotk gilt, 4oopp., 
price 7s. 6d. 

GAME PRESERVING, PRACTICAL. Containing the 
fullest Directions for Rearing and Preserving both Winged and 
Ground Game, and Destroying Vermin; with other Information of 
Value to the Game Preserver. Illustrated. By WILLIAM CARNEGIE. 
In clolk gill, demy 8vo, price 2IS. 

GARDENING, DICTIONARY OF. A Practical Encyclo
predia of Horticulture, for Amateurs and Professionals. !llustrated 
with upwards of 2240 Engravings. Edited by G. NICHOLSON, 
Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ; assisted by 
Prof. Trail, M.D., Rev. P. W. Myles, B.A., F.L.S., W. Watson, 
J. Garrett, and other Specialists. In 4 vo/s., large post 4/o. 
Vol. !., A to E, 552pp., 743 Illustrations ; Vol. II., F to O, S44PP·• 
811 Illustrations; Vol. III., P to S, S37PP·• 564 !llustrations; 
Vol. IV., T to Z, and Supplement , of Pronouncing Dictionary, 
Indices to Plants for Special Purposes, Recent Introductions, &c. 
322 Illustrations. Price 1 ss. each. 

GARDEN PESTS AND THEIR ERADICATION. 
Containing Practical Instructions for the Amateur to overcome the 
Enemies of the Garden. With numerous Illustrations. In paper, 
price IS. 

GOAT, BOOK OF THE. Containing Full Particulars of the 
various Breeds of Goats, and their Profitable Management. With 
many Plates. By H. STEPHEN HOLMES PEGLER. Third Edition, 
with Engravings and Coloured Frontispiece. In clolk gilt, 
price 4S· 6d. 

GOAT-KEEPING FOR AMATEURS: Being the Practi
cal Management of Goats for Milking Purposes. Abridged from 
"The Book of the Goat," by H. S. HOLMES PEGLER. Illustrated. 
In paper, price Is. 

GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT FOR AMATEURS. 
Descriptions of the best Greenhouses and Frames, with Instructions 
for Building them, particulars of the various methods of Heating, Illus· 
trated Descriptions of the most suitable Plants, with general and 
special Cultural Directions, and all necessary information for the 
Guidance of the Amateur. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Magnificen_tly Illustrated. By W. J. MAY. In clolk gilt, price ss. 

GREYHOUND, THE: Its History, Points, Breeding, 
Rearing, Training, and Running. By HUGH DALZIEL. With 
Coloured Frontispiece. In clotk gilt, demy Svo, price 2s. 6d. 

GUINEA PIG, THE, for Food, Fur, and Fancy. Illustrated 
with Coloured Frontispiece and Engravings. An exhaustive book 
on the Varieties of the Guinea Pig, and its Management. By 
C. CUMBERLAND, F.Z.S. In clotk gill, price 2s. 6d. 
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HA"t:IDWRit:INq, CHARACTER INDICATED BY. 
With Illustrations m Support of the Theories advanced taken from 
Autograph Letters of Statesmen, Lawyers, Soldiers Ecclesiastics 
Au~~ors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other per~ons. Second 
Edition. By R. BAUGHAN. In doth gill, price 2s. 6d. 

HARDY PERENNIALS and Old-fashioned Garden Flowers. 
Descriptions, alphabetically arranged, of the most desirable 
Plants for Borders, Rockeries, and Shrubberies, including 
Foliage as well as Flowering Plants. Profusely Illustrated. 
By J. WooD. In cloth, pnce ss. 

HORSE-KEEPING FOR AMATEURS. A Practical 
Manual on the Management of Horses, for the guidance of those 
who keep them for their personal use. By Fox RUSSELL. 
Pri'ce IS. 

HORSES, DISEASES OF: Their Causes, Symptoms, and 
Treatment. For the use of Amateurs. By HUGH DALZIEL. In· 
paper, pnce Is. 

JOURNALISM, PRACTICAL: How to Enter Thereon and 
Succeed. A Manual for Beginners and Amateurs. A book for all 
who think of "writing for the Press." By jOHN DAWSON. In cloth 
gilt, price 2s. 6d. 

LEGAL PROFESSION, A GUIDE TO THE. A Prac
tical Treatise on the various Methods of Entering either Branch of 
the Legal Profession ; also a Course of Study for each of the 
Examinations, and selected Papers of Questions ; forming a Com· 
plete Guide to every Department of Legal Preparation. By J. H. 
SLATER, Barrister-at-Law, of the Middle J'emple. Price 7s. 6d. 

LIBRARY MANUAL, THE. A Guide to the Formation 
of a Library and the Valuation of Rare and Standard Books. 
By J. H. SLATER, Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. In cloth, 
jn"ce 2s. 6d. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY: All About It, and How to Grow 
It; Forced Indoors and Out of Doors, in Various Ways. By 
WILLIAM ROBERTS. In paper covers, pnct 6d. 

MEDITERRANEAN WINTER RESORTS. A Prac· 
tical Handbook to the Principal Health and Pleasure Resorts on the 
Shores of the Mediterranean. By E. A. R. BALL With a Map and 
27 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo, pnce 3'· 6d. 

MICE FANCY: Their Varieties, Management, and Breeding. 
Re-i;sue with Criticisms and Notes by DR. CARTER BLAKE. 
Illustrat~d. In paper, price 6d. 

MODEL YACHTS AND BOATS: Their Designing, Making, 
and Sailing. Illustrated with 118 Designs an~ Wor~ing Dia~~s. 
A splendid book for boys and others interested m makmg and nggmg 
toy boats for sailing. It is the best book on the subJe!'t now pub
lished. By J. DU V. GROSVENOR. In lea/here/It, pnce 5s. 
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MONKEYS NOTES ON PET, and How to Manage Them. 
Profusely Jilustrated. By ARTHUR PATTERSON. Clotk gilt, price 
zs. 6d. 

MUSHROOM CULTURE FOR AMATEURS. With 
Full Directions for Successful Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, 
and Pots, on Shelves, and Out of Doors. Illustrated. By W. J. 
MAY. I" paper, price JS, 

NATURAL HISTORY SKETCHES among the Car
nivo~-Wild and Domesticated ; with Observations on their 
Habits and Mental Faculties. By ARTHUR NICOLS, F.G.S., 
F.R.G.S. Illustrated. I" clot!t gilt, price ss. 

NEEDLEWORK, DICTIONARY OF. An Encyclopredia 
of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy Needlework; Plain, practical, 
complete, and magnificently Illustrated. By S. F. A. CAULFEILD 
and B. C. SAWARD. Accepted by H.M. the Queen, H.R.H. the 
Princess of Wales, H.R.H. the Duchess of Edinburgh, H.R.H. the 
Duchess of Connaught, and H.R.H. the Duchess of Albany. Dedi
cated by special permission to H.R.H. Princess Louise, Marchioness 
of Lorne. In demy 4to, sz8jJjJ., 829 Illustrations, extra clotk gilt, 
plain edges, cus!tioned b1!11elled boards, price 21s.; witk COLOURED 
PLATES, elegant satin brocade clotk binding, and coloured edges, 
JIS, 6d, . 

ORCHIDS FOR AMATEURS. Containing Descriptions of 
Orchids suited to the requirements of the Amateur, with full In
structions for their successful Cultivation. A New and Enlarged 
Edition, edited by W. WATSON, Assistant Curator, Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew, in demy 8vo, witk COLOURED PLATES, in the 
Press. . 

PAINTING, DECORATIVE. A Practical Handbook on 
Painting and Etching upon Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, 
Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone, Metals, and Plaster, for the 
Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. SAWARD. C!teap Edition, 
fm'ce ss. 

PARROTS, THE SPEAKING. The Art of Keeping and 
Breeding the principal Talking Parrots in Confinement. By Dr. 
KARL Russ. Illustrated with COLOURED PLATES and 
Engravings. In clotk gilt, price ss. 

PATIENCE, GAMES OF, for one or more Players. A 
very clearly-written and well-illustrated Book of Instructions on How 
to Play no less than FORTY different Games of Patience. By Miss 
WHITMORE JONES. Illustrated. Second Edition. Price Is. 

PERSPECTIVE, THE ESSENTIALS OF. With nume
rous Illustrations drawn by the Author. By L. W, MILLER, 
Principal of the School of Industrial Art of the Pennsylvania 
Museum, Philadelphia. This book is such a manual as has long 
been desired for the guidance of art students and for self-instruction. 
The instructions are clearly set forth, and the principles are vividly 
enforced by a large number of attractive drawings. Pn"ce 6s. 6d. 
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PHEASANT-KEEPING FOR AMATEURS. A Practi
cal Handbook on the: Breeding, Rearing, and General Management 
o~ Fancy Pheasants m Confinement. By GEo. HORNE. Illustrated 
w1th Diagrams of the necessary Pens, Aviaries, &c., and a 
COLO_URED_ ~RONTISPIECE and many full-page Engravings of 
the chtef yartettes of Pheasants, drawn from life by A. F. LYDON. 
In c!otk gzlt, price 3s. 6d. 

PIANOFORTES, TUNING AND REPAIRING. The 
Amateur's Guide to the Practical Management of a Piano without 
the intervention of a Professional. By CHARLES BABBJNGTON. 
In paper, pnce 6d. 

PICTURE FRAME MAKING FOR AMATEURS. 
Being Practical Instructions in the Making of various kinds of 
Frames for Paintings, Drawings, Photographs, and Engravings. 
Illustrated. By the Author of " Carpentry and Joinery," &c. Cheap 
Edition, z'n paper, pni:e 1 s. 

PIG, BOOK OF THE. C_ontaining the Selection, Breeding, 
Feeding, and Management of the Pig; the Treatment of its 
Diseases ; the Curing and Preserving of Hams, Bacon, and other 
Pork Foods ; and other infonnation appertaining to Pork Fanning. 
By Professor }AMES LoNG. Fully Illustrated with Portraits of Prize 
Pigs, by HARRISON WEIR and other Artists, Plans of Model 
Piggeries, &c. In clotk gz"lt, pnce tos. 6d. 

PIGEONS, FANCY. Containing Full Directions for the 
Breeding and Management of Fancy Pigeons, and Descriptions of 
every known Variety, together with all other information of interest 
or use to Pigeon Fanciers. Third Edition, bringing the subject 
down to the present time. 18 COLOURED PLATES, and 22 
other full-page Illustrations. By J. C. LYELL. /11 dotk gilt, price 
lOS. 6d. 

POKER BOOK, THE. A Practical Book on Playing the 
Fascinating Game of Draw Poker with Success. Price IS. 

POULTRY FOR PRIZES AND PROFIT. Contains: 
Breeding Poultry for Prizes, Exhibition Poultry, and Management 
of the Poultry Yard. Handsomely Illustrated. New Edition, Revised 
and Enlarged. By Professor }AMES LONG. In c/oll•gilt,price 3S· 6d. 

RABBIT BOOK OF THE. A Complete Work on Breeding 
and Re;ring all Varieties of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, 
Variations, Uses, Points, Selection, Mating, Management, &c., &c. 
NEW EDITION Revised and Enlarged. Edited by KEMPSTER 
W. KNIGHT. With an additional chapter on "Hutch Rab~it 
Farming in the Open," by MAJOR MORANT. ll~ustrated wttb 
Coloured and other Plates. One handsome vol., pnce 1 SS-

RABBITS FOR PRIZES AND PROFIT. Conta_inif!g 
Full Directions for the Proper Management of Fancy R_ab~tts tn 
Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, !'nd Descnptl?ns of 
every known Variety with Instructions for Breedmg good spectmens. 
Illustrated. By C~ARLES RAYSON. In c!otk gilt, price 2S. 6d. 
Also as follows :-
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lta.bbits, General Ma.na.gement of. Including Hutches, 
Breeding, Feeding, Diseases and their Treatment, Rabbit Coverts, &c. 
Fully Jllustrated. In paper, price IS. 

Ba.bbits, Exhibition, Being descriptions of all Varieties of 
Fancy Rabbits, their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. 
Illustrated. In paper, price IS. -

REPOUSSE WORK FOR AMATEURS: Being the Art 
of Ornamenting Thin Metal with Raised Figures. By L. L. HASLOPE. 
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, pn"ce 2s. 6d, 

ROSES FOR AMATEURS. A Practical Guide to the 
Selection and Cultivation of the best Roses, both for Exhibition or 
mere Pleasure, by that large section of the Gardening World, the 
Amateur Lover of Roses. Illustrated. By the REV. J. HONYWOOD 
D'OMBRAIN, Han. Sec. of the National Rose Society. Pnce Is. 

ST. BERNARD, THE. Its History, Points, Breeding, and 
Rearing. By HUGH DALZIEL. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, clotlz, price 
2S. 6d. 

SEA-FISHING FOR AMATEURS. Practical Instructions 
to Visitors at Seaside Places for Catching Sea-Fish from Pier-heads, 
Shore, or Boats, principally by means of Hand Lines, with a very 
useful List of Ftshing Stations, the Fish to be caught there, and 
the Best Seasons. By FRANK HUDSON. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, 
pn·ce IS. 

SEASIDE WATERING PLACES. A Description of 
nearly 200 Holiday Resorts on the Coasts of England and Wales, 
the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man, including the gayest and 
most quiet places, giving full particulars of them and their attractions, 
and all other information likely to assist persons in selecting places 
in which to spend their Holidays according to their individual tastes ; 
with BUSINESS DIRECTORY of Tradesmen, arranged in order 
of the Towns. Sixth Edition. Illustrated. In cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

SHEET METAL, WORKING IN: Being Practical In
structions for Making and Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper• 
Iron, Zinc, and Brass. Illustrated. Third Edition. By the Rev 
J. LUKIN, B.A. In paper, price 6d. 

SHORTHAND, ON GURNEY'S SYSTEM (IM
PROVED), LESSONS IN: Being Instruction in the Art of 
Shorthand Writing as used in the Service of the two Houses 
of Parliament. By R. E. MILLER. In paper, pn"ce Is. 

SHORTHAND SYSTEMS; WHICH IS THE BEST? 
Being a Discussion, by various Experts, on the Merits and Demerits 
of all the principal Systems, with Illustrative Examples. Edited by 
THOMAS ANDERSON. In paper, price IS. 

SICK NURSING AT HOME: Being Plain Directions and 
Hints for the Proper Nursing of Sick Persons, and the Home 
Treatment of Diseases and Accidents in case of Sudden Emer
gencies. By S. F. A. CAULFEILD. In paper, pn"ce IS. ; bound 
in cloth, price Is. 6d. 

~ All Books Post Free. 
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SKATING CARDS: An Easy Method of Learning Figure 
Skating, as the Cards can be used on the Ice. In doth case, :>s. 6d., 
or m strong leather pocket book, pn"i:e :;s. 6d. · or in ertra calf, 
sa#n lz"ned, price ss. 6d. ' ' 

SLEIGHT OF HAND. A Practical Manual of Legerdemain 
for Amateurs and Others. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Profusely Illustrated. By E. SACHS. Clot!• gilt, 6s. 6d. 

SNAKES, MARSUPIALS, AND BIRDS : A Book of 
Anecdotes, Adventures, and Zoological Notes. A capital Book for 
Boys. By ARTHUR NICO):.S, F.G.S., F.R.G.S.,&c. Illustrated. Pn"ce 5s. 

TAXIDERMY, PRACTICAL. A Manual of Instruction to 
the Amateur in Collecting, Preserving, and Settin(r-UP Natural His
tory Specimens of all kinds. Fully Illustrated w1th Examples and 
Working Diagrams. By MONTAGU BROWNE, F.Z.S., Curator of 
Leicester Museum. Second Edition. In doth gill,pnce 7s. 6d. 

THEATRICALS AND TABLEAUX VIVANTS FOR 
AMATEURS. Giving Full Directions as to Stage Arrangements, 
"Making-up," Costumes, and Acting. With Numerous Illustrations. 
By CHAS. HARRISON. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d. 

TOURIST'S ROUTE MAP of England and Wales, 
The. Third Edition, thoroughly Revised. Shows clearly all 
the Main, and most of the Cross, Roads, and the Distances between 
the Chief Towns, as well as the Mileage from London. In addition 
to this, Routes of Thirty of the most Interesting Tours are printed in 
red. The Map is mounted on linen, and is the fulles~ bandies~ and 
best tourist's map in the market. In cloth, price JS. 

TOYMAKING FOR AMATEURS. Containing lnstruc· 
tions for the Home Construction of Simple Wooden Toys, and of others 
that are Moved or Driven by Weights, Clockwork, Steam, Electricity, 
&c. Illustrated. By JAMES LUKIN, B.A. In cloth gill, pnce 4S· 

TRAPPING, PRACTICAL: Being some Papers on Traps 
and Trapping for Vermin, with a Chapter on General Bird Trap
ping and Snaring. By W. CARNEGIE. In paper, price IS. 

TURNING FOR AMATEURS: Being Descriptions of the 
Lathe and its Attachments and Tools, with Minute Instructions 
for their Effective Use on Wood, Metal, Ivory, and· other Materials. 
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. By ]AMES LUKIN, B.A. 
Illustrated with 144 Engravings. In c/otkp1t,pn·ce.2S. 6d. 

VINE CULTURE FOR AMATEURS: Being Plain Direc
tions for the Successful Growing of Grapes with the Means and 
Appliances usually at the command of Amateurs. l!lustrated. Grape_s 
are so generally grown in villa greenhouses that tlns book cannot fa1l 
to be of great service to many persons. By W. J. MAY. 

VIOLIN SCHOOL, PRACTICAL, fo~ H~me ~!t!dents .. A 
Practical Book of Instructions and Exerctses m V10hn Playt~g, 
for the use of Amateurs, Self-leamers, Teachers, and ot~e~ , Wtth 
a Supplement on "Easy Legato Studies for the_ VIOh!'. By 
J. M. FLEMING. 1 lwndsome voL, tkmy 4to, halfPewan, pnce 9S· 6d. 

"' All Books Poat ll'ree. 
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WATERING PLACES OF FRANCE, NORTHERN. 
A Guide for English People to the Holiday Resorts on the Coasts 
of the French Netherlands, l'icardy, Normandy, and Brittany. By 
ROSA BAUGHAN. In paper, price 2S. 

WOOD CARVING FOR AMATEURS. Containing De
scriptions of all the requisite Tools, and Full Instructions for their 
Use in producing different varieties of Carvings. Illustrated. A 
book of very complete instructions for the amateur wood carver. 
In paper, price Is. 

------------------
London: L. UPGOTT GILL. 770, Strand, W.O. 

Crown 8vo, cloth, with IUU8t~·aticms, P~ 58. 

WOlU~SH:OJ;"' B.ECE:IiPTS, 
FOR THE USE OF MANUFACTURERS, MECHANICS, AND SCIENTIFIC AMATEURS. 

By ERNEST SPON. 

Croton 8vo, cloth, fiB, 

WOlUf:SH:OP RECEIPTS 
(SECOND SERIES). 

By ROBERT HALDANE. 
Devoted mainly to sub)ecta connected with Chemical Manufactures. An entirely New 
Volume. Uniform in S1ze, Style, and Type with the Original" Workshop Receipts." 

Cro1on Boo, cloth, Sa. 

WORKSH:QP RECEIPTS 
(THIRD SERIES). 

By C. G. WARNFORD LOCK, F.L.S. 
Devoted mainly to Electrical and Metallurgical Subjects. 

Crown Bro, cloth, 51. 

WORKSHOP RECEII:"TS 
<FOURTH SERIES). 

By C •. G. WARNFORD LOCK, F.L.S. 
De\·oted mainly to Handicrafts and MeCbnnica.t Subjects. 

250 Illmtrations, with Complt!U: Index, and tJ Gllneral Indllx to the Four SllrUs. 

Demy Bvo, cloth, 68. 

SPONS' MECIIAJ'liC'S OWN 5001( • 
A Manual for· Handicraftsmen and Amateurs, complete in one large vol., 

containing 700pp. and 1420 illustrations. Second Edition. 
CONTENTS: 

Moc:hn.nical Drawiag; Cnating and Founding in Iron, BriW!, Bronze, and other Alloys ; 
Forginll' and Finbhing Iron; Sheet-mcto.l Working; Soldering, Brnzing, and Burning· Carpentry 
and Jomery, embracing descriptiOns of some 400 Woods, over too lllwtru.tioDA ot Took and their 
Uset~, Explanations (Wlth Dia!frntna) of l1G Joints and Hinges, and Detnils or Construction of 
Workshop Appliances Rough Fumitnro, Garden and Yard ErcctioDA, and House-Building; 
Cabinet-Mnkmg an{\ Veneering; Co.r\'ing and Fretcutting; Uphol11tery; Painting, Graining, 
and Marbling; Stnining Furniture, Wo~l Floont.!nd Fittings;, ~}llding, Dead and Bright, on 
\'arious pounds; Polishing Marble, Meuus and wood; Varnisning; Mechanical Mo,•ementa, 
illustmtmg contrivances for trlllllmitting- 'Motion; Turning in Wood nnd Metals; Ma•onry, 
embracins: Stonework, Brickwork, Terra-cotta, and Concrete; Roofing with Thatch, Tiles 
Slates, Felt, Zinc. etc.; Glazing_ with and without Putty, nnd Lead Glazing; Plasterinq an({ 
Whitewashing; Paperbnnlting.i Gns-litting; Bell-hnmdng, ordinarv anfl electric systems; Light
hlll'i Warming; Ventilating; .ttood11, Pavementsl nna Bridgcsj Hedges, Ditches, and Drains; 
Wntor SU.IJPb' and Su.nitation; Hints on HollBe CoWitruction sntted to New Countries. 

London: E. & F. N. SPON, 125, Strand. 



BOOKS PUBLISHED BY HORACE COX, 
AT THE " FIELD " OFFICE, 346, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 

FOURTH EDITION. In post 8vo, limp cloth, 91'U, priu 21. 6d., by poU 21. Bd, 

lJ!HE ART OF SKATING; With Illustrations, Diagrams, and Plain 
Directions for the Acquirement of the Most Difficult Md (,;raceful l\lovornenta Br 

GEORGE ANDERSON (I'Cyclos"), Vice-Presi(lent of the Crystal Palace Skating Club' am( 
for many yeats President of the Glasgow Skating Club. ' 

TflJRD EDITION. Priu 7s. 6d., by pod 11. lOd. 

}!IGURE SKATING; Being the Theory and Practice of the Art as 
Developed in England, with a Glance at its Origin and Hi"tory. By 11. c. 

VANDERVELL and T. l\JAXWELL WJTIIAll (Members of the London Skating Club). Thoro 
are thousands of skaters who attain a. small amount of skUI In Figure Skating and tbertl 
stop, because they neither know what to do1 or how to do it. A reference t'o this thu 
acknowledged Text Book of Figure Skating, will solve any difficulty that ma.y haTe •toPped 
progress for years. It now includes aU the new Figures, with the new nomenclature w bleb 
bas been authorised by the Skating Club, 

Priu Bd., by po•t 9d. 

lJ!HE ''FIELD" LAWN TENNIS UMPIRES' SCORE-SHEET l!OOK 
(Sixty Sets). with Instructions for the Use of Umpires. Adapted for the Use of 

Umpnes, as used- at the Championship :Meetings. 

Fountn EDITfON. In demy 4to, on toned paper, and inft~nttl CQetT, priu 21., by po~t 21. 2d. 

lJ!HE l!OOK OF DINNER SERVIETTES contains a New Intro
duction on the Decoration of Dinner Tables, and General Directions for Folding the 

Serviettes. There are Twenty-one different kinds given, with Ninety-two Woodcuta 
illustrative of the various Folds required and the Se"iettes complete. 

Demy avo, pri« 5s. 6d., 1m po8t 51. lOd. 

lJ!HE ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTS ON THE GROWTH OF 
WHEAT BARLEY, AND THE MIXED HERBAGE OF GRASS LAND, llJ 

WILLIAll FREAM, B.Sc. LOnd., .F.L.S., I!'. G.B., l''.S.S. · 

In demy 8110, price 31. 6d., by po1t 31. 9d. 

fliNTS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF HAWKS. By J. E. HARTING, 
Author of" A Handbook of British Birds," .. Essn)'S on Sport. and Natural Biltorr." 

Prit;e 1s., by post ls. 2d. With Fnll-Page Coloured WuatraUon and Woodcuts. 
pALLAS'S SAND GROUSE: Its Natural History, and a Plea for it• 

Preservation. By W. B. TEGETllEIER. ------
TITHE RULES OF PIGEON SHOOTING. Published by Special Pcr
~J.~ mission· the Burlingham Club and the Gun Club Rules of P1geon Shooting, SECOSD 
EDITION. B~und together in cloth, gilt edges. price 6d., by post 7d. 

TITHE LAWS OF LAWN TENNIS as adopted by the Marylebone 
"l." Cricket Club and. the All England Croquel a.nd J.&wn Tennia Club. Entered -' 
Sta.tioners' Hall. Price 6d., by post 6!d. 

" Fl ELD" 0 FFI CE, 
346, ST~AN:O, LONDON, W.C. 



SOME BOOKS FOR ANGLERS 
l'UDLISHED BY 

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON AND CO. 
WALTON AND COTTON'S COMPLEAT ANGLER. 

Thl Len. nnd Dove Dluatratcd Edition. :Being the One Hundredth Edition of Walton o.nd 
Cotton'& C\'Cr-J.Ouular work, "The Compleat Ander." Edited, with I.ive3 of Walton nnd 
Cotton bv B B MARSTON, Editor of the P~hiJI{I Gaztttet Hon. Treasurer of the Fly 
Fishon:• dlub 't:.o: nnd cont!\iiling a. Reprint (oy permission, of ''The Chronicle of the 

~ Comj_llcat An8-:~r/· bci~ 11 Bibliogro."hicnl RccoJ'(l of its\ \·nriou1 E litions o.n..d imita.tione, 
Bv THOMAS wESTWOOD and THOMAS SATCHELL, The prlncipnl tenture of tbls 
E"d.ition will bo a set ot fifty-four Full:Pa.ge Photogravures. printed from Copper Plates, on 
fine 1•lato paper of Views on the Le:i, Dove, &c. 

EDITION DE LUXE, in 2 vol~ •• :royal <ito, each copy numbered nod signed, to Subscribers 
tto to~. nett 

The DEMY QUARTO EDITION, bound in bnlt morocco, ~Ji:t top, £5 5s. nett. 
"The noblest lrlft-book tbnt hns been issued for IIIAOY yeo.rs.' -St. Jame1' GazetU, 
"Never bns "Walton been more honoured, • , , . Among collectors, therefore. there is no ques

tlnn but that the bi"!Ok will be nttractive, It will be one of the forms in which the work of 
Walton will be most coveted."-Sta71dard. 

•• Th011e sumptuoWI volnmes."-Spectator. "A truly magnificent edition."-.Field. '• This noble 
cdition."-Dailv New. READY IN 'l'HE SPRING. 

DRY l'LY l'ISHING IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. 
By FREDERIC M. HALFORD, F.L.S,, Author of "Floating Flies and How to Dress Them," 
"Det.nched Badger" of tho Field, Member of the" Houghton Club." "Fly Fisht>rs' Club!" 
&:c • .An Editio11 de Luze,limited to 100 COtlitlB, o.nd th~ First Erlition of 500 copiell, are n 
preparation, and ""ill be published this seo.son, Illustrated with Plate• Phowing the Position 
of the Rod and Line in molting vnrious CMts used in Dry Fly Fishing; ruso Colon red 
nnd other Plates, giving the LEe History of the Mo.ytly; a. Coloured Plan showing how the 
Weeda in a River should be Cut, &:c., &o. 

CONDITIONS OF PUBLICATION. 
Ellition tk LU#, imperial octavo, printed on the be~t English band ronde paper, bonnd in full 

morocco, with gilt to1'- with the plates on mounts. Limited strictly to 100 copies. Each cow will 
be numbtnd a11d1i(111trl. Price per co_py, Subscribers,.£~ Ss. 

First Edition, roynl octM"O, printed on the finest printing paper, cloth extr:~., 500 copies. Price 
per copy Subscribers. £1 58, 

N.B.-l.il Coloured ntu11tro.tions nre ho.nd-colou~ed in both Editions, except the plnns illustrat. 
ing Cbo.pters IV. and XIII, 

l'LOATING l'LIES AND ROW TO DRESS THEM. A 
Treatise on tbe most Modern Methods of Dreo:sing Artificial Flies for Trout and Gro.yling. 
Witb. full Ulnstrated Directiom, and containing Dinety Hand-coloured Engravings of the 
most Klllizw: Pattern11, toqther with a few Hints to Dry.fly Fishermen. By FREDERIC M. 
H.a.Lvonn, • Detached Ba er" of Thi! Field, Member of tDe Houghton Club, Fly.fishera• 
Club, .to. Second edition,~. emy Bvo, cloth, 158., post free. 

•• Of Blue uuns and Bnmbles,. of hooks o.nd their eyes, 
or Red Tags o.nd Coachmen, o.nd all sorts of fl.ies: 
Of Wlckbo.ms, Red Spinners, and othera, ne'er fo.iUng 
To lure out of water the trout and the grayling
Here Halford discourses, and -shows a collection 
Of ninety fly.portro.its, all limned to perfection: 
A capital volnmo, and no one will doubt it 
No ftsbcrmo.n now should be ever without lt! "-PilJlCh. 

NEAR AND l'AR: an Angler's Sketches of Home Sport and 
COLONIAL LIFE. By WK. SEKIOR ("Red Spinner"), Angling Editor of Till! Ji'ield Author 
of "'Vatersido Ske~hes." .to. Crown Svo, elotb 6s, ' 

01 The author is not merely o.n export all round ang)er, but is an all-round lover of nature· and 
be lmst he von· happy faculty of knowing bow to describe what he sees and what he h.os dona He 
has fished, and aho~nnd bunted. and communed with nature the world over; and be d<>scribell his 
n.d:ventures with a 1 htness and brightness of toncb which to o.nyone who boa in hli:n the least 
love of nature canno bat be irreslstib\y cba.nning,"-Fi•IJillO Gault~. 

To A .,..T "'LEOS _If yon do not "know the paper, send n post.ca.rd to the 
•;::;_;:::;__::..;:.1!.,; "1~"".;::..:::;.:;:~~~,_;:::.=• Manager of TRB FISHING G.AZET7'~'• St, Dunstan's 

House, Fetter Lane, London. 

TO ANGLERS.-· "ttbe Jfisbing <Sa3ette" 
is. Devoted entirely to Angling, and rives, every Saturday, Orig:i.n..o.l Articlell, Reports from 
~Ve!B, Clubs. Correspondence; and &oa n Splendid Show of .Advertis~mez;.ts from leading 
Fisbwg Tac.kle Makers, Fishing Hotels, &:c. 

To AN"'LE"DS S.nd fo• o LIST OF BOOKS ON ALL KlliDS OF 
_;::;_;:;,....,;::.,:,:;.;..;""::;.::;:.,::.,:!!,~,;:~•:--ANGLING to Manager of THB FISHING G.4.ZE'I'TE. 
- St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lo.ne, Londo~ • 



BDWLJJDS' I OILET RBTICLES 
Have been known for nearly 100 year;~ to Le the ""'"t 

which can be obtained; the bc11t articles arc, in the ion;.: run, alway.'! tht.l che.1.pe!it. 

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL 
b the best an1l safest presen·er an1l heautifit·r of thL' hair, :u11l ha.'J n mo11 t 
delict1te ant\ fragrant bouquet. It contains no lt•ad M mintral iu;.:rcLiil'llt.i, anti 
ca.n also be had in 

A GOLDEN COLOUR 
for bir and ~ohlen-haire<l chiltlren, ami people who~l' hair h:1-1 hccuu:e grey. 
Sizes: 3,'6, 7/·; 10,6, equal to four HIWlil. 

ROWLANDS' KALYDOR 
Is n. most soothing emollient :mtl rdrcshing fJn·paratl"n f"r the fael•, liaruh1, 
nntl aTUls. It removes all freckle>~, tan, sunburn, ~ting of iu~t·<-t.-1, prickly heat, 
chaps, redness, irritation anti rou~hnes."' of tlu: .~kin, J.:c., prutluce."! 11 hCllutlful 
and delicate complexion, and renders the 

SKIN SOFT, FAIR, 
anti delicate; it is warranted free from any grca11y or metallic ingre<lients. ~iJ:•·-~: 
4/6 and 8,6. Ilalj-b·izcd lto/lk~t at 2.3. 

ROWLANDS' ODONTO 
Is the best, purest, anti most frag:n~nt Tooth i'ow•l~:r; it pn•\"t·nt.~ anti :<rresi>< 
tlecay, strengthens the gums, gi\·cs a pleasing- fragrance tu the Lrcath, and 
renders the 

TEETH WHITE AND SOUND. 

ROWLANDS' EUKONIA 
Is a pure nmltlelic.'l.tc toilet poW<ler, free frr•m any t.ismuth or md.otllic inb-redicnt..ll. 
Sold in three tints, white, ro,c, a111l cream, 2,6 per loox. A~k !or 

ROWLANDS' ARTICLES, 
of 20, llAno:-; G.\nm:x, I.osnos, and avoirl cheap, spurioWI imitations, uno.ltr 
the t~a.me or similar n.ames.. 



DV SPECIAL 
APPOINTMENT. 

Purveyors by Speclal Warrants to 
JLM. THE QUEEN 

and 
H.lt,H. THE l'ltiNCE OF WALES. BY SPECIAl.. 

APPOINTMENT. 

SPRATTS PATENT -- ---- ~---
Meat " Fibrine" Vegetable 

000 CAKES 
(WITH BEETROOT). 

BEW ABE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS! 
SEE EACH CAKE IS STAMl'ED 

SPRATTS PATENT and a "X." 
-----·················· .. · .. --------

COD LIVER OIL 

DOG 0 A K E S-
l'or Puppies after Distemper, and for Da.inty Feeders and 

Sick or Pet Dogs. 
DISTEMPER POWDERS, WORM POWDERS, MANGE, ECZEMA, 
and EAR CANKER LOTIONS, TONIC CONDITION PILLS, &c. 

-PAMPHLET ON CANINE DISEASES, 
And full List of :Medicines, Post Free. 

Dog, Poultry,~ Game Houses iJ@ Appliances. 

SP:Q_ATTS PATENT 

POUieTRY MEA~e 
The Most Nutritious and Digestible Food for Chicks and Laying Hens (being 

thoroughly cooked). Samples Post Free. 
New Edition of "THE COMMON SENSE of POULTRY KEEPING," Sd.,Post Free-, 

GRANULATED l'RAIRIE MEAT, "CRISSEL.'' 
Price 25s. per cwt. Takes the Place of Insect Life. 

"CARDIAC:" A TONIC FOR l'OULTRY. 
Price ta. per Packet, or Ss. per 7lb. Bag. 

G A JY.C E JY-J: EAL_ 
SAMPLE AND FULL PA.BTICULABS POST FBEE. 

Extract from "THE FIELD":-"Thanks to Spratts Pheasant Meal and Crissel I 
have reduced the cost a great deal, and reared a considerably peater average With Spraits 
Food t~ey require no custards, ants' eggs, or, in fact, anything from blitehing till they are 
turned m coverts and eat corn."-CAREFUL SPORTSMAN. 

"The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing," 3d,, Post F'ree, 

Spra.tts :Pa.tent, Limited, London, S.E. 


